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Can ad~ 
Dysphagia, or diffiaJJty in S\NaiiCMing, poses a major health threat if it is not 
pt'OI 1 ply diagnosed and treated.. Prcbleit s secondary to dysphagia may 
include malnutrition, aspiration priEUI'D'Iia, dehydration, psychosocial 
problet1s and iraeased health care costs seco."'ldaryto peoftessional tirre for 
feeding, treab I ent of medical \XI I ¥JiicatiOOS, food 'w'/aStage, and the lengtf I of 
time required to feed residents. The objectives r:l this research v.ere to 1) 
deterrrine the prevalence of dysphagia, 2) deter 1 ine the severity of 
dysphagia, and 3) charaderize the dysphagic population in a long-term care 
institution in St. John's, Nevufaundland.. Other objedives were to deterrrine 
the medical diagnoses and concfdions assodated Ytflh dysphagia, to assess 
the extent r:l CD 1 !plications seCXJI'1dary to dysphagia and to doaJrnent 
managa 1 ent techniques CUI't'el1tly being used. 
Information for this retrospective, desaiptive study was obtained by medical 
reoord review and a questionnaire cor 1 peted by nursing personnel. The 
study population consisted of 193 subjects (138 female/55 male) v.;u, a 
mean age of 75.6 years. ldelltification d dysphagia and the level of 
severity v.ere based on the foiiO'Mng: signs and syi11XCJI'TB of dysphagia, 
history of aspiration pneuronia, diagnosed neurological condition, 
doa.mented reports of dysphagia, medical CDJ!plications, and dietary 
rrodifications. 
The prevalence of dysphagia VIas 45.5%. Of the subjects Wth dysphagia, 
SSOA,, 390AI and SOA, vere nildly, rmderately and severely dysphagic, 
respectively. For only 220~ of dysphagic subjects YJaS dysphagia 
doaJmented in the medical record. Nursing staff idelttified only 390A, of 
subjects \Wh dysphagia. They YJere able to identify all severely dysphagic 
ii 
subjects. 
Dysphagia was associated Wth fluid and texture mxfifications; poor 
hydration status; nursing reports d subjects being "not \\ell nourished'; use 
of nutritional supplements, poor skin integt ity; the need for crushed 
medications; irrpaired c:hevwing ability; feeding depelldenc.y, and level of 
assistance required at meal time. DJ&phagia YI8S nat assodated \\flh age; 
sex; inadequate nubitional intake; decubitus ulcers; length d time to be fed; 
veght status; use of antipsydlotic or tricyclic antidepressant medications; 
diffia.dty S'NaiiONing medications; reports of "nat being hungry'; and needing 
enoouragement to eat Due to small nu 1 lbers it \VaS not possible to exarrine 
associations of dysphagia Wth medical 0011 tJiications. Reconmendations 
are provided for future management of dysphagic individuals in long-term 
care facilities. 
iii 
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Dysphagia, or diffiaJily swaiiOIAng, can have rrany detrin ental effects in 
those persons afflicted Nth the disordel. lkdagnosed or Ultbeatecl 
dysphagia can lead to malnutrition, dehydration, aspiration pneumonia, 
psychosocial problems and choking episodes. ~a is mare CD II I rli1 
in the elderty population as the diseases and cxnfdians which cause or 
exacerbate dysphagia are highly prevalent in this group (Sanies, 1992). As 
well, the elderly long-term care population is at higher risk for dysphagic 
CQI11lfications due to possible pre-existing malnutrition, alterations in 
respiratory status, or generalized deterioration in health status. 
In addition to the CD 1 iplications directly affecting an individual's health status, 
unrecognized and untreated dysplagia places financial burdens on the 
health care system Additional costs are associated v.flh treab tent of 
malnutrition, aspiration pneumnia, and dehydration, feeding clependenc.y, 
nursing tirre necessary to feed dysphagic individuals nutritionally adequate 
meals, and food wastage. 
Dysphagia in the elderly may be more cat 11m than it appears sinc2 mmy 
elderly people vwill not WI 1 pain about SYJaiiCMiing problems unless they are 
specifically asked (Kuhlemeier, 1994). Even persons Ytfth severe dysphagia 
do not voluntarily report syrrporns of dysphagia or CDlSUit a doctor. Many 
elderty persons accep their problem as an unavoidable CD 1 !plication of 
getting old (Bloem et al., 1990). Tlbbling and GIStafsson (1991) reported 
that of the dysphagic persons 'Nho do consult a doctor, 4()01{, have just as 
many psychosocial problems at meal times, such as anxiety and the wsh to 
eat alone, as those Vtlho have not seen a physician. This may indicate that 
some physicians are not aware of the severity of dysphagic cor rl)lications or 
of appropriate managerrent. 
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Early detection and rnanagenent of dysphagia irJlX"C)VeS the medical 
management (Carter-Young and Durant-Jones, 1990} and overall health of 
such individuals. Appropriate treab 1 ent significantly deaeases the 
development of malnutrition, aspiration pnamonia, dehydration and 
associated sequelae. Treab 1 ent nay help avoid negative feelings of self 
worth associated with swalloMng irY18• 1 1 ent. Dysphagia management can 
prorrde a less COl 1 ~icated acmssion at a hospital or long-term care facility 
and nay lead to deaeased oosts for the health care facility. 
It is essential that health care institutions understand and are convinced of 
the irJ1X)I'tance of pra 1 p diagnosis and treab 1 ent of dysphagia. 
Governments, hospital and nursing home actrrinistrators, CXXTI1U1ity based 
programs, physicians and heafth.care PI ofessionals rTlJSt all be avvare of this 
problem. This is necessary so that adequate dysphagia management 
programs may be developed and maintained ('Mite-Martin, 1987). 
To acca t plish these goals, the prevalence of dysphagia and its 
consequet1C2S rnJSt first be detemined. l<rlcNwledge of the epideniology of 
dysphagia including prevalence and incidenat rates \\111 enhance dysphagia 
research (Kuhlemeier, 1994} and since the Canadian population is aging at a 
persistent rate (McEwan et al., 1991}, the prevalence of dysphagia \\All 
In 1991, Qlnada's elderly (aged 65+) represented 11.SOA» of the population 
(Chartrand, 1993} and this figure has been estinated to inaease to 14% by 
the year 2001 (Upps, 1988}. Sinilarly, in 1991 in NeNfoundland, the elderly 
(aged 65+) represented 9. '?OA» of the total population, for a total of 55,160 
people (Statistics Canada, 1995). The group of elderly Ytth the greatest 
population gro\Nth in NeNfoundland and Canada are those in the 90+ age 
group. From 1975 to 1993 the rate of inaease for this age group in Canada 
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nue than doubled and in NeYioundland the rate was slightly lower. 
NeM'aurda1d's annual eldel1y grONih rate d 3.7010 is tigher than the 
national average d 3.5%. If one were to apply the prevalence rates of 
dysphagia as found in other a:u1bies for free living elder1y (i.e. 16 to 22.3%) 
(Kjellen and Tibbling, 1981, Bloem et al., 1990), approxin ately 8825-12300 
persons in Nevvfcudand in 1991 could have had Olcphar1fl9eal or 
esophageal dysphagia. This n.I'1'D!r is expeded to inaease. 
This study foa IS8S on dysphagia in a lang-term care populatial. 
Radiological studies on all residents within the institution \\We not available 
and therefore a chart review was CXI'f1lleted as this has been shoM1 to be 
the rrost efficient -way to ider 1tify the dysphagic PlPJiation and managa 1 ent 
procedures currently being used (Wite-Martin, 1987). Due to the lirritations 
in reaxding data in the rredical chart, a nLJSing questionnaire vvas also used 
to avoid rTissing valuable infoln Btion whidl nay not have been docurTented 
in the chart 
The objedives of this study ware to detemine: 1) the prevalence of 
dysphagia, 2) the severity of dysphagia based en associated COIIpiications, 
and 3) the characteristics t:1 the dysphagic population in a long-tenn care 
facility in St John's, Nevvfourdand. In Canada and especially the Atlantic 
Provina!S, infonTBtion on the extent of dysphagia and associated problems 
is scarce. To date, there have been no published papers on the prevalence 
of dysphagia in Canada. 
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2.0 UlERATURE REVIEW 
~ia is defined as cflffiaJity in swalkMing and is a syrT1]torn of disease 
or dysfunction that can be caused by a nuriler of medical conditions 
(Sanies, 1992). In the elderty, dysphagia rmst often is neuropathologic in 
etiology and affects the oral andlor pharyngeal stages of svvallow (Ergun and 
Mskovitz, 1992). 1-bNJENer, sare swaiiO\Mng problem; may involve the 
esophagus, secondary to diseases such as cancer, or involve a CDrlbination 
of the four stages of swal101.4ng. In the past decade, interest in dysphagia 
research has ina eased and this is contributing to our lo'1cNwtedge of 
dysphagia in the aging papulation. 
Various studies have estinated the prevalerla9 or incidence of dysphagia, 
but the majority of these have been in disease specific cases. Few studies 
have evaluated the prevalenc2 of dysphagia in long-term care facilities, and 
to date, no studies have evaluated the full extent of the problem in a 
Canadian facility. 
In the general population, the incidence and prevalence of dysphagia is 
largely unknolll. Kjellen and libbling (1981) ca 1 ~eted a study on a 
general population of 55 year old SWedes to detemine the incidence of 
esophageal dysphagia. Questionnaires were sent to a study population, 
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'Atlich included 1156 females and 1173 males, to assess sytrpoms of 
cardiac and esophageal origin. The response rate for the initial 
questionnaire was 9QO/o. Out of the original population, 384 suqects were 
randarriy selected to hcNe an acid perfusion test and manarnetry COI11lleted 
to further assess esophageal dysfu1ction. Of these, 209 suqeds agreed to 
the investigation for esophageal fln:tion, giving a response rate of 54%. 
Thirty-four paari of sutjects had esophageal dysfunction and of those with 
nom aJ esophageal function, 1 ac»At had dysphagia. 1he overall incidence of 
dysphagia based an this study was 220/0. No reference was nade Mh 
respect to gender and this study did not evaluate oro-pharyngeal dysphagia. 
In another study by Bloem, et al. (1990), the prevalenC2 of dysphagia in a 
group of free-living elderly Dutch people, older than 87 years, was 
deterrrined during a one ITD1th period. Nne hundred and seventy-seven 
partidpants 'Atlo, three years preliously, had a rnec:lical intervieYI and nini 
n El1tal state exam \\ere questioned about syrllltoms of swallo\Mng problems 
and choking. Specific questions related to: choking or coughing after eating 
or drinking; food getting stud< in throat; swalla\Mng rnxe than onc:2 to get 
the sane bite cbMl; and nasal regurgitation of swaiiCMed fluid. A positive 
ansv.er to at least one question 'NaS oonsidered evidence that the suqect 
had dysphagia. Data on swaiiCMing \VaS only available fer 130 out of the 
977 subjects. Syrrporns of dysphagia v.ere reported for 1SOAt (21/130) of 
the population. Six out of 21 people had severe dysphagia, Ytttid1 was 
dassifiect as daily choking, i~red passage of food or necessity of a 
pureed-type diet. None of these six people had volunteered this information 
prior to the study. 
Lindgren and Janzen (1991) studied the prevalence of dysphagia, or 
obstruction 'Nhen eating, in 50 to 79 year old men and YIOITiel'l in an urban 
SWedish population. Six hundred persons v.ere sent questionnaires and 
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7SOA> of subjects responded. Only 19 persons, 3% of the population, 
reported syl'llJtoms of lxJius obslruction and 200A» reported globus sensation. 
libbling and Guslafssan (1991) irw estigated if dysphagia leads to \\Eight 
loss, reduction in quality rllife and to what extent it is accu 1 fJiillied by chest 
syrl1)toms. Questionnaires ¥Be raJ'Idomy sent to 2480 SY.edish suqects 
over 59 years old. The response rate vvas 32'A» (n=796) and 460A» of the 
subjects v.ere male. The questionnaire consisted of 16 questions regarding 
dysphagia, assodated syrl1)toms, and anxiety and isolation at meal times. 
Dysphagia was considered to exist if the suqect responded yes to .. there is 
a feeling of food sticking in the chest YJhen eating" or ''food sornetirrES sticks 
in the throat". The authors found that SOA» d subjects answering the 
questionnaire had syl'llJtorns of dysphagia. The median age of the 
dysphagic sul::jects \IV8S 67 years and there \N8S an equal distribution of 
males to females .. 
Raiha et al. (1992) studied the prevalence of-reflux 
disease (GERD) in non-institutionalized Finnish subjects older than 65 years 
of age. Data were collected via a postal questionnaire that was ranc:torny 
sent to 559 subjects. Despite a response rate of 920A», only 8'70,{, of 
questionnaires axJid be analysed as some questionnaires v.ere not fully 
CXII r ipleted. The mean age of subjects was 76 for men and 75 for ferrales. 
Dysphagia vvas defined as swaiiO't\4ng a bolus Yttlich felt as if it had not 
normally passed through the esophagus. Based on this definition, 21.4% of 
the total papulation had dysphagia and this occurred in 15.3% and 6.1°/0 of 
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Acute anc1 Long Term CD Facilities 
To date, most of the literature on the prevalence of dysphagia is based on 
diagnostic groupings d disease such as stroke or Parkinson's disease. In 
patients ¥Jith stroke, 'Nhich is probably the rmst CDr 1 r m cause of dysphagia 
(Kuhlemeier, 1994), the incidence d dysphagia has been found to be 16-
45% depending on n Etl icdology of data colledion in various stucfleS (Gordon 
et al., 1987, Veis and Logernann, 1985, Kuhlemeier, 1994). 1-bAever, 
incidenca reports of dysphagia for stroke patients depend on the lengtlt of 
time post-stroke that the study was CCI 1 rpleted sinc2 dysphagia usually 
resolves during the rectNerY process. For exartlJie, in one study (Barer, 
1989), almost one-third of strokes patients v.ere dysphagic 'Aflhin tv.o days 
of having the stroke. In Wiibast, only 1SOA. of stroke patients on a 
rehabilitation unit displayed dysphagic syrllltoms (Kuhlemeier et al., 1989). 
Carter-Young and Durant-Jones (1990) con peted a needs assessment to 
identify rnanagenent techniques and outccme for 225 randorriy selected 
stroke patients discharged rNer a three year period. Data were oollected via 
a retrospective dart review. Only those patients 'Nho YSe CNer 18 years 
old, noncarratose, and W1o had no previous history of neurological disease, 
stroke or dysphagia were included for analysis. The incidence of dysphagia 
was identified by defining dysphagia as "any oral or pharyngeal 
neurom.asaJiar dysfunction that affected the patient's ability to be fed orally''. 
Their findings \\88 identical to those of Veis and Lcgemann (1985) in that 
28% of stroke patients developed dysphagia. The results of this study can 
be aiticized. The authors report that the rmst 001111 lOll procedure for 
diagnosing dysphagia was a bedside evaluation assessing the absence or 
presence of the gag reflex. It is now cxw 1 1 1 Dnly accepted that absence or 
presence of a gag reflex is not indialtive of dysphagia. 
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1-s reported by Carter-Young and Durant-Jones (1990), Gordon et al. (1987) 
0011 ipleted a prcspective study and found the incidence of dysphagia to be 
45°A» in stroke patients. It rrust be noted that prospective studies usually 
report higher incic:lerm rates than do retlospedive stucfleS. 
A nuntJer d rean studies have been published on the prevalence and 
incidena! d dysphagia Nthin aaJte and long-term health care facilities. 
Groher and BUadrnan (1986) CDI~eted a prevalence study in two aaJte 
care facilities. One v.eek prior to the start d the study, nursing staff 
identified patients oonsidered to have a "swaiiCMing dysfunction". 
Dysfunction was dassified as cflffia.11t oral intake, choking or CXXJghing, no 
oral intake, histay of aspiration pnei.ITI)I'1ia, and the need for diet texture 
modification, non oral feeding route, or for individual meal tine supervision. 
011y those patients Wth orc>pharyngeal stage disorders vere seleded for 
the study as this group \\OUid potentially benefit frcm various treab 1 ent 
modalities. A nursing questionnaire, cardex, ard chart reJiew \VaS 
conducted and patients vere dassified as having dysphagia if they met one 
of the follovwing: (1) reported signs of choking, drcaling or inability to 
CQI'll)lete an attf!IT1Jled SVJallow or (2) a history of aspiration pneurmnia Wth 
a primary or semndary diagnosis of a neurcmJSa.llar disorder. Results of 
this study indicated a prevalence of dysphagia ri120A» and 130/& in the t\t\0 
aaJte care facilities. Further details are outlined in Table 2.1. It has been 
recognized that this research is only an estirrate of the true prevalerm 
because of the linited time span in Vtlhich it vvas conducted (three \Weks) 
and because a mxtified barium 5\Nallow study and physical exam \\9S not 
used in detemining the presenc2 of dysphagia. 
Layne et al. (1989) idel1tified the prevalence of "possible, probable or 
definite" dysphagia in a long-tenn neuropsychiatric facility to be eeoA». All 
513 patients ~in the facility, primarily adult men, were saeened on one 
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day using the Flerring Index of Dysphagia (RD). This idel1tified oral-
pharyngeal arv:J/rx esophageal dysphagia using various indicators of 
dysphagia and then assigning each indicator a score (refer to Appendix 1 for 
details of the RD). The FlO ¥laS CDrll]leted via medical chart revieN and 
interview YAth a charge nurse to obtain infan ation such as the presE!f"IC2 of 
aspiration pnet.ITDlia, dehydration, enteral nutrition, \\eight loss, reflux, 
strictures, ill-fitting dentures, CUI r tJiaints d dysphagia, and radiographic 
findings of swalloMng problems. Total sc:cres Ya"e otmned for each 
patient indicating one of four groupings: unlikely to have dysphagia (SCDe=0-
2), possibly has dysphagia (~), probably has dysphagia and should 
be further evaJuated (soore=6-9), or patient has definite dysphagia 
(sc:orE210). Results for the study shcMed that 35% of the total population 
had either "possible", "probable" or "definite" dysphagia. In this study, a 
texture modified diet included diets restricting \\t1ole n eats and rtNI fruits 
and vegetables. This dassific:ation, hoNENer, may be too general to indicate 
swaiiO\Mng problems sii'"IC2 restrictions of these food items nay be 
seCXJndary to gastrointestinal disorders and not associated tMth the inability 
to swallow. Layne et al. (1989) report that Trupe et al. (1984) had also 
published on the prevalence d dysphagia, ho.vever, this study appears to 
have been presented at a conference, and therefore specific details are not 
available. 
Keller (1993), 'IJho investigated nalnutrition in Canadian institutionalized 
elderfy, also reported a six rrarUt prevalenc:2 rate of dysphagia to be 1SOA. in 
200 subjects Wth a nean age of 78.5 years. In this study, a S'NaiiCMiing 
assessment by the ITLIItidisciplinary team had to be in the medical chart in 
order for the patient to be dassified as having dysphagia. 
Kuhlemeier (1994) states that the incidence of dysphagia in a hospital 
setting is easier to detemine than the prevalence rate because hospital 
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statistics and national standards are CXlded for each specific patient problem. 
As 'M!II, sii1C2 the syiT1ioms d dysphagia are often under-reported in the 
elderly population, it has been suggested that actual incidence and 
prevalence rates may be higher than these reported in the literature. 
Aa:ording to Cia ••1-Taylor (1994) a conservative estinate is that sixty 
paari (6QOA.) d all residents in long term care facilities and hospitals have 
some type rl swaiiCMiing diffia.dty. To date, the true incidence and 
prevalence r:l dysphasja in the geriatric population remains unkncMn. The 
only way to correctly idel dify the incidence and prevalence rate of dysphagia 
is to conduct a longitudinal study v.tlich routinely sa eens and assesses 
subjeds using a mocflfied bariun swallow (fteS) study. Hc:Meler, it would 
not be ethically appropriate to oonduct such a study because the average 
l\t1BS exposes a suqect to radiation for five ninutes and many non-
dysphagic suqects 'MlUid receive unnecessary radiation. 
In SUITI'I'BfY, the prevalenc2 ct dysphagia in a long term population has been 
reported as 1 goA,, SSOA» and f360A». In rehabilitation and acute care facilities, 
the reported prevalence of dysphagia is between SOA. and SOOA.. In free-living 
populations, the prevalena! of dysphagia has been doamented to be 
between 1SOA, and 220A.. Oifferenc:2s in prevalence rates occur in each study 
because of cflfferences in study design (e.g. prospective versus 
reb ospedive), opa ational definitions used to define dysphagia, 11 et1 aodology, 
such as techniques to evaluate the PI ese11e2 of dysphagia (e.g. bedside 
swaiiOYJing assessment, PI ese11e2 and absence of gag reflex, chart review, 
nursing questionnaire, self-reported questionnaire, AD) and study population 
(e.g. age, gender, geographic location, prinay diagnosis, etc.). 
The a.~rrent research study cor•lbines various techniques used in these 
studies 'Nhile onitting those \Nhich have been shoY.n to be questionable in 
diagnosing dysphagia in a long-term care population. For exarTl)le, self-
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reported swaJICMing problems in the elderty population tend to be inaccurate 
due to folyetfulness and cafusion which is inherent in a large pe1 aantage of 
elderly in long-term care facilities~ N; \\ell, the elderty tend nat to report 
swaJICMiing problems unless they are severe~ A bedside swallel'Mng 
assessnent aJ11)Ietecl on one oa:asion nay not be appropriate because 
there rray be daily fluctuations in a persons S'Nallowing ability. As well, the 
bedside swaJIOIAng assessn at is lB1able to dinically deted: aspiration 4QOA. 
of the time (Logenam, 1983, 1995) and therefore, 'MXJid still be an 
ir • IJ)I'eCise estirrate of the true prevalence. The findings of prevalerla! I 
incidence stuaaes aJ11)Ietecl to date are sunmarized in Table 2. 1. 
Table 2. 1. Synopsis d research on the prevalence/incidence af dysphagia 
since 1983 
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Dysphagia has been associated Wth many medical aJnditions and external 
environmental factors. Djsphagia in the elderly is - by the 
foiiOVtring: medical conditions which cause or exaa!t"bate dysphagia are 
more CXIi I I I 00 in aged persons (Sanies, 1992); feeding dependency and 
use of medications, which are both associated Wth dysphagia, are oor r 11 oo 
in the elderly; the elderly rarely seek medical attention for dysphagia (Bloem 
et al, 1990); and the elderly only cxa•¥Jfain of dysphagic syr11Jtoms 'Nhen 
they are very painful or severe (Sanies, 1995). The following is an overview 
of factors affecting the pr1ese:10e of dysphagia. 
•ltAedical conditions 
1he incidence of dysphagia ina :ases in patients \\lith del 1 entia, rmvernent 
disorders, such as Parkinson's Disease and M.lltiple Sclerosis, and tMth 
neurological i111J8irrnent including Guillain Barre Syndrcme, Amyotrophic 
lateral Sclerosis, Myasthenia Gravis, Poliomyelitis, quadriplegia and 
cerebrovascular accidents (Sheth et al., 1988, Sanies, 1992, Brin and 
Younger, 1988). The incidena! of S\YaiiOIAng problems also inaeases Wth 
head injuries, brain tunDJrs, and hepatic encephalopathy (Sitzmann, 1990). 
DJsphagia has been associated YJith prolonged orotracheal intubation (>20 
13 
days)(De VIta et al., 1990). Other diseases or conditions assodated Wth 
dysphagia are found in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Diseases and Conditions Associated Will Dysphagia 
• M:Jc/ications 
Psychotr epic drugs, including neuroleptic&, can also cause dysphagia or 
exacerbation cl dysphagia (Stoschus and AJiescher, 1993). This is due, in 
part, to extrapyrarrictal rmtor disturbances v.tid11ead to an irJ1)aired 
function of striated ITIJSCies of the oropharynx and esophagus. The use of 
these drugs in the aged population is quite prevalent. According to Stoschus 
and Allescher (1993), drug-induced dysphagia resulting from medication-
induced esophageal injury, is rmst likely to be found in elderly patients. 
Drugs YJhich cause xerostorria, such as tricydic antidepressants (TeA) and 
antipsychotics may also induce dysphagia. Both antipsychotics and TCAs 
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may produce - syrllltons and have anticholinergic side effects. 
The resultant effect on the autonorric nervous system causes xerostorria by 
rnJSCarinic cholii"'Ia!ptor blodGide (Katzung, 1989). The xerostorr1a 
exaa!l'bales orqtaryngeal or esophageal dysphagia. Oropharyngeal 
dysphagia results from i.,aired bolus fom alien and iR1l&irect transport 
secondary to dryness of the mouth. In this situation the patient is usually 
able to sense a S\Nallovuing pd:Jian Wth esophageal dysphagia, 
xerostorria rray indicate salivary gland hypofunction which leads to a 
This, in tum, nay lead to esophagitis and esophageal dysphagia (Stoschus 
and Allescher, 1993). 
•·Ceeding Dependency 
In a aoss sectional study of 240 nursing heme residents, 'Nith a mean age 
of 82 :1: 9.5 (21°A. male; 79"Al female), Siebens et al.,(1986) investigated 
eating dependency and S\NaiiO\Mng function. Data were CXJIIeded via nursing 
questionnaires, chart review and physical exam by a physician and speech-
language pathologist A higher prevalence of abnomal oral-stage and 
pharyngeal-stage swaiiCMing behaviours was reported in residents YJho were 
dependent eaters (depend on others far assistance during meal times) than 
in residet 1ts YA1o vse 0011 IJ)Ietely independent at meal times. Behavioral 
problems 'Nhich indicated dysphagia in the oral stage of swaiiCMiing included 
spitting, choking, inability to chew, drcaling, nasal regurgitation, pocketing of 
food, delayed swaiiON and putting excess food in the na.dh. Abnoi 11 al 
pharyngeal function was characterized by ccughing during meals and 
drinking, choking during meals and \\et sounding voice. The authors 
reported that 61% of dependent eaters denii\Strated abnormal oral stage 
behaviours W1ereas only 1SOA» of independent eaters dermnsb ated these 
same problems (p=0.0001 ). As well, 3SOA, of dependent eaters derTD"Istrated 
abnonnal pharyngeal stage behaviours, but only 2QOA, independent eaters 
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den a.sbated pharyngeal problems (p=0.001 ). 
Using logistic regression analysis the authors cxrteluded that the tv.o best 
factors to predict eating cJependenc,y were oral stage dysphagia as observed 
by nursing staff (e.g. coughing v.flh swaiiONS d faodlfluid) and dependel~ey 
for rmbility (i.e. bed-bound or geri-chair bound). 
There are many t tD'letaly costs \Nhen dysphagia is unremgnized and/or 
untreated. These include ina :ased money necessary for the treab 1 ent of 
natnutrition or pneurrmia, ina eased nursing time Wth dysphagic patients, 
and ina eased food wastage because peoflle \\fth dysphagia voluntarily 
decrease the arTDJnt and types of food eaten. These are ouUined below. 
• Medical CorrJiications: Treatment Costs d Aspiration PneuTOOnia and 
Malnutrition 
In 1991, the oost of treating one episode of aspiration pneumonia in one 
patient was quoted as being in the order of $3,500. (C8nllbeii-Taytor, 1994) 
The oost has escalated sinc2 then. In 1995 at The General Hospital in St. 
John's, NeNfouncland, the average lengU 1 of ut for a patient 'Aflh 
Unalll "'icated aspiration pneumnia was reported to be 6.6 days and for 
oorpicated pnet.I'Trll1ia Q.e. pleurisy, effusions), the average ler.yHt of stay 
was 9.4 days (Gillespie, 1995). The average cast of hospital stay including 
medical/surgical supplies, medications, plant upkeep, allied health staff 
wages, food, housekeeping, linen, laundry, etc., and excluding doctor's fees, 
x-rays, surgeries, etc. is twalve-hundred dollars per person, per day (Haire, 
1995). Therefore, the extrapolated rrinim.m oost for treabt ent of one 
episode of una:x 1 ~icated aspiration pneurronia, per person, is $7920.00 
and for C0fl1)1icated aspiration pneurmnia the rTinimJm cost is $11 ,280.00. 
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Wth respect to malnutrition, Keller (1993) reported that 27.5% of long-term 
elderly patients were mldly to rnxterately malnourished. These individuals 
usually SUNive fer many years with poor nutritional status and secx:ntary 
CDr !plication& such as repeated infections, anenia and JXJOr 'MU'1CI healing. 
As a result, malnutrition and its sequelae place a burden on J)Btients' health, 
and treab1ent of these problems CD1bibute to ina eased msts for the health 
care system. Malnutrition can also alter phan • BCXlkinetic:s and therefore 
drug action (Lamy, 1983). This may nessitate aqustuent d dosages or 
rmre expensive drugs which lead to ina eased health care costs. 
• QJsts A&sociated vWth Lack of Stall Training in the - d 
Djsphagia 
Many nursing personnel have not received training to deal v.lh and manage 
dysphagic patients. t-l.lrses or other allied health personnel YJho are not able 
to idei 1tify dysphagic patients are net able to initiate treab 1 Etll Some 
nursing holr es still feed dysphagic patients \Mth a syringe. This violates 
eJerY principle of a "safe swaiiCMI' and plaa!S the patient at inaeased risk 
for aspiration pneurronia (logelr ann, 1995). If aspiration or other 
CQI'T1)Iications do dENelop, the cast of treating these problems 'Nill escalate. 
• Costs associated tMth Feeding DependenGy 
The costs associated with a patient being dependent on nursing or other 
staff for eating is substantial. The prevalenc2 of eating dependency is high 
in nursing hares. Siebens et al. (1986) CQI11lleted a aoss seaional study 
to evaluate the functional eating status of 240 residents in a skilled nursing 
facility. They reported that 4?0A, cl residents v.ere dependent on staff for 
eating and 320A, of the total nursing home population required actual physical 
assistance 'Nith eating. Zir 111 er (1975) doalnented that S00/0 of skilled 
nursing facility residents required eating assistance. Costs of managing 
eating dependenc,y have been reported to be the single roost expensive care 
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area for total-care patients (Keller, 1993) and have been estimated to be 
approximately 25% of the total cost of caring for totally dependent 
individuals (Siebens et al., 1986). 
Eating ancllor feeding dependenc:f can be identified as it is associated \Wh 
the need for aushed medications, use of nutritional supplements, 
dependency on others fer mobility, absenc2 of teeth andlor dentures, 
abnom 1:11 oral-rrdor function and pharyngeal function (indicating a 
swalloltftng problem), irrpaired cognition, and problerr& Vtfth the functioning 
of the upper extrerrities. Eating dependenty is not correlated \Wh age, sex, 
\Yeight changes, medications, or diagnosis of stroke, depression or del• entia 
(Siebens et al., 1986). 
• Olsts of Increased Nursing Time to Feed Patients 'ltlith DJsphagia 
It has been estimated that it takes approximately 30-45 rrinutes of nursing 
time to feed the dysphagic patient (one-on-one) in order to provide adequate 
nutrition (Rudman and Feller ,1989). 1-fc:Jwever, \Wh use of correct diet 
textures and CXll 1 p!I"ISatory strategies to help facilitate a safe SYiallow, 
nursing time required to feed a nourishing meal may be reduced to 15 
ninutes (Caltp,eii-Taytor, 1994). This is essential to overall health status 
because patients who are slow eaters or feeders, or take greater than 25 
rrinutes to COI'lSLIT1e a I1'BJI are at risk for developing undernutrition (Keller, 
1993). Reduction of time required for feeding and ensuring the provision of 
nutrient~ foods is thus desirable to reduce malnutrition in dysphagic 
patients. 
• Olsts N3sociated 'ltfth Food L49stage 
f\ilany patients Wth dysphagia voluntarily restrict their intake of the various 
food items and fluid consistencies which they have difficulty swalt~ng. In 
an institutionalized setting, 1J'Jhere the patients ther'rselves have little control 
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over food selection or texture selection, many trays are retumed to dietetics 
departments Ytih very little or nothing CD1Sll1'1ed. This cost of wasted food 
per year, seccrdary to the patients inability to eat, is in the range of nillions 
of dollars (Ca ••1-Taylor, 1994). 
- of dysphagia is possible. Wth correct management, the 
COl I lfJiications of dysphagia can be reduced and this Wll help CX)IJnterad the 
ifT1)8Cl associated v.«h increased health care oosts. Kasprisin et al. (1989) 
suggest that all dysphagic patients, whether they have rrild or severe 
dysphagia, should be cansidered for enrollment into a managerrent program 
It is irr pxtant to ide atify patients 'Mth dysphagia so that the risk of 
malnutrition, aspiration pna.monia and assodated ca 1 (llications are 
lessened; individuals \\4th dysflhagia may regain i-Wth eating or 
require rrinimal assistance; ard the mst of caring for a dysphagic individual 
is deaeased (Siebens et al., 1986). 
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It is necessary to understand non rat swallc:PMng physiology and have a 
basic understanding d anatomy pertinert to S\\allol.;ng, so that probla •• 
occuring in each stage can be recxlgl1ized. lwJJatr'f/ of the oral and 
pharyngeal areas pertinent to 5\\aiiCP.Mng is illustl ated in Appendix 2. 
Normal deglutition, or swaiiONing, oa:urs sequentially in four cfiStinct phases 
(Dodds et al., 1990b, Lagenann, 1983, Dodds, 1989, IVIendelsohn,1993) as 
illustrated in Figure 2.1: 
-oral preparatory 
-oral propulsive 
-pharyngeal 
•esophageal 
N; \\ell, Logemann (1996) indicates that preswallow sensory input may 
stirrulate the initiation of the oral swallow .xi -· a timely 
pharyngeal swallow response. Such sensory input may include self 
tar 1pe1 ature, and taste. fla'e research is required in this area. 
A successful svvallow requires the axxdnation cl several nerves and 
numerous rrusc:les cl the nDJth, larynx, pharynx and esophagus. 
S\tvaiiONing can be either voluntary, as evidenced \\tten eating, or involuntary 
such as swallows which occur bet\\een meals or during sleep. Dodds et al. 
(1990b) report that spontaneous swalltMing, \\tlich is initiated by saliva 
production, occurs at a rate of one swallow per ninute in avvake subjects 
leading to rmre than 1000 svvallows per day. W1en <D 1 pications occur in 
any phase of svvaiiCMAng the irl pact on overall health and lifestyle can be 
substantial. 
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Figure 2.1 The 9NaJk:M1ng Precess 
Lateral view of bolus propulsion 
during the swallow, beginning with 
the voluntary initiation of the swallow 
by the tongue {A); the triggering of 
the swallow as the bolus reaches 
the anterior faucial arches {B); the 
bolus passage through the pharynx 
{C); the entry of the bolus through 
the UES into the cervical esophagus 
(D); and completion of the pharyngeal 
stage of the swallow when the entire 
bolus is in the esophagus (E). 
Source: Logemann, 1983 
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This stage begins \\tlen food is plaa!d in the rmuth. N. this stage, there is 
dosure d the Ups \Mth an inaease in facial tone to maintain the food inside 
the ITDUth. The base d the tongue cot dads the soft palate or \1811.111 (the 
palataglossal sphincter) to prevent posterior spillage cl the bolus (i.e. food 
spillage 01er the base af the tongue) and possible aspiration of food into the 
trachea before the pharyngeal phase (Merdelsohn, 1993). Food is 
rrasticated v.th lateral and rotational jaw ITIM!ITiel'1ts to an apprcpriate size 
and consistenGy. Rotary and lateral tongue I1'0Ven'll1ls rrix the food tMth 
saliva by transferring the food around the cheei(S, teeth, and gLI'T1S. The soft 
palate is pulled anteriorly to contact the base d the tongue and a bolus, 
from either all the food, or part of the food, is forn'Ed at the tip of the tongue. 
W1en the food is ready for delivery into the pharynx, it is usually held 
bebNeen the tongue and the palate or scmetimes in the anterior floor d the 
rmuth (Dodds et al., 1990b). This phase is voluntary and nonually lasts 1-3 
seconds. In this phase, it is essential to have good tongue rrdlility for bolus 
preparation and transrxxt and a fli'1Ctioning palatoglossal sphincter. This is 
necessary so that aspiration of food or liquid does not OCXllr before the time 
at which the pharyngeal phase begins, in \\tich case the swalkNv trigger 
mechanism doses and pdeds the aifYiaY ( IVIendelsahn, 1993). The larynx 
and pharynx are at rest during this phase of the swallowing process. 
Corrna'l problems oca.~rring in ttis phase of swallowing are outlined in 
Appendix 3. 
In this phase, the bolus is l'"f'I)VfJd posteriorly to the back of the tongue. The 
bolus is sealed on the rridline of the tongue as the tip of the tongue and 
lateral sides of the tongue maintain contact 'Nith the anterior and lateral 
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alveolar ridge {logernann, 1995). A rolling tongue rrotion sequentially 
oontracts, or squeezes, the bolus against the hard palate and, aided by 
gravity. it is propelled into the orapharynx (Dodds et al., 1990b, fttt:Connel, 
1988). The base of the tongue rmves anteriorly so that the bolus can rmve 
into the pharynx. This phase d oral transit time is ~ in 1 seoond in 
young persons or 1.5 seconds in the aged population (Logernann, 1995) and 
is voluntary. A norrral voluntary 5\Vallow is necessary to elicit a st1 ong 
SVIaiiON response during the pharyngeal phase. 
This is the rmst OOI1lJiex and aiticaJ phase of swaiiCM1ng. According to 
Logemann (1995), the pharyngeal SVIallow is triggered in young people 'Nhen 
the bolus head reaches the anterior faucial at ches but is triggered in persons 
older than 60 years when the bolus read1es the area where the IOAer edge 
of the mandible a csses the tongue base. Its the bolus passes into the 
pharynx the phase beCXlmes involuntary, and this begins the start of the 
reflexive en r lpOnel1t of the swallow. This phase all r pises a sequel'lC2 of 
highly axrdinated neurorrusa.tlar events causing pressure changes that are 
aitical to bolus transport (Robbins, 1994). N. this point, several precesses 
occur sinUtaneously: the soft palate elevates, there is dosure of the 
velopharyngeal port to prevent regurgitation of material into the nasal cavity, 
there is lingual thrust of the bolus, the hyoid bone and larynx is pulled 
upward and forward and the epiglottis lowers to aid in laryngeal dosure 
(acxxli r iplished by anterior elevation of the hyoid bone and larynx and is 
facilitated by dosure of the true and false vocal cords). This also assists 
Wth upper esophageal sphincter opening. These processes serve to protect 
the airway and respiration is halted. The swallow response is controlled by 
the medulla oblongata of the brain stem (M.Irdoch, 1990). 
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Pharyngeal transit, Yttlich YI8S initially thought to be due to pharyngeal 
peristalsis, is now l<nc:PM1 to occur in l\\o stages. First, there is thrust of the 
bolus into the esophagus, v.tlich is acxx1 1 !plished by lingual propulsion, 
laryngeal elevation and gravity. Second, there is a r1'IJCXSII clearar1c2 stage 
Vtlhich aca.rs through the pharynx due to dose oontaa belv.a!n the anterior 
and pc&erior rTIJCOSal surfaces. W1en the bolus has passed through the 
pharynx, the upper esophageal sphincter (LIES) (also called the ai- sphincter) opa IS to allo.v the bolus to rmve into the 
esophagus. The l.ES opening is aeated by relaxation af the 
aicopharyngeus rruscle and upll8l"d and forward ITIJWI11el'1t of the larynx. 
/J.s v.etl, as the bolus enters the sphincter, it exerts pressure 'Nhich causes a 
wdening in the sphincter opening (Mendelsohn, 1993) and r:s 11 its passage 
of food through the esophagus. 
If residual food remains on the pharyngeal walls, sensory ~ors are 
activated in the pharynx and a seoond S\Yallo.v ocaJrs to dear the residual 
material. Laryngo-tracheal sensory rea!ptors respond to food entering the 
airway and produce a cough reflex. (Logerrann, 1995, Jaradah, 1994, 
tv1endelsohn, 1993, Boker, 1990). This phase is finished VJhen the tail of the 
bolus passes into the esophagus (~sohn, 1993). N. this point, the 
airway valves open (i.e. the larynx and soft palate return to the resting 
position), the vocal cords open and the UES doses so that respiration can 
resume. This phase takes 1 seoond to cat~ete in young persons and 1.3 
seconds in the aged (Logemann, 1995). For the entire bolus to pass from 
the oral cavity into the esophagus, this nonnally takes less than tvwo seconds 
(Logar ann, 1983). Cur 1 • 1 a1 problems ocaJrring in this phase are outlined in 
Appendix4. 
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In this phase, the LES, \\tich has closed so that respiration can rearne, 
also is closed to pre.et regugitation d the bolus into the laryngopharynx. 
Peristalsis continues to rmve the bolus tONard the st01 tach, the lONer 
esophageal sphirder relaxes and the bolus passes into the sloliach. This 
phase lasts 8 ... 20 seconds (L.ogemann, 1995). 
According to Logemann (1995) there are variations in nomal S'Nallowing 
physiology \\tlich ocx:ur v.flh changes in vol1.111e and viscosity of the bolus. 
f:.s the volume of the bolus inaeases, there is longer air.vay closure and 
longer UES opening, later rrovement of the tongue base, later onset of 
pharyngeal 'Nail contraction and wider UES opening. Wth inaeased 
viscosity of the bolus, there is also v.1der LES opening for a longer period of 
time and ina eased electrcn"r/ography (EMG) activity, which measures the 
tirring of 001 tbaction of submandibular ITIJSdes and the thyrohyoid (laryngeal 
elevator) rruscle. 
2.3 n. AbQilal ...... 
tv1ost cases of chronic oropharyngeal dysphagia are neurogenic, which 
means they are caused by a neurological dysfundion (Buchholz, 1994). 
This iiTplim lent can cause loss of rruscle fundion whid'l propels the bolus 
andlor p1 otects the aii'\Vay during the swallow, resulting in penetJation of the 
bolus into the nasopharynx or larynx. Many dinical signs can indicate 
diffia.alty swaiiONing in the - region and although dysphagia can 
be localized to the esophagus, it is less likely to be the SOUI't'e of dinical 
problerT& (Buchholz, 1994). 
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ldei 1tification of S\VCIIIO\Ning problems by a S\\9110\Ning therapist andlor 
swallouving team foals as only on problems of the oral/pharyngeal phases of 
swallowing. Problems occuning in these stages respond to swaiiO'Mng 
therapy, 0011 pn;atory strategies and diet texture mxflfication. Deglutition 
problems localized to the esophagus are assessed by a gasboenterologist 
and are managed v.1th surgery and medications. [This research faa ISes 
only on oral and pharyngeal swallc:Ming problens). 
There are various problems v.tHch nay occur in the first three phases of 
swaiiCJ'Mng resulting in an abnon 1 al swallow. A detailed review of CXll 111 1011 
disorders in the oral preparatory and oral phases of swaiiO\Ning, associated 
dinical syi'T11cms and oonsequena:s is lacated in AppencfiX 3. A detailed 
review of WI I II an disorders in the pharyngeal phase of swaJICMing including 
syrrpans, as observed via a rnxified bari1.111 swaiiON, and mnsequences is 
located in Appendix 4. 
The aging precess itself may provcke d1anges in the swaiiCMiing process but 
aging does not cause dysphagia (Series, 1995, Buchholz, 1994). 
- dysphagia in the elderly is the result of a disease or illness 
that rray ocaJr nDe QJI I I I JOnly in elderty persons (Sanies, 1992). 
Dysphagia may be caused by systenic, if1'11'11101ogic, neurologic, 
neurornscular, psydliabic, envinr• • ental, or societal conditions (Sonies, 
1992). Age-associated rraphologic changes can result in specific 
CQI11Jiications such as sloNecl esophageal trar ISit, inaeased 
- reflux, delayed pharyngeal clearance, and delayed 
aicopharyngeal opening (Sonies, 1992). 
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Shaker et al. (1993) reported that in the elderly there is an adaptation to 
age-induced structural changes in the upper esophageal sphintter that seem 
to have a mare positive ir ripad on overall swalloMng capabilities than a 
negative one. Shaker's research shcMed there is preservation of the 
coordination betv.een vocal fold adduction and LES function, no effect of 
bolus size or tel r 4J8i ature on vocal fold adduction, and there is shorter 
duration of onset of glottal dosure and lES relaxation for Yl8ter swalle71JS. 
These functions all provide airway protection in older persons. 
There are rrany concfltions that occur 'lith aging that may affect swaiiCMiing. 
These include deaeasaj taste and smell (Mleller, 1989), poor del1tition, 
deaease in I11JSCie mass and rruscle strer.gtf t (Ekberg and Feinberg, 1991 ), 
reduced rruscle tension, siOAed reaction tines, and sloMng of fine and 
gross rmtor tasks (Sanies, 1995). It is ii11JQI'tant to be able to distinguish an 
"abnomal swaiiCMI' from an ''old swallow'' as SENeral changes occur with 
swallc:N'ting that are considered to be a nom al physiological process. 
According to Robbins (1994), despite the nany strudural and physiological 
changes that occur \\ftth aging, there is no interference in the ability to 
tolerate foods of various textures and cansistencies in the elderly. 
t-b.Yaver, sa r e <fiSeases, such as Parkinson's disease can advance the 
progression of nom Bl changes in the swaiiCMiing precess Nth aging 
(Beasley et al., 1976). Normal changes in the oropharyngeal phases of 
swallc:PMng that occur Wth ran al aging are outlined in Table 2.3. 
To illustrate nomal changes in swaJIO\ftftng Wth aging, Ekberg and Feinberg 
(1991) cor1llleted videofluoroscopy on 56 elderty patients {mean age= 83 
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years) v.t10 had no syt1'11CITS of dysphagia or diffiaJity in eating. They 
reported that W1at is CXX1Sidered to be an abnorn al swallow in young 
persons may not be abnon 1 al in ekterty people. They noted that nont al 
swaiiO'Mng, as found in young persons, was present in only 1SOk of their 
subjects. "Abnon 1 ralities" in the oral, pharyngeal and esophageal phase of 
swaiiO'Mng where found in 63%, 25o/o, and 360A» d patients, respectively. 
Ekberg and Feinbersfs reseaach design and cxn::lusions have, hcMeler, 
been aiticized: alrmst hal af the subjects in their study vere neurolagically 
ifll)aired and no atta 1 lpts ware rrade to differentiate the results of these 
patients Wthout neurologic disease ~ to these \Wh Parkinson's 
disease, stroke or del t entia. In addition, no age-matd1ed 0011tro1s vere 
used. 
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Table 2.3 01anges in the - phases of swalloMng that occur 
'Nith nom at aging. 
• N1 inatea s e in the time required to P1!f&8 food 
for swallowing (Fehit&t et al., 1980) possibly due 
to dea eased dentition a1dfar pear fitting denbns 
(Jaradeh, 1994). 
• A decrease in 1he cwerage bolus size that 
people ae wiling to swallow (Feldla •• et al., 
1980) but ingestion d boluses that are too large 
to swallow. M well, there is rapid ingestion times 
(Ekberg and Feinberg, 1991). 
• An increase in taste threshold and decrle as e in 
the perception of viscosity (Sanies, 1995). 
• There are changes in lip postl.le and chal ages in 
the function of rtUicles na: e s sa y far n asticallim 
(Baum et al., 1983, Logeuam, 19908). 'This 
includes an increase in fatty and CDaa:tive tissue 
in the tongue (JarDh, 1994, Sanies, 1995). 
•'There is cleaeased lingual strength (Series, 
1995) and dea eased presue aeated betvan 
the tongue and the paate (Shaker et at, 1990). 
• There is get aafized rTI.ISCUia" -.:.ealnss 
affecting swalloMng (Jaradeh,1994, Ekberg and 
Feinberg, 1991} 
• There is an incccrdination d oral sensairmler 
skills resulting in the bolus being held in atx101 11 al 
position or nanipulaled far a longer time befilre 
swaiiCMiing (Ekberg and Feinberg, 1991). 
• There is a decrease in oral tn!r1sit tirre (Shaw et 
at, 1990). 
• The oropharyngeal phase is prolonged 
(Robbins, et al., 1992). 
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• Elevalial d the &ynx is less evident (Robbins 
et al., 1992). 
•The phayngeal swalloMng phase is prclol tged 
with the da1ge greater in women than in men 
(Sanies, 1988). 
• There is reduced ellic:ieley in phayngeal 
c:learauce (Qxlk et al., 1994). 
• B!onJ"' =perjstasis" 
Recent resea cl1 (Mendelsohn, 1993, Lagenann, 
1995) has il'ldiealed that "peristasis" does not 
~in the ptaynx, but instead there is 
pharyngeal nv..wnent Qlstelt (1995) ram there 
was a decrease in phayngeal CD 1ba8Jn with 
aging. PnNiausly, res e arct1 findings regartlng 
pharyngeal peristalsis c:cnftided: Tracy et al. 
(1989) bnJ that pharyngeal "peristaltiC' rmtion 
is slcMe:J after the age d 60 and Shaker et al. 
(1993) b.n:l that pharyngeal"peristasis" is 
preserved in albjedS \\fth an awnge age of 76 
yeas. Shaker et al. also found that, in the 
hypoptaynx, the arllJiitude of the duration of the 
peristaltic presan wave is greata in the elderly. 
H. val, bolus volume and terTJ8alUre do not 
alter pesistnis but boluses d increased viscosity 
inaease the duration a'ld ar'f1)1itude of the 
peristaltic presue wave. 
CriaJtamJeal M"* <UQper Fa shPa' 
SgbiD!'te[l 
The fcllaMng has been reported in the literature: 
• There is defective opening at the level d the 
aicophayngeal rruscle (Ekberg and Feinberg, 
1991). Researchers bnt shortened (Tracy, 
1989) and leugtheued (Robbins, 1992) 
aicq:Jharyngeal opening tina. 
• There is a deere as e in resting upper 
esophageal sptincter (UES) pressure (Qistell, 
1995, Shaker et al, 1993, Shaker a1d Lang, 
1994) possibly due to a deer ease in ITIJSde fibers 
in the c:ricopha'yngea n1JSde with aging (Shaker 
et al, 1993}. 
•ll1ere is an increase in UES residual pressure 
fer all bolus types (Qistell, 1995). 
• The UES swalkM1ng pressure is nantained in 
the elderty (Shaker et al, 1993, Shaker and lang, 
1994}. 
• The onset of gldtal dosure and UES relaxation 
is shortened to protect the airwat in all ages 
(Shaker et al, 1993, Shaker and Lang, 1994). 
l\t1any physiological and psychological ca 1 !plications may occur secondary to 
undiagnosed andlor untreated dysphagia. These include malnubition, 
dehydration, aspiration, aspiration pneLI'TDlia, at lbarrassn ent, and fear of 
choking. 
Ma/nutritjal 
Perhaps the rmst deleterious ca 1 pication associated \\4th dysphagia is that 
of malnutrition. Not only does dysphagia lead to malnutrition, but 
undernutrition itself has been estin Bted as high as 85% in long-term care 
fadlities (Keller, 1993). Malnutrition in the elderty is cmefated \\4th an 
inaeased inciderw:s of infection and ina eased deaD a rate and is therefore of 
considerable concern in the geriatric population (Bienia et al., 1982). Not 
only does prior risk of malnutrition exist, but further malnutrition, secondary 
to dysphagia, is highly likely if the dysphagia is not therapeutically managed. 
This leads to ina eased hospitalizations, ina eased risk of 
irrrrur'10CX)Irpcnise (Curran and Groher, 1990), and inaeased ITI)I'bidity 
and natality (Keller, 1993). It also leads to a weakening d respiratory 
rruscles and rrusdes needed for swallcMing Yttlich, in tum, cause a 
do\Nnvvard spiral effect leading to ina eased risk for aspiration pneumonia 
and further malnutrition. 
Keller (1993) CCI'\l)letecl a aoss-sectional, observational study on 200 
subjects 'lAth a mean age of 78.5 years in a long-term care hospital in 
canada. Keller found that 1SO,(, of patients were severely undernourished 
and 28% vere nildly or n Dderately undernourished. Cassification of 
undernutrition in Keller's study was based on 7 specific measurements: 
weight, change in 'Neight in 6 rmnths, body mass index, skinfold tests, area 
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and circur 1 ference measure 1 a1ts, and peranage of bcdy fat. Patients 
'Nho had any three of these 7 aiteria were deen eel undernourished. A 
synopsis of Keller's findings include the fciiCMing: 400A. cl all suqects were 
slaN eaters (meal time >25 ninutes); 1goA» had been diagnosed 'Afth 
dysphagia; and 5 patients were on tube feeds. I\Aalnutrition YI8S st1 ongly 
associated vuith: positioning at meal times; feeding tubes; eating siOAiy; 
eating cJepenclencf; decreased appetite; feeding if11)Bim a 1ts; dysphagia; 
n ental status; activity and CD 111 unication levels; energy and protein intake; 
and total nll1tJer of health problems. Malnubitian was not associated y,;u, 
sex, length of time in residence, nll'liler of medications, nu r lber of rmrbidity 
episodes, alcohol use, or aaJte illness. 
Inadequate energy and protein intake leads to malnutrition. Rudman and 
Feller (1989) estirrated that 3QOA» of elderly patients corame less~ the 
daily recxJiiltended protein intake of 0.8 gtattiS per kilogram of body weight 
per day. This decrease may contribute to changes in taste v.«h aging, 
medication use, and ina eased cflffiaJJty chevving and/or swaii(Mftng high 
protein foods such as neats (Keller, 1993). Keller stated that a primary 
diagnosis of progressive neurological disorders Yilich y.ere associated Vtflh 
dysphagia and del 1 entia, have a negative effect on nutritional status and are 
correlated Nth undernutrition. Den entia itself has been associated with 
undernutrition and weight lass (Sandman et al., 1987, Dwyer et at., 1987) 
probably secondary to its effect on feeding behaviours such as forgetting to 
eat meals or portions of food Wth each meal, confusion during meal tine 
and dysphagia. 
Dysphagia is associated 'Nith malnutrition. In a study by Sitzmann {1990), all 
90 dysphagic patients that were adrritted to an acute-care hospital had a 
001 tlprOI'1'ised nutritional status. Bghty percent of these patients had loss of 
somatic protein and fat (manifested as Ylaight loss) \Nhidl refteded a 
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chronic, dysphagia-induced starvation. Seventy paaent of patients had 
visceral protein depletion (transferrin <200n'gfday, albtnin <3.511'9'dl, or 
totallyr11lhocyte CXXJnt <1500) which suggested aaJte nutritional deprivation. 
Sitzmann reca 111 ends that not only does the dysphagia have to be 
managed, but also any acca 1 pvlying malnutrition and that nubition support 
programs should be started ir 111 Ediately and aggressively upon adrrission to 
hospital. 
Fortunately, the feeding and eating problems that lead to malnutrition,such 
as dysphagia, feeding dependency, and feeding irrpainner tts rray be 
managed or corrected Wth intervention. Other problems which lead to 
undemubition, such as mental status and primary diagnosis, rray not be 
manageable \Wh intervention. 
DisPhagia rray lead to inadequate oral intake of fluids 'Nhich can result in 
dehydration. Many dysphagic persons will voluntarily deaease their fluid 
intake if they realise that problerTB such as ooughing on liquids is causing 
them dlsbess during meals. This can often be ccrrected by thickening fluids 
to a visoosity that aiiCMIS the person to have better control of the fluids in the 
oral phases of SVJaiiCMiing ard/or prevents aspiration or penedlation of the 
fluid. 
Aspiration 
The we 1 ~ication Yilid'l is rmst noted in radiographic studies af the swallow 
is aspiration. Aspiration is defined as the passage of material belo.v the 
level of the vocal cords into the larynx and trachea (rlendelsohn, 1993, 
Feinberg, 1993, Rosenbek et al., 1996) as illustrated in Figure 2.3.1. 
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Fwgure 2.3.1 Aspiration 
AsPratian is deftned as food rx fltid Wid1 passes 
below the ~eve~ d the vocal caas no the aync cnt tract-. 
Source: MerdelsOI'TI, 1993 
Aspiration is defined as cwert (elicits a cough reflex) or silent (does not elidt 
a oough or d1cking sensation). Silent aspiration has been reported to oca.r 
in up to 4()0.4 of patients v.fth ctysp1agia (Mendelsohn, 1988, Loga 1 ar.,, 
1983). Aspiration is c:lassified into ttvee types: pranclal, salivary a'1d reflux 
aspiration. It is itt ¥XXtant to ida ltify the type d aspiration that oaus so 
that coned trea1t 1 ent modalities can be initiated, hcMever, different types d 
aspiration may e»ecist (Mendelsohn, 1993). A synopsis d each type cl 
aspiration is outlined in Table 2.4. 
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Penetration, as distinguished from aspiration, is defined as entry of the bolus 
into the laryngeal vestibule Q.e. the cavity situated at the entry of the larynx) 
(Mendelsohn, 1993) or to the lelef d the laryngeal W!Stibule (Feinberg, 
1993) but not below the vocal folds (Rcsenbek et al., 1996). In the elderty, 
one episode d penebatioo nay peJer'lt the larynx from CDI rpletely 
protecting the airway on a lbaequent S\\faiiONS (Feinberg, 1993) leading to 
aspiration. 
Table 2.4 Types of Aspiration 
Saliyay Mpraliqr Aspralion d siiva is less CXI I II D"l than aspiration d fbad. Atlpiralion 
d saliva produces bacterial int'ectians. thelefol e, if ttis oca.n aver a prdCI'lged period af 
time, therapy wn be reqtired to preyent pneliTI:JI'ia Ttis does nat respa ld to csssatia1 d 
oral intake. 
Aadij Aspiration: Pra'dal aspraliart, cr aspiatim dfood or tit:pjs ctl'i11J derjutition, 
rray cxnr bebe, cU'i11J. ar after the Jtayngeal phase of swallo.\111). It is cUing the 
pharyngeal phased sv.alloMtlJ that the lirway is pi<Atded via ~ eletation. 
laryngeal cloeLre (\\tidl indudes dean d the 1rue ard rase vocal aras and aaare of 
the ~ fdcfs) a1d doM1Nard RDfBTI!I1t d the epigottis. lfttis ITI!Ctral ism is 
defec:tive cUing the pharyrV!al phase d swalloMng, aspraticrl will OCXU' (tns is the least 
<XIIII Dn daft ti'Yee). 
•If the bolus is rrisdrected toads the kl'ynx before the pharyngeal phase r:A swatcMing is 
iritiated aspiratim \M1 also ocnr. Ttis rray resUt ftam premaiU'e spillage d the bolus aver 
the base c1 the tc:rv.e tfnui"t the p;Rtog~ossal sptinaer tn1 into the arway. ll'is c.EUaJiy 
oca.n wth tnn fiqlids, v.tid\ are clfliaJt to ma1 age. /Jts well, if the bolus has been 
<D'I'edly pq:Jelled fitm the crci phase. but 1he ptwyngeal phase does net irrrreclately 
fallON, the airwtlf may remain apen an:t cause aspiratian/c:hcking. nis can also acxu if 
the lES is obstrUctecl. in v.tich case, 1he bolus is prcpelled tl"n::..!tl the larynx instead of 
theUES. 
•AsPraticn after1he pharyrV!al phase d the swallow can oc:ar if there is bolus resiciJe 
in the~,... the a•aa to the larynx (m the posteria" Jtayngeal wall). 1lis 
nay also resUt if there was spllage d acxunJaled r111faiaf fi'an the ppiform siruses cr 
valleaJae. 
1l1s ~ of aspiration usually leads to bacterial infections and does respa ld to cessation d 
aal intake arrJ/cr det texiLre mxlficaticn 1he arra.nt of pnn:ial aspration that ca IS8S 
aspiration pramxia is l.l1lcncwln (Feiriag et al., 1990) (Refer to ~ 5 fer 
dassificaticn cl pnn:ial aspiration) 
ReftUK AfQrlljal: Refii.DC aspiration refers to aspratian ct gastloesaphageal mntents. 
Aspiration rl gastric reflux may cause destruclion r:llt.11g tissue cte to its addt.y or it nay 
lead to bacterial inrectia1S. If reflux aspiratian is nat treated, recurent pna.m:ria that does 
not respaud to antibiotics may OCXlr. Treabrent of gastroesophageal reflux st"toUd be 
iritiated in irdviduals with c:Jyspt1a9a 
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&pirat;on 8Jeurmoia 
Aspiration pneLI1'Dlia is anotl er major con !plication assodated Wth 
dysphagia and in the Ulitecl States, pneun:Jnia is the leading cause of 
rrabidily and mortality in frail elderly patients (Neiderman, 1986). 
Although aspiration of saliva ocxus in 45% of normal adults during sleep, 
pneurrmia does not develop if the pulrraay defet IS8 mechanisms, such as 
the ability to cough aspirated n aterials, are intact (1-kDdey et al., 1978). 
1-tcMever, if food, liquid or oral seaetians that contain bacteria pass into the 
trachea and proliferate in the lungs rNer a period of time, aspiration 
pneurrmia can ocx:ur (Sanies, 1992). Groher (1994a) ouUined the 
para• eters to idel1tify those at risk for developing aspiration pnei.ITD1ia. 
These include the Jll ese:10e of a feeding tube, poor n a 1ta1 status, advanced 
age, history of aspiration pna.m:M'Iia, malnutrition, feeding depender'toJ and 
in 1 110bility. Groher explains that these parameters are different from those 
used to idei 1tify the risk of aspirating. Based on a dinical exam the signs 
that will indicate a person is at risk far aspiration include a poor voluntary 
cough, abnonTBI gag reflex, Y.et voia! quality, dysphonia, abnormal posture 
and inability to manage saliva. 
l..angm:lre et al. (1996) also reported the risk factors associated v.flh the 
development of pnei.I1Dlia. These included pesence of rrultiple medical 
problems, aspiration of food or liquid, delay initiating the svvallow, residue 
after the swallovv, PI esei1CX! of a feeding tube, bedbound, requiring oral care, 
dependent for feeding and xerostonia. 
The ability to dear aspirated material may becorre rrore difficult v.flh aging 
due to alterations in respiratory status. These include a deterioration in lung 
performance caused by a oortlination of deaeased elasticity and lung 
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rrusde strengti1, as \\ell as inaeasej chest wall stiftileSS (Bozymski and 
lsaacst 1991 ). This in tum leads to decreased vital capacity, if11l8irn ent in 
expiratory fla.v, and deaeased axJgh reflex all of v.tlich affect the pttedive 
measures necessary to clear aspirated oral secretions (rl8hler et al., 1986). 
I lena!, for elderly persons \\flh oo 1 ponised respiratory status, the ability to 
dear aspirated n llterials may be m:re diffia.ft and developn B1t of 
pneumnia is mere likely to ocx:ur. 
Feinberg et af. (1996}, unlike Languae et al. (1996), asserted there is little 
eviderlc2 to den awb ate that prandial aspiration affects the lungs and leads 
to the develop r l!f1t of pneli'TD1ia. In this study the authors ooncluded that 
aspiration of liquids during meals should not be asst.med to be the cause of 
pneumnia in nursing hoi 1 e residents but that aspiration of 
gasb oesophageal oontents rrust be also considered. Acoording to this 
study, the voll.ltle and frequency of aspiration ne:essary to cause 
pneurronia are ul'lknol.n; moreover, artificial feeding may not be suc:xessful 
in preventing aspiration pneunonia in patients YAth dysphagia 
Dysphagia can also lead to psychosocial problems, such as social isofation 
and et I barrassl I ent (Errick-llerring and V\kJcd, 1990), 'Nhidl may redUQ! 
quality of life (Errick-Herring and V\bod, 1990, libbling and Gustafssan, 
1991) .. In a study by Tibbling and Gustafsscn (1991), SOOA:t of suqects Wth 
dysphagia experience anxiety at meal tines. The dysphagic person is often 
reluctant to eat meals YAth other people because of a 1 tenassla ent andlor 
fear of choking. l\t1any dysphagic individuals retleat to their 1"001 1 s during 
meal times v.t1ich rray be the nain SCJl.I'C2 of social interaction wthin a long-
tenn care facility. Treatt 1 ent rmdalities such as placs 1 ent of feeding tubes 
may also significantly redt.JC2 the quality of life. 
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There are SEM!I'al approaches to diagnosing dysphagia The signs and 
syr11:toms of dysphagia are usually the first indication of a swallowing 
problem In the hospital/nursing home setting, these are usually identified by 
2.5.1 ClllbdSiJJIBan;IS)iit*iiBd~agia 
Many signs and syri1Xams of dysphagia can be ida atifiect vwhidl will serve as 
a saeen and aid in detemining if a patient is having diffiaJity swal101.4ng. 
These are revieNed in Table 2.5. Hcvever, Ekberg (1991) states that 
significant dysfunction can be seen in elderly patients 'At1o do not present 
Wth any signs or syri1Xcms of swallc:Mftng problems. Therefore, careful 
assessment of swaiiCIMng function is necessary in this group. 
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Table 2.5 Signs and ~oms of Dysphagia 
SV~c:r~······ 111111:•• 
dloking 4mg nals abDiial ~ WlllcJw; passitJie aspiatiat 
(SieberB. 1988. Glct&'. 1982, ~ 1994) 
~mg cbing nals daa •ad oral-mab:r stra9f1;daa.a.sad lip c:loaue 
seco~idiWy to daa.e-sd tane. pacr •lllfion; oral-
~ ctjsfin:tia1 (Eli:Hialz.1994. RdJbins. 
1994); -.ay ir.-;.naa (Gratw, 15112) 
'Pfh scudng vace cUing meals ~stage dystiJidia! (li1den. 1983); bdlkids 
tae ---~the lllynK 
CXJUP~g cUing mas ~~(Gilxxly. 1991, 
(SIXI a ltiCIUS CDUS#IS after a·Biows Bld1halz.1994); p 8liPJe layngeal pel ldbaiun 
rlfoadorthid) ( Siebens et al., 1986); possible aspiration (Groher. 
1992) 
absert aMIIkw (naleria aters aal-pta yngaal diW1Ciion 
ptayrmc tu no swallcrN is triggered) 
recU:ed gag reftex May irdcale waala led ptayngeal nuscUaUe or nay 
irdc:ale ~ (Eli:Hialz. 1994). However. 
l.cgeltal'e (1988) stales 1he pnJieiiCe cl a gag refleJc iS 
nat lelafad to the sar.ty d the IVtlllbN cr the 
pewnicJl claspialioiL Min{ physic:ia1s still.a ttis 
critaian to ideraft a~~lllawing 81:11 anlllities. 
pocketing food in laeral buccal .. oral-nDor dysftn:tion (Grda-. 1992); poor tcngue 
(d1eeks) earn~ fer liUIIIIIizalian m:Vor tiA*1I; deeM as ad ta1e 
in cheeks. poor saiSIIion 
food splfing Qj d rncd1 Yttile orakn:D' ~ cmeasad lip doue; poor 
eating tDJs bi11Btion 
food resic1Je in mcuh after r.nl-rtatr dysfln:tia1 (G'oher, 1992. RdDns. 1994) 
~
spttir9expedcrating food CUing orakriJIDr-~ 
rnl!85 (Rdmn, 1994) 
excessive or ttick S1!1.iva/l111131e to cnlit&yngeal dys(lR:Iian (Gn:lher, 1SB2, 
rTII1age seaatians BucNdz.1994) 
nasal or oral~ clrirV racU::ed ~ cbue. ~ lft.ISde 
rneas weal: .. or rnaJ a ical cbllruclian (8uc:tnR. 1994, 
l.ogeiiBII.19B5, Grdw,1992) 
<iffiajty chev.U1g aaklaar-dysfi.n:licn 
(Rdmn, 1994); poor n:ay jlWI m:MrnBrt secadaiy 
to &as ass ~ tane or apacia. recU:ed torvJe 
lalaaizatian or N!ICUcad 1B19B d mation d the jaN 
{IJ:Jgall&ll. 1995, Groha". 1992) 
refusal to eat I does net accept fcod patia't nay be arae a pdllem ecisls ant is ranJ cl 
c:hclcing;aqlla Y'9J8' dystln:tiCin (Rdlbi1s. 1994) 
feeling d (WilJ in htat cUing oral-pharyngeal dysbdon (Eli:Hialz.1994, Rdtins. 
~s 1994) cr ~ ageal ndflly pdllem 
chest pein Ytten swallcMmg esophageal namty prablem; esophageal ~a 
(Rcbtins, 1994, Groher, 1992) 
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meal time SJBer than 25 rrirUes pocr cral-n1dcr CX1111rd; Inability to J1t1P81 bolus to back 
d ttraat skMed araf tnnit time; see rat emy 
(Grdw. 1992) 
clet taclue tiiOCificalialt, eitii1Btici1 wale to daY afar swallaw ,.,.1adlle food 
d cHic:Ut 1D swalawti:Jads. ..ror il8ms a • ar::h w•'* 1 aa e r trt vdlddy a1enng 
c:ta agir IQ eating habits lldt 86 food Iedin ar eating hallls 1D nm:e dysphagia 
d1ewing nue ~.wasting SJhiJIGiB (Grata", 1992. Bucf1halt.1994) 
saids cbM1 wilh liqlids. dcdlle 
a·llllkMfng. boat claafng cUing 
meals 
t1stay d ..... pnamria. dlaic~llbalian dfoodsllltids at lew!f d 
chranic ~ respraay tract vocal wds.. May be -. ialed Vlilhi"'BLL''nniSa& 
irledions il IQXIdlllllion f:X'It .. aaiiiii!ISS d the «aptayngeBB 
niBdaism (Grdl!r. 1992) 
sllm!d or labcued speech deficits n~ fi.ncticn Wth 
paitlle etrect an walowing (Siebens et al .• 1986. 
Grota-. 1992) 
Other dinical signs and sylllltorns include weight loss, poor nubitional 
status, dehydration and use of alternate feeding routes. In a study by Bloem 
et al. (1990) age, sex and 11 ental status \\ere not found to be related to 
dysphagia. Syrrporns of dysphagia in aging that can be observed via 
videofluoroscopy include aspiration, laryngeal penetlation, pharyngeal/lingual 
stasis, i"1llired lingual rrotion, if11Jaired velar elevation, pharyngeal pooling 
of bolus, pharyngeal paralysis, vocal cord paralysis, delayed hyoid 
rrovement, and i"1'Sired epiglottic IO'NSI'ing (Sanies, 1995). 
In many cases, neurogenic dysphagia may be too subtle to notiO! clinically. 
This occurs W1en the person voluntarily CD 1 ipenSates for swaJIOIAng 
problems (e.g. throat clears during eating, avoids foods which are difliaJit to 
swallow), or W1en involuntary CUI 1 pensations ocn~r such as autorratic 
adaptation in - rmtor performance to niniiTize fundional 
ifTl)aiment (Buchholz, 1994). As well, if the laryngeal CXK.Jgh reflex is 
deaeased, laryngeal penetration or aspiration of food or fluids may oa:ur 
\Mthout eliciting choke or cough episode (i.e. silent aspiration occurs - see 
section 2.4.3). The cough reflex may be dii'Tinished because of deaeased 
laryngeal sensation, chronic laryngeal stirrulation (e.g. chronic aspiration), 
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endotracheal intubation, tracheostomy, ITEdications applied to the upper 
airway, and deaeased level of consciousness (Buchholz. 1994). 
Siebens et al. (1986) conducted a study on eating ctependenc,y in nursing 
horne residents \\4th an average age of 82 :1: 9.5 years (also disaJSsed in 
seaion 2. 1.2). The authors found that significant mnelafions Mre found 
beMeen abnon a alities in the oral stage of S\Yallow, as observed by nursing 
staff, and the folloMng: abnon 1 at orakmtcr exarrination, as assessed by 
the speech language pathologist (p<0.0001); rmdified consistency diets 
(p<0.0001); use of aushed medications (p<0.0001); absei"IO! of 
teeth/dentures on exarrination (p<0.003); and irrplired attention (p<0.02). 
lf'11l&ired attention did not mnelate 'Mth pharyngeal swaiiCMiing behaviours. 
Nurses' observations c:l signs of pharyngeal dysphagia and physidan's 
observations of coughing, during test 9N8IIONS of apPe sauce, vvater from a 
oop and water from a straw, 'Nefe highJy cxxrelated (P=.0262). The level of 
assistance required at rreal time was found to be highly associated wth 
preset'lC2 of dysphagia. 
Evaluation of dysphagia has been desaibed in detail by a nut a tJer of 
reseaachers (Buchholz. 1994, Feinberg, 1993, Logernann, 1983, Dodds et 
al., 1990a) and usually involves an interdisdplinary approach. Evaluation of 
dysphagia normally includes medical history, neurological exanination, 
medication review, physical exam, bedside S'NaiiCMiing assessment, 
videofluoroscopy of swaiiCNWing, and nubitional assessnent. 
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The bedside swaiiOIJing assessiWit (BSA) is conducted by the S\Yallovuing 
therapist ¥Ito evaluates oro-pharyngeal rnatar function, signs and syr r pons 
of dysphagia and tolerance to various food and fluid consistencies. The 
patients is usually in the upright position. The ~ is unable to dated 
aspiration approxin ately 400A. cl the time due to silent aspiration (L.ogerrann, 
1983, Mendelsohn, 1988) and therefore further exarrination via 
videofluoroscxJPY JT8Y be necessary. The ~ is desaibed in detail by 
Logemann (1983, 1993). 
Modified Barillll SMIIow (til§) 
The mxtified barium swallow {M)S) has been aooepted dinically as the 
rrost <XII~~ widely available and easily interpreted exam cl 
swaiiOA1ng function (Bastian, 1993). The NBS is an -
radiographic evaluation of the patient's anatorrical and physiological swallow 
\Nhich is recxwded using a videotape. It is considered the ref'erena! 
standard for dysphagia exarrinations (81iatt 1988) and is the rmst acxuate 
technique for deteding aspiration and its causes (Feinberg, 1990). The 
IVIBS is also referred to as the ''mxlfied cookie swaiiOIJ' and 
videoftuoroscopy study. 
The results of the NI3S are used to idel dify absencelpresence of dysphagia, 
etiology and pera!l'1tage of aspiration, efficiency of swallow, efficacy of 
various car pensatory or therapeutic strategies and the rrost appropriate diet 
texture. Reoently, a -ration Scale was developed to 
desaibe aspiration and penetration during the IVSS in an attei'I1X to if11X"OVE! 
COITITLinication arrD"'g professionals and provide a reference by \\tlich 
treatment effectiveness can be assessed (Rosenbek et al., 1996). 
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The MBS is condudecl by a radiologist (in the radiology suite) in conjunction 
'J\tflh the swaii<Ming therapist The patient I1IJSt be in a supine position to 
conduct the evaluation and a barit.m solution is used as a 0011bast medium 
for all test substances. Usually, the patient is presented \\1th a range of 
measured voiL11'1eS of bariliT11iquid fran 1 to 10 nt. and a cup of fluid. 
There are also several food consistencies evaluated such as pudding, 
banana, and a cackie. If the patient has dysphagia for a specific food, that 
food YJill also be nixed with bariliT1 and evaluated via IVSS. For the 
videoflucrcscopy to provide pertinent data on the patients svvallfl'Mng ability, 
the viscosity and texture of the food being tested nut be adaptable and 
related to the patient's diet (Robertson et al., 1993). The MBS is explained 
in detail by Logernann (1993) . 
.According to Feinberg (1993), indications for conducting a videofluoroscopic 
exam of the swalla.v include signs and syrt1ltorns d SYJallowing i"1)airment, 
to rule out prandial aspiration for an otller.1ise unexplained respiratory 
disease, chronic cough or hoarseness, or unexplained weight loss in elderly 
or institutionalized persons. Contraindications for perfun wing the study oa:ur 
'Nhen management decisions or patient outcome \\111 not be altered despite 
the studies result. Feinberg (1993) ncms that in the elderly or neurologically 
irf1l8ired, a videofluoroscopic exam rray be a very confusing and threatening 
experience and atta 1 !pls to ninirrize these problems should be undertaken. 
Other techniques for imaging the swaiiON response include endoscopy, 
ultrasound, scintigraphy, nasolaryngoscopy, and manaftuorography. 
Manatetry and elecbomyography (EMG) are used to measure swallow 
activity wthout imaging the SYiallow. Manometry is used to n zas re 
pressures in the esophagus and provides quantitative information on I'TIJSCie 
strength and coordination. Abnonnality in S\YaiiONS is dassified in t\\0 broad 
categories: pressure abnormalities and tirring abnormalities. Details on this 
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technique are desaibed by Castell (1995). EMC3 exanines tilTing of rruscle 
activity and can provide irtom lilian on the fining of the S\Vallow and 
laryngeal elevation (Logemann, 1995). 
Nutritional assessment is based on a thorough medical chart review 
(including past medical history, rredication use, and kncMn risk factors) 
biocherrical indices, -c data, diet history, \\eight status, and 
nutritional history. This irdeptlt nutritional assessnent is best 0011ipleted by 
a registered dinical dietitian however, sa eening of rralnutrition may be 
a<XXll 1 plished by any met 1 tJer of the health care team Nutritional 
assessment for elderly patients has been desaibed in detail by OOCXXl 
(1990), Chernoff (1994) Curran (1990), Ganger and Craig (1990), Granieri 
(1990), Kersletter et at. (1993) and Mobarhan and Trurrtae (1991). 
Regular rmnitoring of nubitional status, hydration status, aa:eptance of diet, 
enteraVparenteral nutritional support, and S\Vallowing ability is essential to 
optirrize patient outcome. 
Since patients YJith dysphagia have many associated 0011 ~ications and may 
have CD 1 pex medical problems, they benefit greatly Vttten assessed and 
managed using an interdisciplinary team approach (1\Aartens, 1990, Carter-
Young and Durant-Jones, 1990, Logemann, 1994, Thresher and Kehoe, 
1992). Treab rent is dependant on the individual and is usually dient-
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focused. For some individuals it is irqxxtant to idet atify the etiology of the 
dysphagia so that it may be treated appropriately. For othets, ida 1tification 
of diet/fluid textures that the patient can safely swallow nay be all that is 
ne:essary. Same patiet rts nay be treated for a psychological illness and 
labelled as having psychogenic dysphagia if the cause of dysphagia is not 
obvious O.e. they do nat PI esent Ytih a neurclogical ardtion, head/neck 
cancer, etc.). In this case, an i~ 1 evaluation by a dysphagia team, to 
rule out a physiological cause, is exlr'erTely ii'Jl)OI1ant (L.ogerrann, 1994). To 
date, there have been no studies published W1ich evaluate the cast of 
dysphagia care Nth and 'Aflhout interdisciplinary team management There 
are only a few studies ¥Alich support the effediveness of interdisciplinary 
management (Logemann, 1994) including one 'Nhidl specifically evaluated 
neurologically if11l&ired patients (Martens et al., 1990). Thus, further studies 
are necessary in this area. Despite these shortcorrings, interdisciplinary 
managen ent is widely accspted as best care for the dysphagic patient. 
The type and etiology of dysphagia influences the n anaga 1 ent and 
treab 1 ent. Treab 1 ent teams depend on whetllef the dysphagia is 
-· YAlich is rranagect by a swallowing team, or 
Team n a 1 lbers vary depending on the institution, the professionals' level of 
interest and the professionals' level of training. Usually there is a core team 
'Nhich consists of the swalloMng therapist, dinical dietitian, primary care 
nurse and primary care physician. All these pafessionals 'MJrk dosely 
together to optirrize patient outccrne. logemann (1994) states that it may 
not be necessary far all team n ea t»ers to see f!NefY dysphagic patient, but 
gives exarfl)les that irTflly it is necessary for the swalla#Jing therapist to see 
eNery dysphagic patient. Wlat she fails to mention is that it is also essential 
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for the dietitian to see f!Ner'J dysphagic patient, for if the patient has diffirulty 
swall~ng, the patient is ccnsiclered high risk for dew!loping malnubition. 
Thresher and Kehoe (1992) hcNe provided an excellent review of 
interdisciplinary- d dysphagia. Appendix 6 provides an 
overvieN of possible roles of various dysphagia team n a 1 lbers. These role 
statat ent are nat meant to be exhaustive as job function and responsibility 
is highly dependant on the institution. 
2.6.2 Cat¥J81BBIDIY SbaEgias 
~ory strategies are ifll)lemented so that 'Nhen a person swallaNS, 
the risk of aspiration andlor penetration d a bolus into the lungs is reduoed 
or prevented, in an effort to prevent the 001 r !plications d dysphagia. These 
techniques are usually attel'11lted during the rmdified barium swaiiCJN study 
so that efficacy of results can be cbserved radiographically. Col 1 ..,ensatory 
strategies may include seating position, chewing on the strong side of the 
mouth, chin tuck and head tum to assist dosure of airway, badwlards head 
tilt to assist oral transit, application of pressure to the affected side to 
deaease pocketing of food in cheelcs, - of lip closure during 
ct'leNing and swallowing to prevent spillage of food and assist \\flh bolus 
formation, and - of coughing to cantro1 aspiration. These 
cat ~OIY strategies are disa Esed in detail by Thresher and Kehoe 
(1993) and Hutchings (1991). Cai11pensatory strategies also inducte diet 
texture rmdification (see section 2.6.5 on Nutritional Therapy). 
2.&.3 SMIIO\w~g ManaiNals 
SNaiiCM1ng manewers are designed to alter the tining of various 
neurorrusaJiar OOI'1lJC)I1el'1 of the pharyngeal phase of S'Nallc:PMng (lazarus, 
1993). These include the supraglottic swallo.v, the super-supraglottic 
swallow, effortful swaiiOYJ and the Mendelsohn manewer. 
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The Suprafjottic SWaiiON. This manewer is designed to dose the vocal 
cords prior to and during the SVIallow so as to prevent the risk of aspiration 
before, during, or after the SYiaiiON. The patient is told to hold her bteath 
before and during the swallow (to dose the airway), and to oough 
ir r 11 aiately after the swalloN in an atte1 1 p to clear arrt residual bolus from 
the entrance into the trachea. In the process t:l holding the bleJUt prior to 
the svvallow there is rrild vocal CDtl adduction. This is used in patients \Nith 
delayed or redua!d airway dosure, delayed pharyngeal swallow, and poor 
oral CXJi 1bol of liquids which results in premature loss of the bolus into the 
pharynx (Logemann, 1995). 
The Super-&lpragottic Swai/C1N. This is designed to dose the airway 
entrarla! above the level d the true vocal cords, by ina easing the anterior 
tilt of the arytenoid and retl acting the base of the tongue. This is applied to 
those patients exhibiting penetration and aspiration into the airway after the 
swallow has occurred (L.ogemm, 1995). The patient is told to inhale, hold 
breath very tightly (bearing doYm), continue to hold the bteath during the 
swallow, and oough ir r 1 t ediately folla\Mng the swaJiaN (to clear residual 
material). 
Effottful SWallow: This strategy ir1lJFOVES retladion of the base of the tongue 
and reduces residue in the valleculae after the swall011. The effortful 
swallow is used for patients who have bolus residue in the vallia.Jiae after 
the swallow. 1he patient is instructed to sque em togetllet" the tongue and 
the throat, very hard, throughout the swallow. W1en pafon 1 Ed correctly, 
effort should be visualized in the neck during the swaiiON (Logen ann, 1995). 
Mendelsohn Maneuver: This strategy ina eases the extent and duration of 
the aicopharyngeal opening by prolonging laryngeal elevation. It ran also 
be used as an exercise to ifT1JIOVe laryngeal elevation during the swallow. 
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The I'Aendelsohn manewer is used in patients exhibiting a reduction in 
laryngeal movement v.tich then results in reduced ai-opening. 
The patient is instructed to swallo.v and vuhen the larynx o.e. adarn's apple) 
elevates up.vard, he/she is told to hold the larynx in the uppernost position 
Vtftth hislher neck rrusdes during the swallo.v (Logemann, 1995). 
2.6.41halaw e.t• II 
Many therapy exercises have been designed to if11:JI'OVe swaiiOA1ng. These 
include exercises for: reduced labial dosure, bolus fern ation, buccal tension, 
range of mandibular rmverTII!r't tongue elevation, frant-to-back tongue 
rrovement, and reduced tongue lateralization; delayed pharyngeal SYICIIION 
response; poor gag reflex; and reduction in velar elevation or in the ability to 
dose the velopharyngeal port These exercises have been desaibed by 
Hutchings (1991) and Thresher and Kehoe (1993). Other exercises are as 
foiiONS: 
Tactilei"Thetmaa" StiiTIJiation: This exercise, designed to ii11)R)Ve the tining 
betNeen the oral and pharyngeal stages of svvaiiC71Jing, is CD I peted by 
lightly touching or stroking the anterior faucial arches Wth a #00 laryngeal 
rrirror, five to ten times, three times per day. Originally it was thought that 
the rrirror needed to be iced as cold was thought to best stirrulate a 
swallaN. Research 0011 indicates that oold does not stirrlllate the svvallovv 
any better than other t~ and the rrirror does not need to be iced 
(Logemann, 1995). 
Adduction Exercises: These exercises ina ease the sber.gtft of laryngeal 
dosure and are necessary YA1en there is a v.eakness in laryngeal dosure. 
The patient is instructed to make a vOY.el sound YJhile pushing, lifting, 
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inaeasing phonation effort, then holding breatf1, ooughing and dearing the 
throat (Logemann, 1995). 
2.8.5 NIMianal naapy 
Patients tMth dysphagia are CD1Siderecl high risk for nutritional problems. 
Nutritional therapy begins with a nutritional assessn ent in conjunction 'lAth 
results from a SYICIIICJ\Ning assess 1 ent. f\lltritional therapy and rnanagerrent 
is aitical in the overall treab 1 ent plan and is a reliable factor in prediding 
patient outccme (Curran and Grcher, 1990). To provide sufficiert nutrients 
to maintain or achieve a normal nubitional status, nutritional therapy nay 
involve any, or CDr lbinations of, the folle7Mng: alteration in food texture to 
mechanical soft, rrinced, c:hopJled or pureed-type diets; alteration in fluid 
viscosity from regular fluids to nectar, honey or pudding consistencies; 
and/or use of alternate feeding routes (nasogastric. nasoduodenal, 
gastJ ostony, duodenostQ'Tly, jejunostcny or total parenteral nutrition). 
Nutritional status, toleranaa to feeding met1 iOds and ameptar1C2 of diet 
texture n rxlifications should be evaluated on a regular basis (Ciocan, 1990). 
The decision to start enteral or parenteral nutrition 1811 er than oral feeding, 
or the decision to \Whhold nutrition altogetl ter, is oonsidered an ethical issue 
for the long tenn care population, especially in the chronic and terrrinally ill. 
Wlen making decisions regarding feeding routes, the follcwwing 
circumstances rrust be taken into oonsideration: the person's right to 
detemine for her/himself, vuhich may be acca • pished via a '1iving wll" 
containing doa.lrrented advanced heaHh care directives, medical evidence 
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demonstrating the need fer such intervention, and analysis of the risk to 
benefit ratio for oral versus alternate feeding routes (Groher, 1990b). 
Deterrrination of the risks and berefits of oral feedings has been revieNed 
in detail by Groher (1994b). The decision as to whetl er or not patients vito 
are l<noYJn to be aspirating 'Nill continue Wth oral feedings is usually n ade 
by the swaiiCMing team, but aiteria on which decisions are n Bcle varies from 
one institution to another. This is usually dependent upon howv often 
aspiration or tracheal penetration ocx:urs and the armunt of foodlfluids that is 
aspirated. For exafT1Jie, the cxkts ratio for aspirating stroke patients to 
develop pneu'TI)I'lia was 7.5 times greater for those \\t1o aspirated any 
material regardless of consistency (Schrridt et al., 1994). It is i"1JC)rtant to 
realize, that even if aspiration does occur, the dinical develop rent of 
aspiration pneunD1ia is co-dependent on other cira.rrstances. This 
includes the frequency of aspiration, volume of aspirate, character of the 
aspirate (eg.saliva, acidic foods, gastroesophageal reflux, etc.), and imrune 
function, state of aJI'lSCiousness, prior aspiration history, nutritional status, 
rrobility, and ability to dear aspirated materials. 
Quantity and quality of life rnJSt be considered if oral feeding is to be 
stopped since placat ent of a long-term feeding tube may have detrimental 
consequet'1C25 to the persons perceivecl quality of life. One rrust: also 
consider whetl« or not the patient or faTily can learn the skills necessary to 
self-adninister enteral feeds. 1-s well, the risks associated with the use of 
various enteral and parenteral routes should be evaluated. For exar11Jie, 
Ciocon et al. (1988) found the inciclenc2 of aspiration Ytflh nasogastric tube 
feeding in a chronic care setting to be 470m and Feinberg (1996) reported 
that pneumonia frequency was higher during n DrlttiS of artificial feeding 
(p<0.0001). Feinberg (1989) also reported a higher frequency of pneunmia 
in patients on non-oral feeds than those persons Wth major aspiration but 
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treated Wth dietary manipulations. 1\bJt recBitly, L.angrmre et al. (1996) 
found that the presence of a feeding tube was significantly assodated Ytflh 
the develop rent of pneLITDlia. Even if a feeding tube is placed, re-
evaluation of the swaiiCMing function is ifl1JOI1anl Many persons may be 
able to resune safe oral intake, at wuch time there is a staged transition 
from non-oral to oral feeding (DeBonde, 1991, Logemann, 1990b). 
W1en all the above factors have been considered, the options and the 
benefits and risks associated vuith each option, should be revieAed v.lh the 
patient or patient's farrily. In this way, the patient and or farrily is able to 
make an infcrmed decision regarding the route of nutritional support (i.e. 
oral, enteral, parenteral) or if nutritional support ¥Jill be in accardance 'Nith 
the patients natural ability to ingest food or fluids (eg. the patient realises 
oral intake is not safe, but \Mshes to continue oral intake as tolerated). As 
YJell, each institution should have policy guidelines regarding initiating and 
\Mthholding oral or alternate nutritional support. Issues regarding non-oral 
versus oral feeding have been disaiSSed in detail by Boyd (1994), aooon 
(1990), Groher (1990b) and Serradura-Russell (1992). 
Q:al versus Non-Qal Eeedit:m Routes in tbe Elderly 
There is evidence that feeding tubes do nat protect the patient from 
developing aspiration (Croghan et al., 1994). The incidence of aspiration 
Wth enteral feeding via the nasoenteric or gastl DSt011lf route has been 
estimated to be from 7.60A» (Roubenoff et al., 1987) to 28.5% (Moghissi and 
Teasdale, 1980) to 470A. (Ciocon, 1988). If non-oral feeding is to CXlltlrence 
in dysphagic individuals, choosing the correct route of adninistration is 
aucial. Lazarus et al. (1990) aitically analysed literature published from 
1978-1989, regarding the association of aspiration 'Nith gastrostorries and 
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jejunostorries. The authors concluded that studies during that time period 
did not support the preferential used either feeding site. Feinberg (1996) 
also reported that studies of nursing hone patients have shavwn that neither 
a gastro&tOITfl or jejunostomy proteds against aspiration. 
Sitzrrann (1990) investigated the i"lJiications, I I etiiCJds and CCI I ~ications of 
nutritional support in 90 dysphagic individuals. Forty-eight peran and 520/0 
of patients had dysphagia secondary to ca tbal neurologic disease or local 
n echanical dysfunction such as esophageal cancer, esophagitis, or 
achalasia, respectively. AJI 90 patients were plead on either enteral or 
parenteral nutrition secondary to malnubition. T'M!I1ty-seven pera!l'1t of all 
patients experienced 0011 lplications. Sitzmann found that nasoenteric or 
gastro&tOITfl tube plac&l tent YICIS associated tMth ina eased risk for 
developing aspiration pneurmnia (p<0.01 ). Patients Wth neurologic-based 
dysphagia experiena:ld l'Mce as many problems as those V\1th mechanical 
dysphagia. As \\ell, there vvas a 3QOk natality rate in patients receiving 
nasoenteric tubes versus 100A» in gastrostomy or jejunostomy feeds and 8% 
YJith total parenteral nutrition (TPN)(p <0.05). l\latafity vvas related to 
respiratory failure secondary to pneumonia. 
It has been A!CXll 111 ended that prior to start of either route, patients should 
be evaluated via dneracliography for risk of CX1I r parised airway protection 
and gastlcesophageal reflux as these place the patient at inaeawj risk for 
aspiration. As well, level of cansciousness, functional status, and patient 
positioning should be evaluated. The initiation of upper gastrointestinal 
intubation is discouraged if problems exist which ina ease the risk of 
aspiration. Until the dysphagia resolves, jejunal tube feeding or TPN should 
be used as the primary route for nutritional support (Lazarus, 1990, 
Sitzmann, 1990). 
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Diet Texture ltttxlificatjon 
The purpose of rmdifying the texture of faads andlor the viscosity of fluids 
for a dysphagic patient is to reduce the risks of aspiration and dloking and 
maintain nom ral nutritional and hydration status.. Many researchers have 
desaibed ideal diet textLies and fluid viSCXlSity for dysphagic patients. 
Generally, standard hospital diels are not appropriate for dysphagic patients 
(Mendelsohn, 1993) because ewen though these textures may be easy to 
cheN they may not be easy to S\Vallo.v (Martin, 1991 ). The foii<Mftng rrust 
be taken into oonsideration \\t1en developing a dysphagia diet 
cohesiveness, viscosity, density and shape, rmisture anent, nubitive value 
and taste of the food items. Q:Jid boluses do not affect or irt1X'OW 
swaiiOIAng ability as it v.es once thought but cstain bolus characteristics 
such as vol1.111e and taste (sour) have been shc7M1 to cause changes in the 
onset of the oral and pharyngeal stages of swaiiONing (Logemann, 1996). 
Guidelines for selecting food consistencies have been desaibed in detail by 
Thresher and Kehoe (1992) and are based on the severity and type of 
dysphagia. Generally, there are three or four different texture gradients: 
pureed, pureedlt r echanical soft and n echanical salt Depending on the 
researcher, these diet textures may have different na1 1 es (refer to Appendix 
7 for a sumray of rea!l1t researdt on dysphagia diet textures) and 
indude/exdude various ITB1U items. lhe CX1I I I I Dl'1 point an lDI'1g all 
researchers is that the diet is highly individualized, is progressive and nay 
change as does the person's SVtallovwing capabilities. The rationale for 
selecting various diet textures is based on the specific swai1CJIA1ng problem 
as outlined in AppencfiX 7. 
Pardoe (1993) outlines food production considerations, menu developt rent 
and training issues for staff YJhen irrplernenting a dysphagia diet. Curran 
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and Grcher (1990) review the development of a diet to reducs the risk of 
aspiration and Hotaling (1992) revieNs the nutritional considerations far the 
pureed diet texture far elderty residents, foaJsing on nutritional density, 
flavour, and PI esmltation d pureed menu items to facilitate optimal intake. 
Altering the viscosity of the bolus can help COl 1 ipef1S8te for a dysfunctional 
swallcwv. Often, a liquid bolus cannot be fen • led and liquid is lost over the 
base of the tongue and slips into the unprotected airway causing aspiration. 
Neurologically irf1)aired patients have nue trouble \\4th water or thin liquids 
than Vtith thicker fluids such as honey and pudding (Robertson et al., 1993, 
81iott, 1988) for this reason. If srDlth, viscous, adhesive foods are given in 
small vclunes the patient \\411 be able to form a bolus and when S\N8110Aed, 
the material is less likely to enter the open airway. Hghly viscous foods 
tend to ina ease peristaltic plJI1l) activity (Robertson et al., 1993). Other 
patients require less viscous fluids such as patients in v.tlich the ai- sphincter does not relax to pormte bol~ passage into the 
esophagus (Biiot, 1988). Mno and Patey (1991) dassify the diet into tv.o 
levels: one level containing pureed and thick fluids, the other oontaining a 
rrodification of the regular diet 'Nith thick liquids and choppedlground n eats. 
Martin (1991) provides a detailed classification of the diet into four levels, 
also grouping fluids v.1th solids. l-bl.ever, the ability to S'Nallow liquids has 
no connection to the ability to swallcr.v solids (Pardoe, 1993) and both, 
individually, exist on a continwn from most restrictive to least restrictive. 
Ruids rray be thickened to the desired consistency Wth 001111 ercially 
available thickening aget Its such as Thick-H.®, Nutra-lhick®, lhick'N Eas)® 
or products such as baby rice cereal, potato flakes, corn starch, flour, 
applesauce, etc. Fluid viscosity is dependent upon tea fJCillure of the fluid 
and each thickening agent has advantages and disadvantages. These have 
been disaiSSed by Stanek et al. (1992). 
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3.0 ftE1HODOl.OGY 
Dqedjyes 
This study \VaS designed to deta1 r ine the foiiCMing in a long-term care 
facility in St. John's. Nev.foundlancl: 1) the prevaterm of dysphagia, 2) the 
severity of dysphagia based on assodated CDr ~ications, and 3) the 
characteristics of the dysphagic population. Other oqedives of this research 
\¥ere to deterrrine medical diagnoses and conditions assodated YAth 
dysphagia, to assess the extent d aJi r~ications secondary to dysphagia 
and to doa.ment aJrrent management techniques .. 
This study was conducted by CXJ111)1eting a retauspedive medical record 
revie.v, or chart revieN, fNf!r a awen na lth period, and a nursing 
questionnaire. The chart revieN was - 'IJith irtom ation frcm a 
questionnaire filled out by nursing and nursing assistant staff in order to 
avoid rrissing valuable infoln Btion which may nat have been recorded in the 
chart Data collected fran both instnments v.ere QJI 1 lbined to obtain the 
desired information. Both instnments vvere first pretested in a pilot study. 
The best n etltud for determning the prevalence of dysphagia in a long-term 
care setting is via a car 4J1l!hel ave chart review. This vvas the research 
procedure used by Siebens et al. (1986), Groher and Bukatman (1986) and 
carter-Young and Durant-Jones (1990) in sinilar studies. 
Ethical Beyjew 
Full approval was granted fran the Hunan Investigation Cora 1 r ittee (HIC), 
Faculty of Medicine, 1he Health Science O!ntre (Referena! # 94 117), 
Merrorial University of Nevvfoundland on Noverrber 25, 1994 to CQI'1l)lete 
this study (Appendix 8 contains letter of approval fran HIC). Approval was 
granted from the Ethics Car 1 rittees at the pilot institution and the study 
institution (Appendix 9 contains a COfll of the consent form for use of 
medical charts in this study). 
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3.1 Devalet~lat cll1'111nna11s 
A chart review form and a nursing questionnaire were developed. The Chart 
Review Form (Appendix 10) was developed to obtain pertinent information 
from the resident's medical d1art and cardex (a catbalized filing system for 
nurses to record infom ation on residents) Yl1ich Y«JUid indicate a possible 
swalle7Mng problem This was dENeloped by the primary researcher and 
based on chart audit folrt s dENeloped by Carter-Young and Durant-Jones 
(1990) and Groher and 8Lbtman (1986). 
The Nursino Questionnaire (Appendix 11) was developed to be used as a 
supplerrent to the medical chart to aid in the idel 1tification of possible 
problems in the oral, pharyngeal, or esophageal ~ of swallow which 
may not have been recorded in the medical chart It Vt&S designed to be 
COI1lJieted by nurses or nursing assistants \\t10 v.ere primarily involved v.fth 
the residents during feeding and meal times. 
The chart review form vvas developed to collect information so that the 
folla\1\Ang could be identified: 
• various signs and syrtlltams of dysphagia in the oral and pharyngeal 
stages of swalla#Jing 
• primary diagnosi~w past medical history and associated problerrs 
which ooufd affect nutritional intake or dysphagic syt11:Jtoms. Such 
problems included nausea and voniting, seizure activity, chronic 
constipation, chronic laxative use, and depression. 
• characteristics of the dysphagic population such as gender, age, 
medicationlvitarrinlnineral use, eating dependency, vision, diet 
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rmdifications, foodlfluid intake, and rrenta1 status. 
• nu 1 lber of days thrcughout each rmnth that the resident had 
inadequate oral intake 
• skin integrity and W!ight status 
• current management techniques for dysphagia such as feeding 
guidelines placed in chart, use d thickened fluids, andlar 
consultations \Wh gastrointestinal specialists, dietitian, SYISIICJ\Mng 
therapists, etc.. 
3.1.2 Devalapnert d Nlnir1l Stalf Qrsloiwllie 
The nursing questionnaire consisted of 17 m.dtiple choice or yes-no 
questions and was revieAe:t for cadent by a SwaiiONing Therapist. 
Questions v.ere added or rev.aded vvhere appropriate and a total of three 
drafts was rr ade to ensure the content was specific enough to obtain the 
desired inf01 I I Btion. 
The questionnaire was designed to collect infom ation on the foiiO'Itling: 
• resident's ability to self feed andlor require • ent of supervision during 
meal times 
• type of assistance required at meal time 
• time required to feed residents \\flo required total assistance at meal 
time 
• resident's n ental status during meal tine 
• signs of difliaJity Wth oral intake such as signs of choking, ooughing, 
drooling, pocketing of food, etc. during meal titTES 
• type of diet or NPO (nothing by mouth) status 
• require rent of a texture-mxlified and/or fluid rmdified diet 
• use of nutritional suppler 1 1e11ts 
• use of alternate nutritional support such as enteral of parenteral 
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nutrition 
• weight loss and amount of \\eight loss CNer a six n aatf1 period 
• history of aspiration pneliTD"'ia, dehydration, dvonic upper respiratory 
tract infections 
• Nursing staff's perception of existenc2 of a S\VSJioMng problem and 
• Nursing staff's type of training in swaiiCJ\'Ang problems 
Based on infom ration oollected from the retrospective chart review in 
conjunction \\1th inforn Btion from the nursing questionnaire: 
• subjects \\ere dassified as dysphagic or non-dysphagic and 
• dysphagia was dassified as being nild, model ate or severe. 
The dlart review form and the nursing questionnaire \M!I'e pretested in an 
institution -Mth a sinilar residential population. Nursing staff w r Jlleted the 
questionnaire on 20 randoniy selected residents. Nursing staff ¥Be asked 
to provide oo 111 a Its on the layout, readability and content of the 
questionnaire. They vae also encouraged to ask questions regarding the 
darity/readabilily of any questions. The primary researcher (KBC) 001 I peted 
chart reviews on these 20 ranc:loniy selected residents. 
Nursing staff provided very few w 111 a Its on the CXX'Itent or design of the 
questionnaire and no changes v.ere made to the \\Ording or ordering of 
questions on the questionnaire. Only one question (question #12) was 
added to the final draft of the questionnaire regarding the arrrJUnt of \\eight 
loss during the past six n a Itt s The final fom at of the questionnaire is 
presented in Appendix 11. 
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1he main changes made to the chart review form involved reorganizing the 
order of items on the farm QJestions were reordered to better reflect the 
ordering of infom Btion in the chart Additional changes regarding the 
ordering sequence of items YBe n ade after the main study vvas started. 
One question W8S deleted frcm the chart Jaliew form. (nfon I ation \VaS not 
available far changes in \\eight status t:Ner tine since routine weight 
n easura 1 a Its \\el'e only oonducted once per year. The question pertaining 
to changes in weight status CNer the seven rm till period preceding the chart 
review was deleted frcm the chart review form. In an aHE!f'llJl to obtain this 
rrissing infom Btion, the question \¥CIS added to the nursing questionnaire. 
It was not expected that infom Btion regarding the adequacy of oral intake 
WlUid be available for the main study sinc2 this \¥8S net available for the 
pilot study. 1-b.\ever, infomation regarding the quantity of meals consumed 
on a daily basis was reoorded in the medical charts. Therefore data on the 
nurmer of meals that vee fully andlor partially consumed per day by each 
resident ware incorporated into the chart review form for the main study. 
Other questions \\el'e also added to the d1art review form. These included 
use of vitarrirl'rrineral -an, use of anticholinergic, antipsychotic, 
and tricyclic antidepressant medications, reports of visual problems, and 
reports of medical problems secondary to dysphagia. The final format of the 
chart review form is shaM1 in Appendix 10. 
3.3 Plat Study 
A pilot study was oonducted in a smaller institution Wth a simlar residential 
population. The main goals of the pilot study \YSI'e to pretest the foiiONing for 
darity, accuracy and logistics: 
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• chart review form. 
• nursing questionnaire, 
• the upa ational definition d dysphagia, 
• the opa ational definition for the SENerily d dysphagia, and 
• the proposed analysis procedure using Epi Info 6.04. 
The pilot study was also used to assess the feasibility of conducting the 
main study. 
Qpet ational Definition of RlsJt1agja - Pilot Study 
The operational definition of dysphagia for the pilot study is outlined belowv: 
Dysphagia was considered to exist if the residert met one of three criteria: 
i. The resident had at any time ooe problem in the oral or pharyngeal 
stage of swaJIONing that affected the ability to feed or be fed orally 
(e.g. reported signs of choking, drooling, inability to aJI'11)Iete an 
attet'11'ted S'MIIION) 
ii. There was a history of aspiration pneurmnia Wth a diagnosis of a 
neurorrusaJiar disease 
iii. Dysphagia 'MIS doamented in the chart by the physician, dietitian, 
nurse, or oa:upational therapist 
In anDguous cases 'IA1ere the researcher \VaS unable to detemine if 
dysphagia existed, the expertise d a SwaiiCNVing Therapist (in this case, a 
-uage Pathologist) YICIS consulted to review each individual 
subjed: file. 
The only change n ade to the ope ational definition of dysphagia for the main 
study was that the resident had to have Mo problems in the oral/pharyngeal 
phase of swalla\ftftng, not one problem, as outlined above. Tv.10 
oral/pharyngeal problems vera chosen, rather than only one problem 
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because it was felt that one problem by itself was insufficient to label the 
subject as dysphagic. 
Qpetatigoaf Definition for the Severity d ~ - Pilot Study 
Dysphagia was dassified as being rrild, n Dderate or severe based on 
associated 001 r iplications or conditions as outlined in Table 3.1. This 
definition was altered for the main study (refer to Table 3.5) after 
consultatioo v.1th a Speech-Language Patldogist Ytih expertise in dysphagia 
diagnosis and t'TII'I8gSIT1el It \YaS detemined that the tamer definition 
could not dassify the severity d all subjects v.flh dysphagia. 
The changes that were n lade to the opet ational definition for severity of 
dysphagia included the folle7Mng: for all severity levels, •-u,e suqect had one 
problem in the oral or pharyngeal stage of S'MIIIC7Mng .. was changed to ''the 
subject has dysphagia as per the opetational definition", weight loss vvas 
orritted, and for n a:lerate and severe dysphagia, "neurcrnJSaJiar disease 
and/or dehydration" was changed to "neurological ifl1l&irment and/or 
dehydration, aspiration pneumnia, chest oongestion, upper respiratory tract 
infection, fever, and aspiration of food and/or fluids ... 
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Table 3.1 Opetational Definition for the Severity of Dysphagia - Pilot Study 
Mid Dyspharja: 
1he sr.qea 
• had at least one poi:Aem in the cra1 or pharyngeal staged svvalloMng that affected 
the aafity to feed ex be fed c:rary 
• PI e s ertect v.flh ex Wthott weiStt loss 
• was a1 pnect, mecta a soft, cr sane ather textLrellllid mxlfication 
M:mate Dyspharja'. 
Thestjeci 
• had at least one poi:Aem in the aal cr pharyngeal stage rl swaiiCMing that atreded 
the ability to feed or be fed orally 
• presented \Wh cr Wthott WJeiS1t lass 
• was on p.reed, mecta ical soft, ex sane olher textLreiiiLid mxification 
• had a nEUaf'1'lliCUcr dseas e an:Vcr dehyctatian 
SEMn Dyspharja. 
The sr.qea 
• had at least a1e pcblem in the cral ex pharyngeal stage cl swalloMng that affected 
the ability to feed cr be fed crally 
• PI esa lted Vt1th cr Wthott ~ loss 
• was on pnect, mectaical soft, cr scme ather textLrellllid mxlfication 
• had a net.ra11.1SaJ• cisease nrcr del'r/dnlliOn 
• recpred total a 1tera1 rUriticr1 (TEN) ex tDial p;nrtera rlltrition (TPN) anJ/cx 
SUdioring of food or ftlids seca a. y to dyspl"ra&ja 
Results of the Pilot Study: A synopsis 
There vvere 146 residents (15 males, 131 fenales) in the institution, hc:7l.ever 
only 28 patients (1SOA») met the inclusion aiteria for the study. The inclusion 
aiteria for the pilot study vee identical to that of the main study. Tv.enty 
residellls v.ere randan1y seleded as suqects and questionnaires v.ere filled 
out by nursing staff 'IA10 v.orked Wth the subjea for no less than one mor1th. 
The chart review \VaS cor 1 4Jieted for the six t1D wth period preaading the 
coralpletion of the questionnaires. 
The results of the pilot study are Sli1ITllrized below and disaiSSed in detail 
in Appendix 12: 
• There vvere a total of 20 subjects {19 fernalesl1 male) vmh a mean age of 
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92 years. Sixty pera!l1t of suqects were beMeen the ages of 75 and 94 
\\flh approxin Btely one-third of the subjects 95 years of age or older. 
•Sixty perari of subjects had dysphagia; 4()0,{, of subjects did not have any 
tdet ttifiable signs of dysphagia. 
•Nursing staff indicated that only 100,{, of S&Jqects had a S'Nallc:PMng problem, 
and 65% of suqects did not have a S'NCIIICMing problem (this was nat 
reaxded far five patients). 
•Using the opaational definitions as indicated in Table 3.3.1, 75% (n=9) of 
the dysphagic subjects had rrild dysphagia with the remaining subjects 
having nllderate (n=2) or severe dysphagia (n=1). 
•Seventy-five pera!l'1t (n=9) of dysphagic subjects \\8e on oral nutritional 
suppler a ltation. 
•Forty-tv.o peraant of subjects v.1th dysphagia v.ere reported as losing \\eight 
'Nhereas only 25% of those \\flhout dysphagia lost \\eight 
•Length of time required for feeding suqeds v.1th dysphagia was not 
reaxded for two-thirds of the subjeas. For three subjects it took up to 15 
mnutes and for one subject it took betv.een 16 and 25 rrinutes. 
-Qlly five subjects \\ere on a texture rmdified diet 
After CXJ 1 petion of the pilot study, it YI8S decided to review the d1art for the 
six n a ath period prea!ding CCITfJietion of the questionnaire plus the rTIJi aU 1 
\M1en the questionnaire \¥aS CCI11lleted. It v.as derided that even though 
data on a nurmer of variables was nat routinely available, the main study 
was still feasible sinc2 the pilot study indicated there \Y8S a SOOk prevalence 
rate of dysphagia. As veil, there were significant problems associated Wth 
swalloMng in long term care residents. 
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3.4 Cul8rt S1udy 
3.4.1 Selection and Desaiption of Research Institution 
A tertiary-level, extended care/chronic care facility in the St. John's area was 
chosen for CXJT1lletion cl this study. This facility, which consists of tv.o 
separate buildings Ytftth sinilar residential populations, has a total of 407 
residents and is one of the ten largest long-term care facilities in canada. 
One of the tv.o buildings \VaS chosen as the research site as both had 
sinilar populations \Wh respect to age, sex, medical oonditions, and level of 
nursing care required. This institution consists of seven units and had a total 
of 236 residents YA1en the study began. A desaiption of units and the 
residential population in the research site is outlined in Table 3.2. The 
institution did not ef11)1oy a speech-language patiiOiogist. There \VSI'e t'NO 
dinical dietitians on staff and an occupational therapist YDking on a 
contractual basis. None of these professionals had been formally trained in 
COI'lllleting swai10A4ng assessna ils. 
3.4.2 Selection of Study Population (lndusion I Exdusion Criteria) 
Based on the literature review, it VIaS estin ated that a swaiiCMiing problem 
Y110Uid exist in 4Q.Ei00/0 of the population older than 65 years plus a additional 
small percentage in subjects less than 65 years of age. Sixty pa an of 
subjects in the pild study had dysphagia. Sinc2 the estimated prevalenc2 
was high, the entire population (n=236) was considered for inclusion into the 
study raU er than randomy selecting subjects in different age groups. 
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lndusjm Qiteria 
All suqects meeting the follc:w.1ng aiteria \V8re inducted in the study: 
-medical charts were CXJn1)lete and available for I1Niew 
•nursing questionnaires \\ere c::arq:Jieted on the suqect during the 
assigned t\\0 v.eek period in February, 1996: 
• the subject had resided in the institution for longer than six months 
• the subject ate in an area supervised by nursing staff and/or nursing 
assistants 
A six n kJiitlt time frarTe vvas chosen so that nursing staff 'M'lllld have had the 
opportunity to observe the residents at meal tirTBS (for an extended period of 
time) and could therefore accurately fill out the nursing questionnaire. 
Exdusion Qiteria 
All subjects meeting the follc:P#Ang aiteria were exduded from the study: 
• resided in the institution for less than six rronths at the time the 
nursing questionnaire \vas COI11Jieted 
•ate i-(e.g. in dining root liS) and \\el'e unsupervised and 
• had charts that were either inca r •e or unavailable for review. 
If subjects were unsupervised at meal times, it YJaS not possible for the 
nursing staff to have the knoMedge necessary to ca 1 pete the 
questionnaires on dysphagia. 
A total of 193 out of 236 subjects vee eligible for inclusion in the study. 
Fifteen subjects had to be exduded because nursing questionnaires 'M!I'e 
not COt 1 ipleted within the study period. Three subjects v.ere exduded 
because ca a !plete charts could not be located. Twenty-five subjects were 
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exduded bealuse they either ate i-or v.ere living in the nursing 
home for less than six n u dfas. 
Table 3.2 Descriptioo of Nursing Units and Residential Population at 
Research Institution 
tusing U1it Talal turmer d IUitJa-rl ~dQn 
Residaaon Residaain 
lN Sludy meeting 
lndulion 
Qiteria 
PenuaQn 25 20-2(ctats Alzheii IdS Patia iiS; l.avef Ill 
lkit a:Udrabe 
localed) =18 
\1\estOne 34 32 t..eva n a 111 - at female 
Eat One 32 28 L.evan a 111 
North One 41 31 l..alellll 
V\l!stTwo 36 33 Level II ad Ill - aD female 
East Two 32 25 ~ Elderty; Levell cnlll 
North Two 36 Zl-1 (c:tat Yc:u1g DsaiJied; L.eva II a1d Ill 
a:Udnatbe 
localed) =26 
TOTAL 236 N=193 
3.4.3. Study Proa!dure/Data Q)llection 
This study CD I I I ll!f1a!d on February 13, 1995 at \\tlic:h time the 
questionnaire was CDt !pleted CNer a tv.o-\\eek period on all suqects meeting 
the inclusion aiteria. Data collection continued until April 30, 1996, during 
'Nhich time the retrospective chart revieYicardex review on all subjects 'MIS 
COI'T'pleted. 
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CAxr);Jietion of Qyestjonnaire and TrainifG 
Prior to COl 111 encing this study, the facility had designed and presented a 
dysphagia training course far nursing and nursing assistant staff which was 
oonducted by nursing staff. Approxinately 100 'MXkers had CQI11)Ieted this 
CXJUrse at the tine of the study. 
Prior to 0011 !pletion of the questioonaires, a meeting v.as conducted v.flh the 
Resident care Managers and the Team • eaders of each of the seven 
nursing units in the study. This meeting revieNad the oqectives and the 
il'l1JC)rtance of the study and how to CXJ111)1ete the questionnaire. The Team 
Leaders \\ere responsible for assigning nursing/nursing assistant staff to 
CXIT1llete the questionnaires. T\\0 20-rrinute pesaltations for nursing and 
nursing assistant staff \Na5 also conducted. All questions on the 
questionnaire v.ere revieY.ed individually to stirrulate disa ISSion and darify 
any concerns or is e. 
In the last tv.o \Y8eks of February, 1995, nursing staff vae requested to fill 
out questionnaires oo all residents YA1o they believed nEt the inclusion 
aiteria. Nursing staff rnJSt have \Wiked tMth the resident for a period of 
no less than one n 101 1U 1 prior to fX1111l1eting the questionnaire so that they 
had sufficient infa 1 1 ation and knc:M4edge to fill out the questioonaires 
accurately (n IOdeled after research conducted by Siebens et al., 1986). The 
questionnaires were filled out on the nursing units. 
Corrpletion of Chart Reyje.y 
The retrospective medical chart revieYI and cardex revievv was COl r lpleted on 
all the residents for a seven-rronth period prior to and during the C0f'11)1etion 
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of nursing questionnaires (August 1, 1994 to February 28, 1995). 1\11edical 
charts and can:lexes \\Ere revieNed on the nursing unit. fWrsing Care 
Ao.vsheets, which v.ere located in the medical chart (see Appendix 13) 
'Nel"e also revieNed for all n a dhs during the data collection period. 'These 
flOY4Sheets are filled out on a daily basis and l'eCXlrds the portion of the meat 
const.med at brealcfast, dinner and supper. Meal <XX1SLI11ltion is reoorded 
as full meal COI1SI.I'T1ed{F), partial meat cansuned(P), fluids only 
consumed(FL), or meal refused(R). Far meals in which FL was reoorded, it 
was assumed that the full meal 'liaS consuned and it was in fluid form. 
Portions of the chart 'Nhid1 had been thinned (i.e. rermved) were obtained 
from medical reoords. Medical charts belonging to suqects Yl1o had died 
prior to the chart being relieNed on the nursing unit vvere obtained from 
medical reoords. In f!NefY cira.mstance, all efforts \V8re ITBde to obtain 
0011 !plete charts. 
The chart and cardex review was CXJII ipleted by tv.o resea chers (the primary 
investigator and another dinical dietitian). Each chart review took 
approxinately 30-rrinutes to 001 1pete. Both researchers had extensive 
experience in an aaJte care facility wortdng Wth dysphagic patients and had 
COt r ipleted introductory and advanc:2d murse YtUk on the diagnosis and 
management of dysphagia. The primary researcher (I<BC) 0011 ipleted 149 
out of the 193 chart reviews and the second researcher (LP) 001 I peted 54 
out of the 193 chart revieYJS. 
lntembsery« .AQreet I I!I'Jt fer Chart Beyjew 
To test for interobserver agreement on the collection of chart revieYJ data, 
ten randorriy selected charts Yeere revieAed separately by each researcher. 
All item; (n=80) on the chart reviewv form v.ere assessed independently . 
• For 60 items, total agreet • ent was reached by the t\YO researchers. 
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• For 10 items, agreement was reached for 9 out of 10 charts. These 
items v.ere: absent swallcw, refusal to eat!Y.a11: open rmuth, c:l'tEPMng 
diffiaJity, hearing, hydration, reports of nourist11 at, reports of 
drinkinglftuid intake, canfusion, aphasia, and upper respiratory tract 
infection. 
• For 4 items, ag1een ISI1t was reached for 8 out of 10 charts. These 
items were: associated problem list, nli'TtJer of medications, skin 
integrity, and reports cl enccuragement to drink/eat For the 
associated problem list (in all four cases where disagreen ent 
ocaJrred), one of the 11esearchers failed to report one problem only. 
For 6 items, agree11 ent was reached for 7 out of 10 charts. These 
items were: past medical history, vveight status, vision, assistance v.flh 
feeding, del 1 lel'1tia, congestion. For the past medical history On all six 
cases \\t1ere disagrea1ent occurred), one of the researcller'S failed to 
report one problem only. For deli entia, one researcher consistently 
did not reoorct this problem on the d1art review form if det 1 entia or 
Alzheimers disease \NaS listed as a diagnosis as it was assumed that 
clernentia VIaS p11esent 
Medications 
Medications that have been i~icated in causing or exaawbating dysphagia 
v.ere identified via the chart review. Prior to cxntucting the study, a 
Psychiatrist (Craig, 1994) was consulted to idel ttify antipsydlotic, tricydic 
antidepressants, and various other drugs which are 001 11 1 only presaibed in 
NeYioundland institutions that may cause dysphagia. These v.ere recorded 
during the chart review. These medications are outlined in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3 Drugs ilt1llicated in causing or exaaerbating dysphagia. 
Ai•• "'¥::~'* (X) T~ a....Mat'*t& CassificaticJn d Qher ,. _____ 
MEdcaticns 
~mine Mitriptyline AstarizDie ,641itistaniric(X) 
011apcmazine Aracapne Atrapine ~
RL4B lltilcDI Conipnl'rine Capqwil N:E. imbitDr 
R~ne Desiparine Conidne ~hyper1ensive(X) 
Ru;pircne llr»cepin Disapynlride ~arrhyhric(X) 
Haloperidol lniprarrine Drnerl¥tinate Pftien Etic (X} 
LoxaPne Maprotiline Ganfacine ~hyper1ensive(X) 
Mescridazine Nortriptyline t-tpoxyzine ~(X) 
l\t1ettarin epazine Prolriptyline lpab qJiun Ill aride Antic:holi~c(X) 
Perieyadne Triniprarrine Laazepan ~olytic 
Perphelazine Mexiletine Antimhylhnic(X) 
PirriDZide N-bt.tyfsmpcla'rine Antidlcli~c(X) 
Pfpaacetazine QfatsEdiQ1 Ndiemetic(X),5HT3bfocker 
Pipoliazine Phellelzine SUfate ~MIO 
Pr'odiapaazine AraiZ!pine kGcholi~«X) 
Prcrrazine Sa:Jpaarrine Anticholiner9c(X) 
Reserpine (X) Terazosin Antihyper1ensive(X) 
Risperidone Tranylc.wronine M.60I 
lllaidazine 
Ttiati>cer e 
Triftucpa azine 
Trift~arli!IZine 
lAJ = C811SCS r•a 
Opei ational definitions vera developed and were based on the data obtained 
from both the chart review and the nursing questionnaire. Definitions 'N8I'e 
developed to idet 1tiry those subjects 'Aflh dysphagia, to assess the severity of 
the dysphagia, and to deten • ine the adequacy of oral intake. These and 
3.5.1 RJsphagja 
The operational definition of dysphagia was expanded from a sin'ilar 
definition used by Groher and BukatrTBn (1986) and carter-Young et al. 
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(1990). 
Dysphagia 'NBS considered to exist if the subject met at least one of the 
foll~ng three aiteria: 
1. Oropharyngeal Problem or Thickened Ruids 
The resident had, at arrt time, atrf t\\0 or more problerrs associated \\1th 
oral or pharyngeal stage dysphagia that affedecl the resident's ability to feed 
or be fed orally (listed in Table 3.4) «the resident was COI'ISll'ring thickened 
fluids. Wth the necessity for thickened fluids it YAJS assumed that a 
swaiiOIJing problem had been cletemined previously by staff. Chest pain 
provoked by swallowing, 'Nhich indicates esophageal dysphagia, was 
recorded but not included in detemining the existence of dysphagia. 
Table 3.4 Problems indicative rl cral/pharyngeal stage dysphagia 
· inability to CXJ'I1)Iele irl atlel I pad swaiiON 
· choking cUing meals 
. ctooling cUing ri'IEBs 
· pocketing foact in lateral butai area 
( c:.I'IIDs) 
. food spilling cU cl muh Ylile eating 
· food residue in rnUh after SNallcrl.ing 
• spitting cUifll mea& 
· eccessiYe or ttick saliva 
· nasal or oral regu9tatia1 ck.ring 1'1'11:!8s 
. refiJsal to eat/net cpering rTDih 
· meal tine geater than 25 nirutes 
· ciet texb.re naification 
. tr"clJ)Ie ctinking ftlids 
. Ujec:ti\e patient CXJrllll;int rl swalloMng 
dftiaAy 
· feeling d a 1u11J in threat duing ITIEBs 
· tprJy scudng voice du'ing rreals 
· c:ouj'ing cUing meals 
. absert swalloN 
. reckad gag rellex, cn:i 
· slured or labrued speedl. 
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2. Mpiration Pneurronia and a NeurologicallfTJJSirment 
The resident had a history of aspiration pneunll'lia \\ttl a diagnosis of a 
neurological disease or neurological ir118rment 
3. Djsphagia Documented 
DtsPhagia VIas doa.mented in the d1art by the physician, dietitian, nurse, 
3.5.2 Severity of RD;phagja 
The operational definition for the severity of dysphagia (detailed in Table 3.5) 
VJaS based on information collected from the d1art: review and questionnaire. 
Table 3.5 Operation Definition for the Severity of Dysphagia 
MLD Dyspagla MOOERATE~ SEVERE Dyspagia 
# 1, 2 or 3 as autlined fer # 1,2 cr 3 as cdined for # 1 ,2 or 3 as outlined fer 
operational definition of operational defiritian d operational definition for 
dysphagia ~ dysphagia 
TextLre mocification Texb.re mocificalion Techn mxification or 
(e.g. pueect, rrinced, rnectaic:al on Mernate nubitional 
soft ciet or thicka led fllids) SUfJPOrt or N'O 
Ntuolo9cal i~rrnent (nay or Nluolqjcal i"lJSinnent 
may not be preserj) 
IC least aE d the May or may nat have 
faiiCMing cUing the data tll'fdthefallaMngcUingthe 
collection period (i.e. nat in the data colledion period (i.e. not in 
past mecical listory): the past mecical tistory): 
- aspiratia1 pnetm)l'ia - aspiration pneuraia 
- dehydration -dehydration 
- chest COIIgeltion or upper - chest COIIgeStion or upper 
respiratory tract infection respiratory tract infedian 
- fever (far ~ 3 days) - fewr (for~ 3 days) 
- aspiration c:A food aM/rx fttids ... aspiration rl fcod Sldlrx fluids 
On Enteral (or Paenteral) feeds 
andfor requires suctioning of 
food or saliva 
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3.5.3 InadeQuate QaJ Intake 
To detelr1ine the adeq~.~acy d oral intake the Nursing Care FlaNsheets (see 
Appendix 13) v.ere revieAed for each day af f!Ner'J n a 1H 1 during the data 
collection period. Based on these fiCM6heets, oral intake far the day was 
deen ISd nutritionally inadequate if the resident rrissed greater than or equal 
to t\\0 meals per day or ate only tv.o or three partial meals per day. The 
total nuw 1 tler of days throughout each n altfa Wth inadequate oral intake was 
tabulated. From this nl.ITIJer, the total n1111ber of days during the entire 
study period was detemined. 
The paanage of days \Mth inadequate oral intake for all seven months 
(i.e. the entire data CX»>Iection period) VIaS detemined. If the resident had 
daily inadequate oral intake for greater than or equal to 25% of the days of 
the study period, it was assumed he/she had overall inadequate oral intake 
and vvas therefore not meeting nutritional requira r etls .. 
3.5.4 Nausea and yorrjtif13 
Nausea and/or variting was only reoorded if it occurred for 3 or rmre 
consecutive days. If nausea ard/or variting occurred CNer a shorter time 
sequet'le2, but more often (e.g. nausea on four days throughout the n a lth) it 
was recorded in the assodated problem list 
3.5.5 Fever 
Fever was defined as a t~ greater than 37 degrees Celsius and 
was only reoorded if occurred for 3 or rmre consecutive days. 
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3.5.6 \1\Bgbt 
If actual weights v.ere recorded in the d1alt weight \VaS considered stable if 
there \N8S no change in weight or if the suqect: had gained or lost only 1-2 
pounds per year. \1\aght loss was recD'ded if the subject lost rmre than 2 
pounds per year and \\eight gain was recorded if the subject gained m:re 
than 2 pounds per year. V\eight was usually reported via yearly Nursing 
Reports Vttlich suqectively reported the subjects' yearty \\eight status as 
loss, gain, stable or fluctuating. 
3.5. 7 Skin Integrity 
Poor skin integrity was considered to exist if skin breakdc7IJn had occurred or 
if the subject was at risk for skin breakdcMn. Good skin integrity was skin 
that was desaibed as good, finn or intact 
3.5.8 feedi113 -Assistance y.fth Feedi'lJ 
From the Chart Review, assistana! Wth feeding during meals, or feeding 
dependency, 'MIS based on yearly nursing reports. This was reported in 
two different fan I ats as faiiCMIS: 
The subject oould be dassified acxxxding to LEVEL of assistance required 
Wth feeding: Level1 (no assistance required), l.elel2 (partial assistance 
required), or Level 3 (total assistana! required or subject on enteral feeds). 
The subject could also be classified by FEEDING DEPENDENCY: the 
subject was either independent or dependent on nursing staff. Independent 
eaters were dassified as those 'Nho v.ere COI'Jl)letely independent at meal 
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time, those 'Nho 'NBR! independent YtUh physical aids in place, and those 
who ate independel Illy but required supervisioo. Dependent eaters 'Ael'e 
classified as those v.t1o v.ere fed by nursing staff, those who required partial 
assistar1c:2 at meal tirre, and those YJho required total assistance at neal 
tirre. 
3.5.9 Medications 
To detemine the naxim.m nlJI'11Jer of medications taken by subjects during 
the study period at any one tirre, the highest nl.ITtler of medications 
documented for any I'TD'1th during the study was recorded. Medications did 
not include standing orders, eyedrcps, or topical aeams or oia 1b 1 a Its. 
3.5.1 0 IJea •bjtus Ugn 
These 'M!fe considered to be present only if it was recxJ"ded in the chart as 
such. For charts in which ulcas v.ere not recorded, it was assumed that 
they did not exist 
The follovMng variables \\ere recorded as they appeared in the medical 
chart c:hEPMng ability, vision and hearing status, and use of special utensils 
at meal time. 
3.6 Data Mnlgati&rt 
W1en the data c:cllection was CXI r ipleted, the follaNing \YaS detemined using 
operational definitions: the prese11e2 of dysphagia (yes or no), the severity of 
dysphagia (nild, nllderate or severe) and the adequacy of oral intake. 
These vere detemined for each subject by individually revie!'Mng and 
COI'1ilining the data obtained from the chart review form and the nursing 
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questionnaire. This \Y8S car IJieted by hand and the final results \Nele 
entered into the CXI11lUler along with other data. 
All data v.ere entered into the CXJ11lUter and analysed using the software 
program Epi Info 6.04 (Dean, 1994). Desaiptive statistics \\ere obtained for 
aJI variables. The foiiO#Ang was assessed: 
1. Prevalenc:2 of dysphagia during a seven n 1011th period. 
2. Prevala10e of dysphagia in different age groups. 
3. Classification of dysphagia acx:on:ling to level of severity. 
4. Corlla'ison between those 'lAth dysphagia and those v.4thout dysphagia 
for the foiiCJ\Mng: 
- medical diagnosis 
- medication use 
- medical/nutritional 001 1 iplications 
- skin integrity, deaJbitus ulcers 
-age 
- length of tirre required fer feeding 
- percentage of days v.flh inadequate oral intake 
- weight lossfgain, cflf!t texture, alternate feeding routes 
-feeding dependencf {i.e. assistana! required at meal times) 
5. Level of severity of the dysphagia and the association Wth the foiiONing: 
.. medicaUnutritional 0011 pications secondary to dysphagia such as 
dehydration, aspiration, chest CXJngeStion, upper respiratory tract 
infedions, etc. 
- skin integrity 
-age 
- length of tirre required for feeding 
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- peraentage of days Wth inadequate oral intake 
6. Corl1aison of the level of SENerity as ass essecl by nursing staff and that 
assigned by the chart review and opet ational definition. This was CQI'1"PPI'ed 
to statrs leYel of training prior to start r:l study. 
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4.0RESU_1S 
&tr• 
There \Y8I"e 236 subjects in the institution at the onset of the study. A total 
of 193 suqeca met the inclusion aiteria.. Nursing staff CXJ'11)Ieted 
questionnaires on 196 SLJqecls. 1-b.\ever, CX111J1ete medical recDds could 
not be located for three rl these subjects and they ¥Be -
exduded from the study leaving 193 subjeds. Tv.o people died in the last 
week of the data collection period but were still included in the data analysis. 
These deaU IS were secondary to respiratory arrest (76 year old male, 'Nitti 
severe dysphagia) and pnelm)nia (82 year old male, \\1th rrild dysphagia) . 
. ~ 
There was a total of 138 female and 55 male residents YAth a mean age of 
75.6 years. The mean female age was 79.5 years and mean mate age was 
65.7 years. The frequencies of the various age groups are given in Table 
4.1. 
Table 4.1 Frequencies by age and sex (N=193) 
Pge FREQUENCY TOTAL 
(years) PERCENTAGE 
~ 
45-54 
55-64 
65-74 
75-84 
85-94 
95-104 
Males Ferrales 
5 3 
11 7 
12 9 
7 12 
11 50 
8 49 
1 8 
. years; rarYd8 = 
Total 
8 4.1°AJ 
18 9.3"~ 
21 1Q.go~ 
19 9.SOA» 
61 31.S0,{, 
57 29.5% 
9 4.70A. 
years 
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• Bfflidencty 
One hundred and lY.enty sutjects (62.2»1{,) had lived at the nursing home for 
less than 5 years. Seventy-three residents had lived there for less than 
three years. Qlly 35 residents (1SOA.) had lived at the home for mxe than 9 
years. The l1ll1iJer d years in which residents lived at the nursing han e is 
outlined in Table 4.2. 
Table 4.2 length of residency (N=193) 
YEARSd Frequency Percs1tage (OA») 
RESIDENCE 
<1yr 19 9.8 
1- <3 yrs. 54 28.0 
3- <5 yrs. 47 24.4 
5- <9 yrs. 37 19.2 
>9 yrs. 35 18.1 
not reoorded 1 0.5 
8's*«MnitriAr far•aia 
• Eeedi113 Degendency (N=193) 
Ninety-one subjects (47.2»A.) ate in a supervised dining room setting all the 
time and 60 suqects (31.1%) ate meals in their rears. Ole hundred and 
tv.enty-nine subjects (66.SOA.) either fed therTselves all the time or 
oo::asionally fed themselves. Sixty-one subjects never fed themselves and 
had to be fed by nursing staff. Of those subjects 'Nho rn..ast be fed, the usual 
length of time spent feeding the resident is less than 20 rrinutes. Some 
fonn of assistance (i.e. positioning, tray set-up, supervision, etc.) during 
meals was required by 148 subjects (700k). Data for feeding dependency 
according the nursing questionnaire is outlined in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 Feeding dependency as per nursing questionnaire (N=193) 
1. Does tt1s residel It self feed? 
60.6% (117/193) feed themselves 
6.20,{, (121193) occasimally feed themselves 
31.SOA. (61/193) dan't feed themselves 
1.f50Aa (31193) infamllia"' nat nmded 
2. Dles tt1s residellt eat in the clring room? 
47.2% (91/193) eat in clring roam 
31.1% (6CY193) clcn't eat in ciri"d roam 
20.JOlJ (0193) aa::asicrelly eat in clring roam 
1°,(, (2/193) infornalion not recuded 
3. [))as tt1s residert reqLire assistancs at meal time? 
69.SOJ, (132/189) reqLired assistance 
8.4% (161189) reqlired assistance ocx:asiC11811y 
21.?DlJ (41/189) cld not recpre assistance 
lhis was not reanfed frr 4'193 SlJljeds 
4. a those that reqtired assistance~ the rorm at assistance rmst 
fi'equenlly reqUred WE: 
48.?0,(, (941193)- reqLired tray set l4) 
18. 70,(, (361193) - reqLired pasitioring 
2.5°,{, (51193) - (XJ IStant ~. doesn't need to be fed 
14.5°k (281193) - occasicral ~siCil, doesn't need to be fed 
34% (66/193) - nu;t be fed 
1% (2/193)- needs to be fed sometimes 
5. HoN rruch time is spent feeclng a residert per ITI!al e>cdLdng 
tirre fer positicring, tray set ~. etc.? 
Sf)OJ, (46182) R!CJire 0..15 nirutes 
37.SOA. (31182) reqUre 16-20 ITinJtes 
4.SOA, (4182) reqLire 26-35 rrin.des 
1.2',.{, {1182) reqlire 3&45 nirUes 
This was nat recorded fer 111/193 salbjeds 
• Use of tMjtional SyggleltB lfs (N=193) 
As reported via the questionnaire, only 32 (170,{,) subjects CD'lSll1'1ed 
nutritional supplaaa 1ts. 
• Alternate Nutritional Sugport (N=193) 
Four subjects were on alternate nutritional support: three v.ere on 
nasogastric feeds and one was on intravenous feeds. This inforrration was 
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not recorded for the remaining subjects. 
• Wjght I ass (N=193) 
Twenty-four suqects lost 'NSight and 152 subjects did nat lose \\eight in the 
six motlths prior to CXI11Jietion of the questionnaire. V\eight loss was not 
reported for 7 subjects and for 10 subjects the nurse \VaS unsure if \\eight 
loss had oca.trred.. Of the 24 subjects \\t1o did lose 'Might, the amount of 
'Neight loss was reported for only 18 subjects. This is illustrated in Table 
4.4. 
Table 4.4 Approximde amount of weight loss CNer a seven na ilh period 
(n=24) 
Arra.rt of V\eght Less Frequency 
<Sibs. 4 
~10 lbs. 9 
11·151bs. 2 
16-20 lbs. 2 
>201bs. 1 
not recDded 6 
• Hstory of Dehydration (N=193) 
Only three subjects had a history of dehydration as reported in the 
questionnaire. This was not recorded far 12 subjects. 
• Existirm Problems (N=193) 
Three subjects had chronic upper respiratory tract infection, 21 subjects had 
slurred speech and 5 subjects had a history of aspiration pneurronia. 
Problems of chronic upper respiratory tract infections, slurred speech, and a 
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past history of aspiration pneurmnia YJaS not reported for 164 subjects. 
• Nrnes Iraini~ in R/SQhagja (N=193) 
For eighty-three subjects (43%), the nurse YAlo CXJI•ecf the questionnaire 
had rec2ived training in dysphagia. For 103 suqeds, the nurse CDr lpleting 
the questionnaire had not recBved training in dysphagia. This was not 
recorded for 7 subjects. Training in dysphagia was obtained via inservias 
(n=23), a:uses (n=11 ), \\G'k experience (n=14) or car lbinations of these 
techniques (n=42). 
Prirrary Diagnosis 
The primary diagnosis for 96 subjects (S00/0) was a psychiatric disorder. 
Frfty-t\\o subjects (2'70AJ) pesented Ytflh a neurogenic problem as the primary 
diagnosis. 
Alzheimer's disease was the rmst frequent primary diagnosis \Wh 62 
suqects (31%) having this disease. Stroke vvas the second rrost frequent 
diagnosis afflicting 21 (11%) subjects. Frequencies of primary diagnoses are 
given in Table 4.5. 
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Table 4.5. Frequencies of primary diagnoses (N=193) 
PRIMARY OOG«BS FREQ. %N TOfALFreq. 
(n) (%N) 
Airnary [lagnasis nat Recatfed 14 7.2 14 (?"At) 
9dmiC 
OsteM II ritisfNttritisiRhelna Mwitis 4 2.1 
Cana!r 2 1.0 
COPO - anne CIJstNctive ~nuay Dsease~ 1 0.5 
Dabeteslgluoose intclelal2 6 3.1 
I+Jpertensian 2 1.0 15 (SOA») 
Netmogcal 
OJA -r9lt sided 10 5.1 
OJA -left sided 6 3.1 
OJA -site d lesim not specified 5 2.6 
Head lti\.IY 8 4.1 29 {15%) 
f?tMjall Prgblerrs 
ParaPe9a/Q.JcDi~a 5 2.6 
Physical llsability 1 0.5 a caoA»} 
Psydjatric 
Den riaiSerility 18 9.3 
Alzheimer's DseaseiDementia 62 31.2 
O'garic Bnin Syncmre 4 2.1 
Mental RetardatiorVD8Yop1 a dally Delayed 6 3.1 
Depression 4 2.1 
Scnzophreria/Pal a IOia 2 1.0 96(5()0,(,) 
vasruaras a 
Peripheral vasaJar flsease 1 0.5 
lschenic Heart Dsease 2 1.0 
Ceret:rovascUar Dsease 1 0.5 4 (~At) 
Prtgrsive Neuqqical 
Parkinson's Dsease 2 1.0 
MJtiple Sclerosis 3 1.6 
M.JsaJar~ 1 0.5 
Fl'iechidt's Ataxia 1 0.5 
Dega aative CNS llsorder 1 0.5 
HLiltirlJla IS Chorea 2 1.0 
Qnbral Palsy 10 5.2 
BUbar Palsy 1 0.5 
Poli011"f/81itis 1 0.5 
J-tytfrocephaly 1 0.5 23 (12'k) 
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OTHER 
812 deficiency (Perridous cnrria) 1 0.5 
Qesity 1 0.5 
Bilateral FenD al NhcPaslY 1 0.5 
CsvicallrjLJY 1 0.5 
FradLred Hp 2 1.0 6 (ac'AJ) 
TOT'AL 193 100% 1QODA, 
• VisiCXJ and HNri~ (N=193) 
Normal vision was reported for 125 (65%) of all suqeds. Poor vision was 
reported for 43 (~A.) subjeds and blindness vvas reported for 10 (5°A») 
subjects. Vision VttaS not reported for 15 (70A») subjects. 
Normal hearing was reported for 124 (64°A») of all subjects. Poor hearing 
was reported for 36 (1goA.) subjects and deaftess YJaS reported for 8 (4%) 
subjects. Hearing was not reported for 25 (13%) suqec:ts. 
• Body Mass Index (N=193) 
Body Mass Index [BMI=v.eight in kilograrrs divided by height in meters 
squared] \¥85 unavailable for 164 subjects (85%). This was because 
v.eights andlor heights v.ere not reoorded in charts. Most of the heights that 
YJere available \MI'e estimated by the dietitian and therefore only estimates 
of the true BMI CDUid be calaJiated. 
• \1\Bght Status (N=193) 
A \\eight loss was reported for 47 subjects and a weight gain for 30 
subjects. \/\eight was reported to be stable for 87 subjects and fluctuating 
for 7 suqects. \1\eght status was not reported for 22 subjects. 
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• CheY,;rx;a Ability (N=193) 
146 subjecls had no diffia.alty cheMng. 36 suqects did have difliaJity 
cl'leMng. This \N8S not reaxded far 11 suqects. 
• Skin Jntegrjty (N=193) 
Reports of skin integrity \V8S rearded for 175 suqects. Fifty-seven subjects 
YJare "at ~· for skin breakdcMn, 61 suqects had skin breakclcMn (i.e. 
broken areas) and 57 subjects had intact skin (i.e. skin was dassified as 
good or finn). 
A total of 17 subjects (SOAJ) had deaJbitus ulc:as. For the remaining subjects 
it was not reoordecl that they had decubitus ulcers. 
• Use d Nutritional SufXJien a a 
N1 rearded in the chart, 53 (3QOAJ) suqects receNed supplenalts. 
• Use of Sp!cial lJensjls 
The necessity if special utensils at 1'1'1!81 times was recorded for 10 subjects 
(5.2»AJ). For 132 (680AJ) sutjects the use of special utensils for meals was 
not mentioned in the chart and thelefore, it was assumed VIaS not required. 
Assistance \Wh feeding during meals, or feeding dependency, 'MIS based on 
yearty nursing reports. This vvas reported in tv.o ways in the chart by levels 
of feeding and by depenctenc;f an nurses during meal time o.e. Yllether the 
subject 'N8S dependent or independent). 
Sixty subjects (31%) v.ere dassified as Levet 1, 65 subjects (34°/0) were 
Level2 and 60 subjects (31%) \Nel'e Level 3. This was not recorded for 8 
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subjects (4%). Refer to Table 4.21 for details. 
Feeding dependenc:f on nurses during meal time was only recD"ded for 130 
out of the total 193 subjects. Sixty~ (520A») ~ects ate i-. 
For 62 subjects (480k), they v.ere dependent upon nursing staff at meal time. 
These results are given in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6 Feeding dependency as per chart review (N=193) 
Feedrg Depellda r:t as per Frequenc,y Pacentage• 
01art Review (n=130) 
l,....ldent 31 23.SOA, 1,.... dent \\flh Physical 4 3.1% 
,Alds 
ReqUres ~m but 33 25.4% 
feeds self 
Needs 1 persa'l assistance 14 10.SOA. 
Wth sare a511edS 
Needs tcta1 assiSta' m of 1 37 28.5% 
perscn 
Is fed but nat specified 11 8.5% 
lnfan'Btion nat aVcilable 63 
Total 193 1000A. 
r ::un •anon or t~~W~~ ~was casea oo U" e n..rTIB" or a ~ 
for Ytt1om feeclng depellda DJ was reccrded o.e. 193-63=130). 
• Signs and Synpoms of Qlsphagia 
All of the signs and syrt1ltoms of dysphagia, as listed in Table A. Appendix 
14, were significantly associated Wth the prese.--m of dysphagia except for 
the foiiOt\tng: difficulty swallowing medications; subjective patient oo t paints 
of feeling of a llJI'11) in the throat, chest pain 'Nhen S\VaiiCM1ng, and not 
hungry; the na=essity of suctioning saliva; and the necessity of nursing staff 
to encourage the subject to eat. 
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PREVALENCE OF DYSPHAGIA 
8ghty~ght suqects or 45.5% of the entire population \VSre dassified as 
having dysphagia. The highest nu 1 lber of subjects ¥Ath dysphagia 'Nel'e 
bet\\een the ages d 75 and 84 (n=33) and in this age group 54% of 
S&Jqeds had dysphagia. The perca dage d dysphagic subjects Wthin each 
age group ina eases steadily from SOA, in the 45-54 year old group to 37.5% 
in the 75-84 year old group. It then declines slightly to 29.5% in those 
suqects older than 85 years (refer to Table 4. 7) 
Forty-eight suqects v.ere dassified as having dysphagia because they had 
t'AO or nae ~ problems doct.mented in the chart and/or 
reported via the questionnaire. Dysphagia was doa.mented in the chart for 
only 19 suqects (21.5%) (refer to Table 4.8). 
Table 4.7 Distribution of dysphagic subjects by age groups (n=88) 
Nde~ Frequenr.y Frequency Percentage d 
dsU:Jjeds ds.qeds Sl.tjects Wth 
in age Bib dysphagia in the 
~ dysph;Qa entire pcpUatiCl'l 
~34 2 1 101{, 
35-44 6 3 3.4% 
45-54 18 7 7.SOk 
55-64 21 8 9.1% 
65-74 19 10 11.4% 
7~ 61 33 37.5% 
~ 66 26 29.5% 
TOTAL 193 88 1CJ0Dk 
PERCENTAGE 
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Table 4.8 Frequencies of aiteria for \\tlid'l dysphagia vvas defined (n=88) 
Djlpl,... aDahdbJ~• Dell~ 
CMP ai' ctm ,.,. W jn dwt 
1. By itself 
2. + ~ PI oblel I IS* evident 
3. + pueed, nincect « rrech. salt det + one pcblei 1 ,. 
4. + &qect an ttickened fll.ids 
2 or mre problems* doa.merEd or repcxted tf'rtlVt questiamire 
Plreed, rrina!d cr mec:taical soft ciet +one Jld*l••• 
nic:kened fiLids + pueed, ninced or rnectt soft det + one pabla rf' 
Hx of aspralian pneu1D'ia + a neualqjcal cis ease + 2 or nae prdJiems* 
r .• D 1n Will""". 1• ~ pnase or 
Refer to Appendix 14, Table B, for infottnation on the frequency of 
dysphagia acxxxding to past medical history or diagnosis. 
• Severity Qf ~ja (n=88) 
Ftaq. 
4 
11 
2 
2 
48 
16 
2 
3 
Of all the subjects \Wh dysphagia, MILO dysphagia vvas evident in 49 
subjects (55.SOA»), MODERATE dysphagia was evident in 34 subjects 
(38.SOA,) and SEVERE dysphagia was evident in five subjects (5.SOk). This is 
illustrated in Table 4.9. 
Refer to Appendix 14, Tables C and D, for inf01uation on the severity of 
dysphagia and past medical history and associated medical problems. 
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Penat 
4.5% 
12.5% 
2»A. 
20A, 
54.5% 
1SOk 
2'/o 
3% 
Table 4.9 Frequencies of nild, mxterate and severe dysphagia in different 
age groups (n=88) 
IVJe MLD MDERATE SEVERE 
~ DYSPHAGIA DYSPHAGIA ~
S54 5 4 2 
55-64 5 2 1 
65-74 7 2 1 
75-84 18 14 1 
285 14 12 0 
TOTAL 49 34 5 
• Medical Corrpications affeded t:&' SWIII<Mi113 Status 
Of the medical oor 1 pications that may occur seoondary to dysphagia, there 
vvere no oor 1 lplications that \VSI'e significantly associated Wth the presenc2 of 
dysphagia. Refer to Table 4.10. 
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Table 4.10 Frequencies of corriplications in subjects vWh and 
-a(N=193) 
Ca•••atm D)ipagla DJ&tlfiiSI& 
..... Preaut 
(n-105) (rte) 
s ISIJE!dSd Atpiration 2 1 
s ISpeded Pramna 4 4 
A1etnaia 1 2 
Aspiration Pnel.rTD'la 0 1 
Respiratory []stress 1 0 
Upper Respiratay Trad: lnfediCil 18 19 
Gastro-Esophageal Reflux 3 1 
Dehydration 0 3 
Malnutrition 0 1 
lnaeased TerrtJE!f31Ue (>3days) 8 13 
Cclrgestion 19 20 
aher 2 2 
(syit4AooiS d (Wleezing 
URTI, Emesis CUing meals, 
fal~ngNG aspiration of 
feeds) food as per 
SlP) 
.... 
·value tor s-..... :J'.test I -••••-
89 
J>value* Qtls 
RaiD 
0.5662 1.69 
0.5381 0.83 
0.4337 0.41 
0.4560 0.00 
0.5440 lfttefilled 
0.4343 0.75 
0.3797 2.56 
0.0930 0.00 
0.4559 0.00 
0.1119 0.48 
0.4248 0.75 
0.6203 0.83 
• PQe and Preserq of ~a 
Fifty-nine dysphagic subjects v.ere older than 75 years. The relationship 
between ina easing age and the Plesenc2 d dysphagia was nat statistically 
significant (refer to Table 4.11 ) .. 
Table 4.11 Distribution by age and presence of dysphagia 
DYSPHAGIA 
(+) = present (-) = atJsent 
NJE.GROUP + 
-
TOTAL I'U'Itler PeiDJdaged 
rl SLqects in SLqects in age 
age SJCt4) SJtq)Wih 
~a 
S54 11 15 26 42',{, 
55-64 8 13 21 38",{, 
65-74 10 9 19 s:f»,{, 
75-84 33 28 61 540,{, 
~85 26 40 66 39'A. 
TOTAL 88 105 193 46',{, 
cru ~ ana:..3.11; a =4; p-va!!ue= :u.44 
• Sex and Preserq of Rn;phagia 
The relationship between sex and the presence of dysphagia was not 
statistically significant (refer to Table 4.12). The odds ratio for sex and the 
presence of dysphagia was 0.99, indicating sex does not have an effect on 
the presena! of dysphagia. 
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Table 4.12 Distribution by sex and presence of dysphagia 
Fenafe Male TOTAL 
~a 75 30 105 
,6bsent 
~a 63 25 88 
A'esent 
TOTAL 193 
-=o.• 
• SlsiD ltBg[iW 
The foiiO'Iting data applies to subjects for whom data on skin integrity v.ere 
available. Poor skin integrity included skin that was at risk for breal<dovwn or 
skin in 'Nhich breakdcMn had occurred. 
Fifty--six of the non-dysphagic subjects (SOOA») had poor skin integrity. Of 
those 'Nith dysphagia 62 subjects (7SOA») had poor skin integrity. The 
association betwaen dysphagia and skin integrity is statistically significant (I> 
value=0.05) as shoM1 in Table 4.13a. 
Of the subjects \\ftth rrild dysphagia {n=48), 39 {81 %) had poor skin integrity 
and only 9 subjects had good skin integrity. Of the subjects vM1 n l'lderate 
or severe dysphagia (n=34) 23 (f380AJ) had poor skin integrity and 11 subjects 
had good skin integrity (refer to Table 4.13b). There is no association 
between severity of dysphagia and skin integrity (p=0.1017). 
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Table 4.13a Skin integrity for those V\ith and Vtlithout dysphagia (N=175*) 
[)yspha9a N. Risk for Skin Skin Intact TOT~* 
EhaltdcMr'l BrealtebM'l Gocxllfinn 
(adet creas) 
~~ 24 32 37 93 
[)yspha9a Present 33 29 20 82 
Tolals 51 61 57 175 
·aara m stan ~~·~·LJ was ra avalaDie u ra . 
eli 11J818 • 5.97; ,. • 2; p wll B n0.05 
Table 4.13b Skin integrity of those 'Aih dysphagia (N=88) 
Severity rl Disi:Jha!ja /It Risk Skin was data not TOT~ 
fi:Jr Skin Intact avatable 
8eakdoAn (firm'good) 
Freq (%)* Freq (%) 
rvtld Djsphagia 23 (4SOA») 9 (1S0k) 1 49 
Mldeiate~ 7 (23%) 11 (37"A.) 4 34 
Severe~a 3(75%) 1 (25%) 0 1 5 
TOTALS 33 29 20 6 88 
Decubitus ula1r fomation was doa.mented for 7 subjects 'AUh dysphagia 
(70A,) and for 10 suqects Vtlithout dysphagia (11 %). 1-s illustrated in Table 
4.13c, there was no significant assodation between dysphagia and presence 
of decubitus ulcas (p=0.25). 
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Table 4.13c Frequency of decubitus ulcers in subjects with and Nthout 
dysphagia 
[)yspha9a NoDeaDtus OeaDtus lloers TOTALS 
lbrs Presert 
[)yspha98~ 98 7 105 
Dyspl1iQa AT!sert 78 10 88 
TOTALS 176 17 193 
• CbM~ Ability 
CheMng ability and swalltMiing function are significantly associated (p-
value<0.001) 'Aflh an odds ratio of 9.31. Refer to Table 4.14. 
Table 4.14 Chewing ability and S\NSIIO'Mng status 
SUJject has no SJlject has dffia.Ay Total• 
cifliaJty c:l'1eMng c:l'1eMng 
[)yspha9a HJsent 95 6 101 
[)yspha9a AT!sert 51 30 81 
Total 146 36 182 
-ama ra ava•aae a- no appaaue ttr 11 
4 
chi square=27.39; df=1; p value <OJ:XXl1; CR=9.31 (3.41<0R<26.84) 
Ler~tl• of Jjme Required for rvsi'lJ Staff to Ec:d Rlsghagic versus Non-
dysphagic Suqects 
The length of time required for subjects to be fed a meal was recorded for 
82 subjects. Thirty-five dysphagic subjects (55%) vee fed Wthin 15 
mnutes, ~ to 11 of the non-dysphagic subjects (61%). There is no 
association between preset'1C2 of dysphagia and length of tine required to 
feed (p-value= 0.6275). This is outlined in Table 4.15. 
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Table 4.15 Time required to feed dysphagic versus non-dysphagic subjects 
TIJIE REQJIRED TO FEED PATIENT 
D 0-15nin ~16nin TOTAL* y 
s 
ABSENT p 11 7 18 
H 
A PRESENT 35 29 64 G 
I 
A TOTAL 46 36 82 
Arrpunt of Jjme ReQuired to feed SuQ.eds a a a Mlirg to Severity of 
Ojtsphagia 
All subjects \\4th severe dysphagia took longer than 15 mnutes to be fed 
each meal. Thirty.five percent of those Wth n rxierate dysphagia required 
more than 15 rrinutes to be fed and SOOAI of those \\4th rrild dysphagia 
required rrore than 15 ninutes to be fed by nursing staff. This is outlined in 
Table4.16. 
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Table 4.16 Amount of time required to feed suqects vvith 
varying severities of dysphagia 
Severity r:l 0-15 nin. > 16 nin. 
DjsphcQa 
MLD 18 18 
IWXJERATE 17 6 
SE\JERE 0 5 
Weight status for J:M;phagic yemus Non-RJ~pbagic Suqe<ts 
Eighteen subjects (170A») \\1thout dysphagia gained \\eight and 12 subjects 
(14%) \\1th dysphagia gained 'Neight Tv.enty-one subjects (200A») 'IAthout 
dysphagia lost 'N!ight and 12 subjects (14%) v.ith dysphagia lost weight. 
\1\eght VIaS stable for 52 (SOOA») subjects \\ihout dysphagia and for 35 (4QOA.) 
subjects Wth dysphagia. The results indicate no association between weight 
status and dysphagia (p=0.1673). Further details are located in Table 4.17. 
Table 4.17 Distribution by \\eight and prese11e2 of dysphagia 
WaiWt ... ~----- [)yiP. Pluart 
RuctuatillJ 2 5 
Gain 18 12 
Loss 21 26 
Stable 52 35 
Data not available* 12 10 
Total 105 88 
'noth rn e~~ap.,; ~al ~ srmus ana ~liiYia: 
chi square=5.86;df--3;p-value=0.1673 
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Bujd Mocflficatjgns (N=193) 
T'N811ly out of 88 (230/0) dysphagic suqects v.ere on a fluid mxfified diet as 
per medical chart review. Fourteen stqects receNed thick fluids, t'AO 
receNed nectar-cansistency fluids and 4 subjects received gelled fluids. One 
subject v.ihout dysphagia received nectar oonsistency fluids. Fluid 
oonsistency was not reavded for 164(85%) subjects and therefore it was 
assumed these subjects v.ere on regular fluids (Refer to table 4.18). lhere 
was a significant association betv.een being on a fluid rmdified diet and 
having dysphagia (p<0.0001 ). 
For all subjects on a fluid mocflfied diet this was i~ed due to diffioolty 
swalle1Mng regular fluids, except for one subject whereby the reported 
rationale VI8S to ensure adequate hydration status. 
It \WS doamented that fluid rmdifications \VSre recxA I I I ended by various 
health care professionals for 13 out of the 20 dysphagic subjects. Thick 
fluids vee recDIIiended 01'1(2 each by the doctor, nurse, and speech-
language pathologist, three times by the dietitian, and in 7 charts, thick fluids 
\M!re reeD I I I ended but it was not specified by whom. 
Table 4.18 Frequencies cl Fluid Modifications for those Wth and Wthout 
Dysphagia as per Medical Chart Review (N=193) 
~a ~ RegU• N/A* TOTAL 
Fllids RUd or Cansistenc.y 
d Fll.ids I'd reoorcled 
Absent 1 103 1 105 
Present 20 65 3 88 
TOTAL 21 168 4 193 
•not appll-- ,_4 !13 ~ were Ql'l Q IUWICII teeCJS 
Yates oorrected dli square=21.89;df=1 ;p<0.0001 
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Texture Modifications 
Thirty paa:tnt (26186) of non-dysphagic sut:jects CDr11J8f8d to 84% (70183) of 
dysphagic subjects were on a texture rmdified diet As illusb ated in Table 
4 .. 19, this association is statistically significart (p<0.0001) "Nth an odds ratio 
of 12.43 
Table 4.19 Distribution by texture 11 aification and abserlc&presence of 
dysphagia 
DJsphagia Absent 
DJsphagia Pile sent 
Totals 
NoTextLre 
Mxifications 
eo 
13 
73 
Texb.re Mxificatioos: Tatar* 
Mecta ical Soft 
Mnca:l 
Ptned 
FuiALid 
26 86 
70 83 
96 169 
Diet Texture Modificatigns and Level ot SeveritY 
A regular diet \NaS presaibed for 5 (100Aa)subjects v.Uh nild dysphagia, 8 
(24%) subjects Ytih n a:lerate dysphagia and no subjects Wth severe 
dysphagia. A texture modification (mechanical soft, ninoed, pureed or full 
fluids) was ordered for 43(880Aa) suqects Yfih nild dysphagia, 25 (74%) 'A1th 
n Dderate dysphagia, and 2 (4QOA») subjects v.ftth severe dysphagia. There is 
no significant association betY.een texture modification and level of severity 
of dysphagia (p=0.20). Further details are located in Table E, Appendix 14. 
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Feedir]g Degenc:Jenc;y at ~31 Dme and PreserQ! d I)Jsphagja as per 
tvsjng a. lflllkr.najre 
~ per the questionnaire, tusing staff recxxded whetl aer or not a subject 
required assista'lce at meal time. CJ the subjects Wth dysphagia, 91% 
[TT/85) vvere dependent on nursing staff at meal times (i.e. required 
assistance eithel all the time or an ocxasion). Of those Wthout dysphagia. 
68% (71/104) were dependent on nursing staff at meal time. Table 4.20a 
illustrates that the association bebNeen dysphagia and feeding dependency 
is statistically significant (p=0.0002). 
Table 4.20a Feeding dependency at rreal time and presence of dysphagia 
(as per nursing questionnaire) (n=189) 
f\lrri:)er of ~of Total* 
Slt1jedsra ~ 
reqlirillJ reqlirillJ 
assista IDS at assi'Stanae 
meal tirras either at the 
(lrdepa dent) tirre rs m 
ocrasioo 
(Oepel Kilt) 
Dyspl'aja 33 71 104 
Absent 
Djspha9a 8 77 85 
Present 
Total 41 148 189 
"'aata ra avaiBDIE u lOU" .. ~ 
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Eeedifl3 l:lepender]cy at Meal Time and f!rles-rm of DisPhagja as per 
Medi<;al Chart Beyjew 
From the medical reoord review, feeding dependency or type of assistanc2 
required at meal tirres was also recorded. Suqects \\ere dassifiecl as being 
independent or dependent on nursing staff at meal times. Wth this 
dassification, presef'IC2 r:l dysphagia was significantly associated Wth 
feeding dependency. As shoM1 in Table 4.20b, 25% dthose Wthout 
dysphagia v.ere dependent on nursing staff at meal times, W1ereas 700AJ of 
those with dysphagia v.ere dependent on nursing staff (p=<0.0001 ). 
TatE 4.20b Feeding depenc:Jency at meal time and PI esence of dysphagia 
(as per medical chart review) (N=193) 
DMJ ... F~ds.'iac* F18CJ81CY d Se'iac* Data not Total* 
ladipaidftatMaal Dapalldwt at Maal available* 
1lnJ Dnt 
Ondepelldel t (reqa.iring one-person 
indepelldent YM1 assistance \\lh either 
~cal aids in place, all or some aspa::ls 
cr reqlirillJ duing meal time) 
~sial but 
feecing thernsetves) 
~a 48 16 41 105 
Absent 
~a 20 46 22 88 
Present 
Total 68 62 63 193 
*nat I1!CXlrded 1n c:aaps; =:: . ·~G 
-. ..... ·-
' - --(2.99<CR<16.17) 
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Level of Msistarla! ReQuired at Meal Drre and Pms't"K2 of ~a 
as per Medkia' Chart RtMew 
There v.ere 12.5% of dysphagic &uqects 'Af1o were classified as requiring 
Level 1 assistance at meal time and 460,{, of-S&Jqeds 
requiring Level 1. N& \M!II, 530A» of all dysphagic subjects v.ere dassified as 
Level 3 whereas only 12.3% d -c sutjeds v.ere Level 3. Thirty 
pe1aant of dysphagic suqects \\ere dassified as level 2 and 37UA. of non-
dysphagic subjects vee Level 2. This data is illustrated in Table 4.21. The 
prese:te2 of dysphagia and the level of assistance required at meal time is 
statistically significant (p<0.001) based on the categorization of feeding 
deper1derley into different let'Bs. If a resident had dysphagia, they 'NSI'e 
rrore likely to require assistance at meal times. 
Table 4.21 Distribution by level of feeding dependencf and preseriC2 of 
dysphagia (medical chart review) (N=193) 
Level of Feecing DJspharja Dyspha9a Presert TOTAL 
Depelldel DJ .Absent (frequencies d those 
\\1th rrild, rmderate 
ex SENere ~a) 
Level1 (no 49 11 60 
assistarlc2 reql.ired) (5 nild and 
6 nojerate) 
Level 2 (partial 39 26 65 
assistara reql.ired) (14 rrild, 11 
model ate, 8'1d 
1 severe) 
Level 3 (teal 13 47 60 
CB5istance reqlired (21 nild, 16 
or Sl.bjed on er lteral moderate, and 
feeds) 4 severe) 
Level not recx1l ded 4 4 (3 nild and 8 
1 modelate) 
TOTAL 105 88 193 
en --. •• 78;CFJ;~ dl~ ~.UUU1 
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Assistance Requjred at Meal Drne and Vjsion 
Poor vision was not significantly related to the assistance required during 
meal time. Refer to Table 4.22. 
Table 4.22 Dstribution by pocr vision and necessity d assistance \4Uith 
meals. 
Msist2l1ce reqUred GoadWia'l Pocr 'Asicn rs ToW** 
duingMeas Blind 
&qed reqlired No 28 11 39 
assistance cUing 
meals 
SU:Jjeci reqLired 97 42 139 
assista'lce cr 
ocxasional assistance 
cUing meals 
TOTAL 125 53 178 
--not. __ mrlo 
. 
OR=1.10; eli 1q18810.06, cfa1; pouM 0.81 
Assistai'X2 ReQuired at M'al Jjme and Diet Texture 
Of those suqects requiring no assistance Ytflh meals, 25 (7SOA,) vera on a 
regular diet as carTpll'ed to those requiring total or cc:aasional assistance at 
meal time in \Nhich 48 (320,4,) were on a regular diet Details are given in 
Table 4.23. There is a significant assodation betv.een cflet texture 
rmdification and assistance required at meal time (p=0.0001). 
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Table 4.23 Distribution by diet texture modification and assistance required 
at meal time 
AlsiSia1ce Reqlired at NoTexiLie Tedlre Mxificaticns: Total** 
Meal lime Mxlficalia1s Mecha'ical Soft 
Mrad 
Plreed 
FuiFilid 
No .Assistam 25 7 32 
Total cr Occasialal 48 86 134 
ASstance Reqlired 
Tolal 73 93 166 
Use of Nutritional Sygglen Bits 
There was a disaepancy in the freqi.JE!nty of nutritional supplen IE!I'1t use as 
reported in the questionnaire and as doa.mented in the chart. From the 
questionnaire, only 32 (170h.) subjects v.ere idelltified as consurring 
nutritional supplements. t-b.Ysver, as reoordecl in the chart, 53 (3QOAI} 
subjects YSe identified as rea!iving supplements. This differena! may be 
due to differing data collection periods. lnfom Btion fran the chart review 
was collected CNer a seven rra 1th period v.tlile the questionnaire was 
collected tNer a tv.o week period. There appears to be no agtea rent 
bet\veen doa.mentation and nurses recall in the questionnaire for use of 
nutritional suppler 1 a 1ts (cohen's kappa = 0.345} (refer to Table M, Appendix 
14}. 
According to the rredical chart, 41 (470A,) dysphagic subjects received 
nutritional supplements YJhereas only 12 ( 11 °Al) norH:Iysphagic subjects 
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received suppten a 1ts. /4s per questionnaire data, 25 (28%) dysphagic and 
7(SOA.) -c suqects received supplements. Despite the 
differences betY.een the tv.o instn.ments, a sinilar trend 'liaS noted Yt1th 
resped to nutritional suppla1 entation. That is, the subjeds Ytih dysphagia 
ware more likely to receive nubitional -on. There \V8S an 
association betY.een pre saa c:l dysphagia and nutritional supplement use 
(p<0.0001 for both the chart and the questionnaire) as evidenced by an odds 
ratios of 8. 74 (chart data) and 5.44 (questionnaire data). Refer to Tables 
4.24a and 4.24b .. 
Table 4.24a: Pl'esenc2 of dysphagia and nutritional supplement use as per 
chart review data. 
SLtJject cid nci SLtJject receM:!d Data on Total 
receive ~onal ~ r.uitional 
~ ~·B'IIs ~1taticn 
Not Avalable* 
[)yspi'~Qa fiT 12 6 105 
.Absent 
[)yspi'~Qa 34 41 13 88 
Present 
Total 121 53 19 193 
•f'lCllrDLnlilln In a -~ 
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Table 4.24b: Pllesena:t of dysphagia and nutritional supplement use as per 
questionnaire data. 
&qect cid nat &qect recBved Data an Total 
receive tU ilia 181 tuitional ~cnll 
~iBIIs ~Ienis  
Nat Available* 
~ 96 7 2 105 
 
D/Spt1Qa 63 25 0 88 
Present 
Total 159 32 2 193 
•not 1nrt1 .,_, In a ~mJ.:~~~S 
Adeguacy of Oral Intake 
For 186 (SSOA,) subjects, daily oral intake was reoorded in the rredical record. 
For t\\0 subjects, this data was not applicable because they ware on enteral 
feeds and for five suqects, this data was not available. 
For 121 subjects (65%), oral intake was judged as inadequate for less than 
25% of the days during the study period (i.e. oral intake was adequate for 
rrore than 75% of the days). These S&.qects vae assa.med to have overall 
adequate intake and thelefbre met their nutritional requiren a Its. For 65 
subjects (34%) oral intake was inadequate for m:we than 25% of the days 
throughout the study period Q.e. oral intake YI8S adequate far less than 75% 
of the days). These subjects YSe asamed to have overall inadequate 
nutritional intake and did not meet their nubitional requira r &Its. Refer to 
Tables F and G in Appendix 14. 
Of those vmh dysphagia, 36 subjects (420A,) dd not meet their nutritional 
require ra ds CD 1 rpared wth only 29 (290A,) subjects in the non-dysphagic 
group who did not meet their nutritional requira• et Its. Despite these 
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differences in the dysphagic versus non-dysphagic group, the results indicate 
there is no significant association YJith the inability to ccnsume adequate 
nutrition and the p1 ese11e2 of dysphagia (p-value= 0.0519). Refer to Table 
4.25a. 
Table 4.25a Prlesera of dysphagia and inadequate COI'1Slll1lJtion of food for 
< 25% or ~ 25% of days during the 7 n u tH 1 period 
Paa!lltage r:l days 0Jspl1aga~ 0Jspl1aga Present Totals 
ttroughcut Slu:ty \\flh 
inadeqlale cnl intake 
< 250,{, =~anal 72 49 121 
Reql.irements met (29 nild, 19 ITildel ate, 
and 1 severe) 
~25°,{, = ~cnal 29 36 65 
Reql.ira 1lel'ds NOT (19 rrild, 15 rmdelate, 
met and 2 severe) 
Totals 101 85 186 
Olt="l.lf'Z (U.=-=- ~~.:111 
eli ...-.=3-78; cl=1; p.vaka 'G .. 0519 
Of the data available, S00/0 of nildly dysphagic subjects, 44% of n aierately 
dysphagic subjeds and SS0/0 of severely dysphagic subjects \\ere unable to 
consume adequate nutrition. There is no significant association betNsen the 
severity of dysphagia and the inability to OOI'1SU'11e adequate nutrition (p-
value= 0.556). Refer to Table 4.25b. 
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Table 4.25b Severity of dysphagia and inadequate CD15l.l'l1'tion of food for 
< 25% or > 25% of days during the 7 n 101 dh period. 
Pera!nlage d days MLD [)yspha9a MDERATE or Total* 
tf1'ct.V1ct,t Slu:fy \\flh SEVERE ~a 
i~ ate oral intake 
< 25% = MJiitional 29 20 (19 rmd; 1 sev) 49 
ReqliremaiiS met 
~ 25% = ~ 19 17 (15 mxf; 2 sev) 36 
Reqlira • a lis NOT 
met 
Totals 48 37 85 
Nu., Sutliedive Reports of ''V'CII Nourishect' versus Doamented Pal 
Intake 
As part of yearty nursing assessnents, nurses subjectively OJiitllent on 
whether or not a resident is "\JV!!I Nourished". This was CXJI'11l8f'ed wth 
objective measures indicating the subject met their nutritional requiren 1e11ts 
YJhich YJaS an inadequate for less than 25% of the days during the study 
period. For 38 subjects, data YJhich reported whetl1er or not the subject 'N8S 
'\\ell nourished'' \Aer"e not available and far 7 suqects objective records of 
oral intake were net available. For 95 subjects who were, oqectively, 
considered to have met their nubitional requirerret 1ts, nursing reported the 
subject vvas "well nourished". Nurses' ability to ida ttify those subjects as 
being \\ell nourished is significantly associated v.fth objective reports of 
adequate nourist• rent (p=0.01 ). This is outlined in Table 4.26. 
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Table 4.26: Assodation betY.een objective doa.mented oral intake and 
suqective nursing reports of a resident being '\\ell nourished''. 
Pel ta ltage ~days ~ngRepa1s ~ngRepa'ls fUsing Reports 
Wth inadequate state that residel t state that resident do not irdcate 
aal inlake is V\1!11 Ncufshed isNOT~I ra.ristment 
Ncuished status ... 
<25% 95 2 24 
[rUritional 
reqliremeniS met] 
:2: 250.4 [riJiritional 47 7 11 
reqliremenls nat 
met] 
TOTAL 142 9 38 
-ncx IJ'ICillf'llllf't 1n WIIII:.J~ .--- CIBCI .. _.,.., __ , Ta..-.'-P'U.T: 
TOTAL 
121 
65 
186 
Nurses reports regarding W1ether or not a resident is '\\ell-nourished'' is also 
significantly related to reports af appetite status (good versus not 
goodXp<0.0001 ). This is outlined in table 4.27. 
Table 4.27 Assodation bet\vaen nurses reports of resident being "well 
nourished'' and nurses reports of appetite status 
SiJjective ~ngReports fUsing Reports ~\Using Reports Total 
Reportsd stale that residel t state that resident nc:t irdcating 
&qec:rs Appetite is Yell Ncuished is NOT V\t!ll ncuishlil!tt 
Status Ncuished status** 
Gocxl~te 101 0 19 120 
Poor, Far or 43 9 14 66 
Auctualing 
~te 
Net Recatted 2 0 5 7 
Total 146 9 38 193 
.. -nc:x •• 1n CII-J.:IIIS 
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From the medical chart review, data on the IEM!I of assistance required at 
meal time, or feeding dependenaf, and the peranage of oral intake were 
available far only 178 subjects. Of all subjects requiring l.ewl 1 care 20 
(34%) had inadequate oral intake. lvra1g all subjects requiring Level 2 care 
25 (400AJ) had inadequate oral intake and an 01g suqects requiring l.ewl 3 
care 17 (3QOAJ) had inadequate oral intake. There was no association 
bet\\een IEM!I of feeding dependency required and adequacy of oral intake 
(p=0.557) as illustrated in Table 4.28. 
Table 4.28 Association betwaen feeding c:tepencJency and percentage of 
days 'IJith inadequate oral intake 
Pel al'1tage of Freqi.JertCY of Freql.lel'lcy of Frequency of Total* 
days Nth subjects in subjects in suqects in 
inadequate oral l.ewl1 Level2 l.ewl3 intake 
< 25DA, 39 38 39 116 
[~anal 
reqlirements rret] 
~ 25% [M.dritimal 20 25 17 62 
reqlirements 
NOT met] 
TOTAL 59 63 56 178 
~aata was I'1CX ava1aoe mr lQ e1 ~; n 11naL..., 1n •apS 
eli ...... 17; ~.557 
NursirQ Bepods of Hydration Status ard Nourist.n B1t Status and P'eseme 
of Qlsphagja 
Hydration status YJaS reported by nursing staff in yearly nursing reports as 
either adequate or inadequate. For non-dysphagic suqects, 82 subjects 
(990/0) had an adequate hydration status and for dysphagic subjects, 65 
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subjects (88°A») had an adequate hydration status. There is a significant 
association belv\een preser1C2 of dysphagia and hydration status (p=0 .. 0052) 
as evidenced by an odds ratio of 11.35. Data is located in Table 4.29a. 
The nutrition status of &Uqects was reported by nursing staff in yearly 
nursing reports as either '\\ell nourished' or "nat val nourished'.. For non-
dysphagic subjeds, 84 suqects (980~) v.ere "wall nourished'. For dysphagic 
suqects, 62 subjecls (9QO,{,) YSe '\veil nourished'. There is a significant 
association belv\een presena! d dysphagia and nurses doa.mentation of 
nourishment status (p=Cl0420). Data is located in Table 4.29b. 
Table 4.29a Docu 1 entation of hydration status and presence of dysphagia 
t+pation Status 1-\Q'atian Status Data on Talal 
RecxJded to be Recorded to be Hyctalia1 Status 
Pdequale lrajeqlllle Nat Available* 
[)ysphcQa 82 1 22 105 
Absert 
DysphcQa 65 9 14 88 
Presert 
Total 147 10 36 193 
•not lnclllnAf'l 10 • apD 
w•ecllld c:li«pnll6.15;d'rt; Filla' Eact 1-talad po·J8klan0.0052; OR-11.35 
Table 4.29b Doa.melltation d nourishn ent status and presence of 
dysphagia 
temtian Status MJritian Status Dataon~on Total 
RecXI'ded as Recacled as ·Not Status Nat 
'Veil Ncuished" Wi Ncuistaf Available* 
DysphcQa 84 2 19 105 
Absert 
DysphcQa 62 7 19 88 
Present 
Total 146 9 38 193 
·ncx lnciL.,., rn a -:ro:::~~S 
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Madcatian Use (N=193) 
The nean nu 1 tJer of medications taken at one time during the study period 
'JV8S 6.54. There v.ere 108 subjeds (560A.) taking 5 or less rredications at 
any one time (refer to Table 4.30a). Data on medication use \¥85 not 
available for 4 subjects. There 'M!fe 51 presaiptions 'Mitten for vitarrins 
andlor rrinerals 1'1o.vaver, this was not for 51 different individuals as some 
individuals required mere than one supplen ent (Refer to Table H, Appendix 
14 for details on vitarrin -on). 
Table 4.30a Nl.l'riler of medications taken in arrt one n a 1t11 during study 
period 
Maxinun tU11Jer cl 
Mads Taken N. An/ Frequency Peroenfage 
Time D.li'll Study 
Period. 
()..2 26 13.4% 
~5 82 42'-' 
6-8 46 23.84% 
9-11 25 12.95% 
12-14 10 5.1S0,{, 
data nat available 4 1.()DA, 
Tacal 193 
IVIeal'1 = t:i.:>4; NleCia1 = o.u; NIXIe= 4.o; u, = r.u; (.E1 = ;;s.u 
Use d Oushed Metfcatjqns 
Data on the way in \\tlich subjects cansuned their medications \Y8S 
available for only 159 suqects. Medications had to be aushed for 19 (23%) 
non-dysphagic subjects and 41 (54°A.) dysphagic suqeas. The need for 
aushed medications was significantly associated v.fth presence of dysphagia 
as eviderla!d by an ClR:4.52 (p-val~ O.CXXl1 ). Refer to Table 4.30b. 
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Table 4.30b Association belv\een need for aushed medications and 
presence of dysphagia 
Qushed W10ie Total 
,6bsert 19 64 83 
Resert 41 35 76 
Total fl) 99 159 
I en ..-a • m.;u; p,.. • u. 
CR • 4.52 (2.194R<IA1) 
Antipsychotic and Tri<;ycljc Antic:Jepr=sant Medjcatjon Use 
Data on medication use \VaS nat available for 4 subjects. One hundred and 
forty-six subjects (T!Ok) did not take antipsydlotic medications. lhirty~ght 
subjects (2QD/O) took one antipsychotic medication and five subjects (3°A.) 
took tv.o antipsychotic medications (refer to Table I, Appendix 14). The 
presence of dysphagia 'N8S not associated 'lAth the use of antipsychotic 
medications (p=0.6137). This illustrated in Table 4.30c. 
Table 4.30c Relationship between antipsydlotic medication use 
and presence of dysphagia 
No used Use of TOTAL* 
antipsydlalic ripsyddic 
meds rrecls 
~a 81 22 103 
Absent 
~a 65 21 86 
A'esent 
TOTAL 146 43 189 
·nor._ _ror4~~. 
OR = 1.19; c:ti ..-a = 0.25;p-.. = 0.6173 
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The nurriler of subjects taking tricydic antidepressants was 17 (eoAJ)(refer to 
Table J, Appendix 14). The presertC2 of dysphagia \¥IS not associated with 
use of these medications (p=0.3756). This is illusttated in Table 4.30d. 
Other medications 'Nhich may cause or exacatJate dysphagia (ativan, 
ipatropiliT1 brorride, gravel, car10Pril, or 0011 lbinaticns cl these) was taken 
by 47 subjects (24.SOA,Xrefer to Table K, Appendix 14). /1s Wlh the TeAs 
and antipsychotics, the preserm d dysphagia was not significantly 
associated v.flh the use of these medications (p=0.0578) (Refer to Table L, 
Appendix 14). 
Table 4.30d Relationship bet\\een tric.yclic antidepressant (TC'A) use 
and presence of dysphagia 
No use rll\A UsedTCA TOTAL* 
meds meds 
~a 92 11 103 
,4bsent 
~a Ell 6 86 
Present 
TOTAL 172 17 189 
... ncx 1~\.R;IU 1Cr4 a~. 
OR= 0.63;cN 8EJ88 = 0.79;p valle= 0.3756 
For only SOA, (7) of dysphagic subjects v.ere consultations requested for a 
health pofessional regarding the assessnent of the dysphagia. The doctor 
was consulted for four subjects, a speech-language pad IOiogist: was 
consulted for t\\0 subjeds, and for the remaining subject bath the doctor and 
dietitian vee consulted. Three of these consultations v.eere recomrended by 
a doctor, one by a nurse and for the rerraining consults, the originator of the 
consult was not recorded. 
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A bedside swaiiCMing assessment VIaS CCI11lletecf on only 3 out of the 88 
dysphagic subjeds (one by the cfletitian, l\\0 by the speech-pathologist) and 
a modified bariLm swaiiON was CXX11Jieted for t\\0 subjects. Feeding 
instructions \VSre placed in the chart far 14% (12) of all dysphagic subjeds. 
Nursing staff 'MOte these instructions for sewn subjects, the spee~ 
language pathologist and doctor WIUe this for t\\0 suqects each, and a 
nurse and dietitian NOte feeding instructions for one subject. 
The nLIIliEr of subjects \\4th dysphagia was 88. Nurses identified only 34 of 
the 88 subjeds (390A») as having dysphagia and indicated that 53 of the 
dysphagic subjects did not have dysphagia. Nurses oorredly idel ltified 101 
of the 105 subjects (SSOA») \\flhout dysphagia (Refer to Table4.31a). 
Table 4.31a Agrea 1 ent on the presence of dysphagia bet\\een nurses' 
pa ception and the operational definition of dysphagia 
~a 
as assessed 
by researchel 
using 
operational 
defiritial 
Prasent 
Absent 
TOTALS 
I>JsP'Ialja as assessed by ruse 
Presert ,6bsent Not recortlej 
34 53 1 88 
0 101 4 105 
34 154 5 193 
a•~-- .:xt;ar-1 ;p- :U.UAil 
Nursing staff identified 19 of the subjects 'lAth rrild dysphagia (3SOA,), 11 of 
the subjects \Wh moderate dysphagia (33%) and 4 of the subjeds 'Nith 
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severe dysphagia (SOOA,) as having dysphagia. The ability of nursing staff to 
idet rtify subjects as being dysphagic was not associated Wth the severity of 
dysphagia (p=0.1369). 
Eighty-one (42010) of the nursing personnel 'Atto filled out questionnaires had 
received training in dysphagia either through course 'MXk or inservice 
training. There ware 105 untrained Nurses. Training vvas not recarded for 7 
out of the 193 questionnaires. 
Of the trained nurses, 10 (320/0) correctly identified those subjects \\til 
dysphagia and 50 (1 QOO,{,) mrrectly idelltified subjects v.flhout dysphagia 
(Refer to Table 4.31b). Of the untrained nurses, 24 (44%) correctly idei 1tified 
subjects Wth dysphagia and 49 (1 000/0) mrrectly identified subjects \\1thout 
dysphagia (Refer to Table 4.31 c). 
Table 4.31b Distribution by trained nurses' ability to correctly idet etify 
subjects Wth dysphagia 
~a 
as assessed 
by res e a chel 
using 
opel atiooal 
defirition 
Present 
~ 
TOTALS 
~a as assessed by 
TRAINED tbses (n=81) 
Present ,Absent Total 
10 21 31 
0 50 50 
10 71 81 
Cll~ g."KT,ar-1 ;p- :U.lUJ1 
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Table 4.31c :llstribution by untrained nurses• ability to correctly ~deutify 
subjects \\ih dysphagia 
~a 
as assessed 
by reseachel 
using 
operational 
defiritiCil 
Plasent 
Absent 
TOTALS 
~as assesseti by 
lM'RAIN:D ~ (n=105) 
Presert Absent Total 
24 31 55 
0 49 49 
24 Ell 104* 
·cma ra ·~ ""...u ror one rli'Se 
cti squn=25.39;cf=1 ;p<O.CXXl1 
~~00',{. 
The trained nurses vvere less accurate than untrained nurses in their ability 
to ider 1tify those subjects 'ltflh dysphagia. As a result, a ca 1 Plf'ison 
between nurses' training and the ability to klet 1tify subjeds \\1th dysphagia 
was n Bde. There was no association between nurses' level of training and 
the abilty to correctly idet 1tify subjects \\flh dysphagia. Refer to Table 4.31 d. 
Table 4.31d Distribution by nurses' abilty to CXXTeCtly iderltify subjects v.flh 
dysphagia as per the opa ational definition and the nurses' level of training. 
Nuses' Level a 
Trcining 
Tnined 
Nuses 
lkm'ained 
Nuses 
TOTALS 
Frequency d ~c 
&qeds that~· ware 
able to Correclly Identify as 
per the ~ defiritiCil. 
Present At1sent TcDI 
10 21 31 
24 31 55 
34 52 86 
en =1.or;at=1 :t:rvanJe=lJ ... Wl square= 
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5.0 DISCUSSION 
The (lrevalerla! gf RAiPbagia 
AA D1Q long-term care residents in this study, the prevalenc2 of dysphagia 
was found to be 45.5o/o. This \V8S slightly belo.v that reported by other 
reseachers for long-term care facilities. Trupe et al. (1984) reported a 
prevalenc2 ct SSOA. in a nursing home fadlily and Layne et al. (1989) 
reported a prevalence of esoA» in a long-term neuropsychiatric institution. 
These difrerenas may be due to varying tcetiiUdulogies. ~. the 
a.rrrent study still delr1011Strates that approximately one-half of all residents 
have swallc:Mftng diffiaJities. Since the proportion of aged persons in the 
population is groMng very rapidly, the prevalence of dysphagia is expected 
to inaease. 
Trupe et al. (1984) used a physical exam in addition to a chart review and 
questionnaire and thelefore may have identified subjects \\tlo v.ere not 
den1011Sbating overt signs of dysphagia. Layne et al. (1989) used the 
Remng Index of Djsphagia (Appendix 1) to deteinine those 'Nith "possible 
dysphagia". This tool evaluated esophageal dysphagia as \Yell as on> 
pharyngeal dysphagia, v.tlich the current study and Trupe's study did not. 
Layne et al. also induded a sign of "possible dysphagia" as being on a diet 
that restricted vvhole 11 eats and raw vegetables and fruits. This diet may 
have been presaibed for gasbointestinal problems and may not have been a 
sign of dysphagia. As well, they included edentulous states or ill-fitting 
dentures as a sign of dysphagia Yklic:h may inhibit food intake but nay have 
no effect on SVIalloiAng ability. These t'NO problems v.ere the roost 00111 roo 
in the entire population. Hov.eler, the association bet\veen swallc:PMng and 
absenc:2 of teeth rray be justified. The a.arrent study demonstrated a 
positive association between cl1ev.ing ability and dysphagia. Subjects YAth 
dysphagia were nine times more likely to have c:l'leY.Ang problems than those 
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'lAth out dysphagia (see Table 4.14). lvJ \\ell, a study by Siebens et al. 
(1986) clerrrlns11 atec1 a cxrrelation beMeen observed oral stage diffirulties 
and absena! of teethldentures (p<0.003). The reported prevalence in 
Layne's study may be an overestimate fer the geriatric population since 
many elders have prolllems with del 1tition and eating rEIN fruits and 
vegetables and tough • neats. Layne et al. also reported the prevalence for 
only one day 'Nhereas this study reported the prevalence for a seven n a 1t11 
period and Layne's study consisted af 513 subjects who v.ere primarily men 
'Nhile in the aJnent study population only 2SOA, of the subjects v.ere rrale. 
Keller (1993) w14Jieted a Canadian investigation an malnutrition in 200 
institutionalized elderly Wth a mean age of 78.5 years and reported a six 
month prevalence rate of dysphagia to be 1goA». In this study, a swaiiOfting 
assesSirent by the rrultidisciplinary team had to be noted in the medical 
chart in order for the patient to be dassified as having dysphagia. HcMever, 
using this dassification, patients vmo do not exhibit consistent signs of 
dysphagia or those 'Nho did not report swallav\ftng diffiaJities nay not have 
been identified as having a 5\YaiiCNWing problem. Afs such, the 
m.lltidisciplinary team v.a.~ld not have been consulted and therefore, these 
patients \\QJid net have been included in Keller's prevalence rate. On the 
other hand, this form of assessn B1l: would rule out false positNes. 
Estimates of prevalence rates reported for acute care facilities ranged from 
SOA. to SOOA» (Gordon et al, 1987, Veis and Logernann, 1985, Kuhleneier, 
1994, Groher and EU<atman, 1986). Usually these were reported as 
disease specific prevalence rates and not as institution specific. As \\ell, 
there \N8I'e many differenca in study populations Wth respect to age, 
illness, and severity of illness. One 'MX.IId expect acute and long-term care 
populations to have different prevalence rates. 
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In the aJrrent study, the estimated prevalence rate for the pilot study was 
6QOA». The prevalence rates d the pilot study as CXITfl8R!d to the main study 
may be different due to differences in nu 1 Iller d suqects (20 vs 193), 
selection of subjeas (random vs all subjects), mean age (92 years old vs 76 
years old), opeeational definitions d dysphagia (one oro-pharyngeal problem 
vs tv.o oro-pharyngeal problems), and differenca in institutions. 
According to Buchholz (1994), v.fthaut the CQI'T1lletion of a rnxJified bariun 
S\Nallow, the reported prevaler1a! for any study will be an underestimate of 
the true prevalence. This rray OCDJr for the follo.\4ng reasons: patients with 
- dysphagia may CDI!penSale for SYJallouving problems by 
adjusting their feeding habits (e.g. changing the diet texture or washing douvn 
solids Wth liquids) to cepe Wth a dysfunction or patients nay have a 
deaeased laryngeal cough reflex resulting in silent aspiration or peneb ation. 
The elderly only COl 1 pain of swaiiONing diffiaJities when syrtltorrs are 
severe or painful (Sanies, 1995). Therefore, self-reported dysphagia also 
may not be reliable in indicating the true prevalence of dysphagia. 
The problems inherent in retrospective studies nay also oontribute to errors 
in estimates of the true prevalence of dysphagia. The main problem in the 
rurrent study was ii'1CXJI 1 pete doa.n&tation. W1en infom ation on a 
specific problem \VaS if1C0111)1ete or nissing fran the medical recxrd, it was 
assumed to have nat existed. The aim of the nursing questionnaire was to 
help alleviate the problem of incarTtJiete doamentation in the medical 
record. Problems Wth nurses ability to recall infom Btion may have been a 
factor in inacx:urate data collection. Nonetheless, the prevalence of 
dysphagia was high. 
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The Severity of I)Jsphagja 
The majority of dysphagic subjects (560/0) had rTild dysphagia, 390/0 had 
niOderate dysrJhagia and very few, only 6%, had SENere dysphagia. Since 
the majority of subjects \\e'8 nildly dysphagic, this indicates the i~ 
of ear1y detection and intervention to prevent progression d the problem 
The nut bas of subjects \\111 SENae dysphagia were too small to make 
associations vuith age, hc:Meler, rnxJerate dysphagia occuned more 
frequently Nth aging. The trend appears to be that as age ina eases the 
severity of dysphagia inaeases Of the dysphagic subjects between 65 and 
7 4 years of age, 2()0/Q had rmderate dysphagia whereas, of the dysphagic 
subjects older than 85 years of age, 460/0 had naterate dysphagia. This 
may be because V\Ath ina eased age there is greater charlc:2 of developing 
rrore diseases or conditions that exacatate dysphagia The severity of 
dysphagia vAll vary Nth the severity and nature of specific disease 
prt')O!Sses (Sanies, 1992). 
Ability to RecogoiZft RI&Phagic Suqem; 
Unfortunately, rusing staff ware not able to idei 1tify 61% of the subjects who 
had dysphagia Nursing management staff had developed and presented 
inservices to f\tning and Nursing Assistant staff on dysphagia. Only 420A» of 
the nursing personnel filling out questionnaires for the aJrrent study had 
received training in dysphagia. Wlether or not the nurses were trained in 
dysphagia had no influence an their ability to idelltify subjects \\4th dysphagia 
(p=0.3001) (Table 4.31d). This may indicate that although nursing staff can 
identify the signs and syrTJJtorrs of swallowing diffia.alties, they may not 
realQnize that these syrTJJtorrs rep13sent dysphagia. The opportunity to 
intervene at the first signs and ~oms of dysphagia in order to prevent 
the COli ~ications associated v.flh dysphagia rray be rrissed. Groher 
(1990a) alludes to the fact that managing dysphagia or intervening vvith 
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residents YJho are prone to poor dietary intake is cat ~icated by poorty 
trained staff. These results suggest that further training needs to be 
conducted and that the training program needs to be evaluated and possibly 
restructured. The i~ dearly diagnosis and treatreent of dysphagia 
needs to be ir 1 ipl'eSsed upon all nursing personnel. 
Nursing staff are usually the fi"ont line professionals when it 001 r a; to 
recognizing prcblems \\ih residents. Thetefcre, another problem sta I I I ing 
from nursings' inability to idet itify dysphagic residents is that the dinical 
dietitian is not being notified of such persons. Pra r p rmnagernent af the 
residents feeding, swaiiONing and nutritional status nay not oa:ur. This 
places the resident at risk for malnutrition, aspiration and associated 
sequelae. 
On the other hand, all nurses were able to cxneclly klet 1tify subjects \\flhout 
dysphagia all the time. The results of this study shcPNed that 'Nhile there 
\Nel'"e no false positives, there were 53 false negatives. It appears that 
subjects v.;tt, a swallaNing problem nay not be identified 390AI of the time. 
Ojsphagia itself YI8S doamented in the rredical reoord for only 22»AI of all 
dysphagic subjects. For the majority of subjects, the dysphagia was 
identified by overt signs and syrtlJtorrs of dysphagia \Mlich v.ere either 
doa.mented in the chart or identified by nurses via the questionnaire. 
Despite the subject den IOI1Stlating these signs, "dysphagia" was still not 
documented as a problem. This indicates that dysphagia is not being 
identified as a medical concern by nursing, mediail or allied health staff. 
This reinforces the need for further education to nursing and medical staff 
regarding the signs and syrtlJtorns and the health ii'J1)Iications of dysphagia 
as it is a significant medical problem 
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Jbe [)JsQbagjc P<pJiation 
The group c:l suqects Wth the highest rate of dysphagia \\ere betY.een the 
ages r/75 and 84. ~ age inaeased it appears that the prevalence of 
dysphagia in each age group inaeases steadily until the age of 85 (Table 
4. 7). O:Jnclusions regarding dysphagia in subjects ~ 44 years old and > 95 
years old could not be n ade because the nu 1 lbers vvere too small. 
1-b.vsver, age \VaS not significantly assodated Wth the Pf!SSI1C2 d 
dysphagia (p=0.44). This supports the findings d several reports which 
state that aging itself is not a cause cl dysphagia but, instead, it is the 
diseases and disorders 'Nhich acx:a 1 pany aging that cause the dysphagia. 
The prevaler1C2 of dysphagia in males and fen rales in the a.rrrent study was 
identical (460/0). This is in CDdiast to Sonies•s (1992) report that the 
prevalence is of dysphagia is higher in males tNer the age of 60 and 
findings by Carter-Young et al. (1990) which indicated that tYJice as many 
rrale than female subjects v.1th stroke where dysphagic. Carter-Young et al. 
reported the frequency of rraJes and females Nth dysphagia but did not 
specify vvhat percentage of the study population was male and female. 
These findings nay be rrisinterpreted bealse there may have been more 
males than females in the study population. Gordon et al. (1987) reported a 
higher incidence of dysphagia in female subjects. In the aJrrent study, 
dysphagia was nat associated Mh gender. 
Diagnosis/Medical Hstay 
Data on the association beMeen diagnosis and past medical history Ytlh the 
presence of dysphagia oould not be assessed. The analysis did not take 
into account confounding variables v.flidl VJOUid influence the prevalence of 
dysphagia for each specify disease entity. These include c:o-existing disease 
states or 0011 lplications, past medical history, medication use, diet textures, 
or level of assistance required at meal time. Therefore reported prevalences 
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for different disease states would not rep esent the true prevalenc2 of 
dysphagia. 
Nonetl :eless, various trends v.ere noted. Of those Nth Alzheimers disease 
as the primary rredical dagnosis or as part of the past medical history 520/0 
had dysphagia. Frfly paari of those Mth dementia or senility had 
dysphagia. Psychiabic disorders hcNe been speculated to exac2l'bate 
dysphagia due to the pcBitial far ~nduced- syr111orns 
(Layne, 1989). Of all the stroke subjeds, 470/0 were dysphagic. Echelard et 
al (1984) reported that 25% of patients Mh 0/A v.ere dysphagic, Veis and 
Logemann (1985) reported a prevalenc2 of 280k and Groher and Bukatman 
(1986) reported a prevalence of 33-34°,1, in neurology and neurosurgery 
subjects (those \\1th 0//t:.s v.ere not specifically deteminec:l). Kuhlemeier 
(1994) reported prevelena!s ranging from 16 to 45°m hcMever the 
prevalence of dysphagia in 0/A patients varies considerably YAth patient 
population and the Ia 19t11 of time post-stroke that the study was 0011 peted. 
All of the subjects 'Nitti l'hfastenia Gravis had swaiiCMAng problems. Forty 
percent of subjects \\1th O!rebral Palsy had dysphagia. Kuhlemeier (1994) 
reported a prevalence of 2JOA, in patients Wth Caebral Palsy in one study. 
Of those subjects Nth diabetes (type I and type II), 380/0 had swalla#Jing 
problems. Reports of S\Nallowing problems in patients Nth diabetes have 
been documented (Kuhlemeier, 1994) but the prevalence had not yet been 
deternined. The pacer ltage of dysphagia for in subjects 'Aflh diseases such 
as Parkinson's disease, and M.Jitiple Sclerosis could not be detemined as 
the nut1tJers were too small. 
Corrgjcations Associated '61th Rlsghagia 
1\Aedical CUI 1 !plications associated YJith dysphagia \Vere diffiOJit to assess in 
the oorrent study as the nur r tJers of subjects having these cor 1 ~ications 
v.ere too small to have significant findings. Such ca 1 pications indude 
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s aspected aspiration, aspiration pnet.ITD'lia, fever, and respiratory distress. 
Carter-Young and DJrant-Jones (1990) CXJI'11]Ieted a chart review on 225 
0/A patients and reported that the freq~ d aiSpEded aspiration, 
aspiration pneunonia, fever, and respiratory distress \¥CIS significantly higher 
in stroke patients Wth dysphagia then in a ooubol group. Sinilar trends 
v.ere noted in the a.rrent study. DJsphagic subjects had rmre frequent 
fever (15% vs 70A.), upper respiratory tract infection (220At vs 170A.) and chest 
oongestion (23% vs 1SOA.) than those \Mthout dysphagia. 
Texturelflujd Modjfications 
In the runent study, dysphagic subjects \\ere mxe likely to be on a rmdified 
fluid diet (p<0.001) and a texture rmdified diet (p<0.0001) than those 
v.ftthout dysphagia. In fact, those with dysphagia were 12 tirres rrae likely 
to be on a texture rmdification then those 'Aflhout dysphagia. Thirty pa a!r1t 
of dysphagic subjects were on a pureed diet. This is sin'ilar to proportions 
of such diets found by carter-Young and Durant-Jones (1990). 
Results of the aJrrent study rTIJSt be interpreted v.flh caution. It was 
8SSl.I1'Ed that subjects who vere on a fluid or texture rrodified diet vvere on 
this diet because of dysphagia and thelefore this was used as part of the 
opet ational definition in helping ida ltify dysphagic subjects. Fifty-seven 
percent of all subjects were on a texture rmdified diet but the reason for 
plaa!ITB1t on the alternative diet YJaS not investigated. It was assa.med they 
had feeding andlor SYJaiiCMing diffiaJities \\lith a regular texture. 1-bAever, 
for some charts it was mentioned the subject refused to v.ear his/her 
dentures whim necessitated a texture change. Groher and McKaig (1993) 
eot 1 ~eted a study in a 740 bed skilled nursing facility which did not have a 
dysphagia team or had lirrited speech pathology or dietetic consults. They 
. 
found that 360At of all patients were on a texture rnxfified diet and the mean 
length of time on the diet was betY.een 3.4 and 12.6 years. Reasons for 
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placement on the diet induded choking, refusal to eat, transferred on diet, 
esophageal prcblerns, feeding dependency, det ttition and patient prefet'ena9. 
After their evaluation, hc:P.vsver, 91% of patients \\ere able to tolerate a diet 
at a higher texture level. Therefore, it nay be that not all of the subjects in 
the current study required a texture rmdified diet as strict as the one on 
'JWhich they vee placed. Although it is tighly likely that subjects may have 
been placed on the textured ITIXified diet for one of these reasons, as 
Groher and I'AcNeil stated, there is need for continued reevaluation of 
patients placed on a texture-rrlxfrfied cflel 
Nutritional Intake 
D/SPh&Qic subjects overall had poorer nutritional and hydration status than 
those Wthout dysphagia. Dysphagic subjects were less likely to meet their 
nutritional requiren 1e11ls than non-dysphagic suqects as judged from 
objective nursing reports of rrissed or partially eaten meals throughout the 
seven n alth period. The results indicate that 420A» of dysphagic subjects 
had inadequate nutritional intake whereas only 2QOA» of non-dysphagic 
subjeds had inadequate nutritional intake. tb\ever, theSe results v.ere not 
statistically significant (p=0.0519). 
SiiTilar results v.ere indicated by Rudman and Feller {1989) who estimated 
that 3QOA» of institutionalized elderly patients had inadequate protein intake 
{less than 0.8glkglday). Keller {1993) reported that 320A» of long-term care 
elderly CCI'1Sll1'l!d less than 1 OOOA. of their energy requiren ails and 54% 
consumed less than 1000A. of protein requiremet tls for maintenance. The 
energy intake in the aJrrent study CX)Uid not be broken into specific 
maaonutrients as food intake recDds Ya"e not COl r I(Jieted during the study. 
Although the inadequate nutrition may be due to inability to swallow, 
confounding variables such as inoorrect diet/fluid texture rnxlification, poor 
appetite, ill-health, rrissing teeth/dentures can not be overlooked. It may 
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also be due to the prolonged length of time required to adequately feed 
dysphagic sutjects. 
There YI8S no significant alfrerence betv.een dysphagic and non-dysphagic 
individuals and the lergtl1 of time it took nurses to feed these &qects. 01e 
rrust thelefore question if the dysphagic suqect is given enough time to eat 
or be fed a nubitionally adequate meal. For em 1 iple, 55% of dysphagic 
subjects v.ere fed in less than 15 mnutes. fUsing staff did, hol.ever, feed 
four times as many dysphagic subjects as CXJI11)8I'ed to non-dysphagic 
subjects for a period of time that took longer than 15 rrinutes. Although 
there VIaS linited data on the time required for feeding, the results shcM.ed 
that 7SOA. of the &Uqects fed by nursing staff ware dysphagic (Table 4.15). 
According to Keller (1993) the requiren ent of rmre than 25 ninutes to 
consume an adequate meal is associated v.1th undernourishment and in her 
study, 4()0,.{, of elderty residents were CXI1Sidered to be "slow eaters... Data 
on meal time greater than 25 rTinutes were not available for the runent 
study, hc:Nvever, sinilar results are evident Fourty-four pa a!l'1t of residents 
fed by nursing staff took longer than 16 mnutes to be fed. It can be argued 
that if meal time is less than 15 rrinutes for rmst dysphagic subjects and 
rmst dysphagic subjects do not CXX'1SII'I1e adequate meals, then the meal 
tine needs to be lengU tened or, alternatively, a dysphagia managerrent 
program should be irqllemented to deal v.flh effective vvays to feed the 
dysphagic resident in less time. N. estimated by Rudman and Feller (1989) 
it takes at least 30 ninutes to 45 ninutes of nursing time to feed a 
dependent person a nutritionally adequate meal. 
It appears that dysphagic subjects receive nue nutritional supplernet 1ts than 
non-dysphagic subjects. Those Wth dysphagia vvere 9 times more likely to 
receive nutritional supplements according to data in the chart. This 
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indicates that for saneone Wth a swai1C7Mng diffiaJity nursing home staff are 
rmre likely to presaibe a supplement seardary to the resideltls inability to 
consume adequate amounts of food at meal time. This is an effectNe way 
to provide nutrient dense foods when regular meals are insuflient to meet 
nutritional requira 1 ails. 
Dysphagic suqeds were 11 times more likely to have an inadequate 
hydration status doa.mented by nursing staff CXJ1lB8d to these v.fthout 
dysphagia. Recall bias may alter the true hydration status of subjects. It 
rrust be noted that this infom'ation is subjective in nature and not based on 
biocherristry results or physical ass essr 1 ent by a physician. It may be 
based on aiteria such as the deaeased fluid intake or PI e sence of urinary 
tract infections throughout the year. H. \¥811, this data YJaS only reported in 
the chart as part of a yearty nursing ass e ssnat and nay not accurately 
reflect the suqects' hydration status at the time of the study. 
Year1y nursing reports indicated whetl~er or not a suqect was ''wall 
nourished'. The status of "not \Vall nourished'' was associated \\flh the 
presence of dysphagia. Although this association was significant, the 
proportion of suqeas "not well nourished' in the dysphagia group was rRJCh 
less than one \\OUicl expea. Based on these subjective nursing reports, only 
100,1, of dysphagic subjects V\88 "not v.ell nourished'' (Table 4.29b). Based 
on objective reports of daily oral intake, 420A» of dysphagic subjects did nat 
meet their nutritional requira t a Its (Table 4.25a). 
Despite these differenc2S, nursing staff's ability to subjectively report a 
residel ds nutritional status as being '\\ell nourished" was significanUy 
associated \\ih the objective rreasura 1 e tls of adequate oral intake (via 
objective reports of meals fully or partially oonsumed) (p=0.01 ). f4s well, 
nursing reports of "good appetite" v.ere significantly related to reports of 
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being '\\ell nourished' (or ''poor appetite .. to ''NOT \\ell 
nourished'')(p<0.0001 ). 
Based on these correlations, yearty nursing reports on \\h:dler or nat a 
resident is ''Nell nourishecf' should be useful in predicting the true nutritional 
intake of subjects. HoY.eJer, they may be too subjectiw and not CD11Jieted 
enough tines throughout the year to be d any practical use in helping 
idei 1tify those residents Wth or Wthout svvaiiCMing diffia.dties. Ideally, a 
detailed nutritional assessment should be OOF11lleted on all residel Its by a 
registered dietitian at least t\ftftcs a year. This ass e ssrrent could also 
inoorporate a dysphagia saeen and S\NaiiOW'Ang assessnent v.t1ere 
necessary. lk1fortunately, the registered dietitian on staff was only seeing 
subjects on an "as needs" basis or as part d a yearly assessnent. Since 
nursing staff did not idet 1tify 61% of those subjects 'ltflh dysphagia, the 
dietitian was very seldom involved with these subjects. Earty intervention is 
aucial to prevent the 0011 !plications associated ¥t1th dysphagia. 
Of all the w 1 iplications associated with dysphagia, malnutrition is perhaps 
the rmst threatening CCI 1 !plication in the geriabic pofllllation. Malnutrition 
itself is highly prevalent in the elderly but this is rmre likely to occur if the 
person has dysphagia 'Nhich is not therapeutically managed. The deaease 
in nutritional intake and hydration status in dysphagic subjects puts them at 
ina eased risk for malnutrition and dehydration. In tum, this may lead to 
ina eased hospitalizations, risk of ii1ITI.Inocoti ~se, ina eased incidence 
of infection, v.eakening of respiratory rn.IScles, loss d lean body mass and 
inaeasecl nabidity and mortality (Bienia et al., 1982, Keller, 1993). 
Skin Integrity 
The presence of dysphagia was significantly associated Mh poor skin 
integrity (p=0.05) (Table 4.13a) and alrmst tYJie2 as many people vWhout 
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dysphagia had good skin integrity CCJI1l)CII'ed to those Wth dysphagia. This 
nay be related to adequacy d oral intake as there YI8S a significant 
association betv.een PI esenc2 rl dysphagia and inability to meet nutritional 
requira 1 a 1ts via oral intake. The rationale far the assodation bet\\een 
presenc2 of dysphagia and poor skin intega ity is related to its association 
v.fth poor oral intake. Inability to meet energy, protein, fat and rriacnubient 
requiren a 1ts may lead to malnutrition, protein catabolism, skin breakdcww1, 
breakctcMin rl adipose tissue and poor \\U.I1d healing. All of these nay 
contribute to poor skin conditions. Decubitus ulcer fomation did not differ 
significantly between dysphagic and non-dysphagic individuals (p=0.2515). 
Sii"'C2 ulcer tom Btion is dependent upon many oonditions such as loss of 
pain and pressure sensations, thinness of rrusde and fat padding, disuse 
atrophy, malnubition, anenia, infection, rmisture (eg. from il'lCXll'ltil'lel'lC2) and 
pressure YJhich i~Tl&rs cira..llation (Berko.v, 1987) it is difficult to isolate the 
contributing faders 'Nhich CDJid affect either group of subjects. 
Crushed Medications 
Subjects v.1th dysphagia were four and a half times rmre likely to require 
aushed medications then those v.fthout dysphagia (p<0.0001 ). Siebens et 
al (1986) found the same association in those 'Aflh oral phase dysphagia. 
CheMI13 AbilitY 
Subjects \\fth dysphagia were nine times more likely to have cl'leNing 
problems then subjects Wthout dysphagia In a study on eating depencJer"lcy 
in institutionalized elder1y by Siebens et al. (1986), the authors found that 
observed diffirulties in the oral phase of swaiiCMiing vere significantly related 
to abserla! or presence of teeth on exam. 
Feeding Dependency 
Results of feeding dependency as reoorded in the chart audit differ from 
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those reported by nursing staff in the questionnaire. A possible explanation 
for this disaepancy is that in the questionnaire the nurses v.ere asked to 
recon:t the type of assistance trrJSt frequently required. 1-bAever, in many 
cases, ITD'e than one answer vvas checked, so the category which best 
desaibed the subject could nat be deta1 r ined accurately. 
Seventy-eight peraent d the study population was depa ldent at meal time 
acxD'ding to the nursing questionnaire and 65% was dependent as per data 
collected from the chart This difference may be due to the different data 
collection periods for the questionnaire and the chart review. Despite the 
differer1c2S shcMn in the t\\0 instnments, tXJth sets of data del r a iSb ated 
that there is a significant association bet\veen prese11e2 of dysphagia and 
being dependent on nursing staff at meal times. Acoortting to data collected 
from the questionnaire, S&.Jqects Nth dysphagia 'N!re 4.5 times I1'De likely to 
require assistance at meals (or be dependent on nursing staff at meal times) 
than non-dysphagic subjects. Acccrding to data from the chart review, 
dysphagic subjects were 7 times rmre likely to require assistance at meal 
times. 
Keller (1993) and Siebens et al. (1986) also reported frequencies for feeding 
dependency. these studies hoY.eYer indicated a lov.er level of feeding 
depenctencf. Keller's study, \\tlich had a sinilar Canadian residential 
population as the ament study, found that 41% of elderly long-term care 
reside Its YSe dependent on nursing staff for feeding \\fth 25% of total 
population being totally dependent and 1SOAt requiring some assistarlC2. 
Keller did not specify her opetational definition far feeding depenclerlcy nor 
did she make any associations regarding the presenc2 or absenae of 
dysphagia. Siebens' study, \\tlich was conducted in an American nursing 
home had results sinilar to Keller's: 470/0 of the population vera dependent 
wth 1SO/O of the total population being totally dependent and 31% requiring 
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some assistance. Siebens' dassification of a dependent feeder included 
those residents vuho required supeNision but were otheNise unassisted 
'Nhereas the cunent study dassified these a.Jqects as independent feeders. 
If this more liberal opeaational definition fer feeding depenclencf by Siebens 
et al., were applied to the rurrent: study, the nu 1 ber of dependent feeders 
'AOUid actlally ina ease. Uke the rurrent study, Siebens et al. also 
den DnSbated that feeding dependenof is associated v.fth both oral stage 
dysphagia and pharyngeal stage dysphagia. 
The current study demonstrates that dysphagia is associated Wth feeding 
depenclencf and inability to CXJI'1Sl.l11e adequate nutrition. Keller (1993) 
sl1ovved that malnutrition was associated Wth feeding depenc:lencf and 
dysphagia. Obviously, dysphagia, feeding deper1der1cy and nutritional status 
are all interrelated and to property prevent CD 1 iplications from either 
condition all variables rnJSt be taken into CXIlSideration. 
Level or &tsistaOC2 ReQuired at Most ]rm 
Dysphagic subjects required m:we assistanc2 at meal time. The level of 
assistance required at meal time was reoorded as Level1 (no assistanc2), 
Level 2 (partial assistance) or Level 3 (total assistance). There v.ere alrmst 
four times as many non-dysphagic suqects in Level 1 as CXJI1l)al'ed to those 
subjects Wth dysphagia. The converse is true of those in Level 3 in that 
there were four times as many dysphagic subjects in Level 3 CCf1l)Sr8d to 
non-dysphagic subjects. There \N8S roughly the sane percentage of 
dysphagic to non-dysphagic subjects in Level 2. This indicates that those 
subjects v.1th dysphagia require more assistance at meal time than those 
~ dysphagia. Yet, the amount of time the nurses reported they spend 
feeding dysphagic versus non-dysphagic subjeds did not differ statistically. 
This may indicate I'11JI'e time is spent in positioning the subject, preparing the 
tray. or supervising the subjed during rreals in the norKtysphagic subjects. 
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Siebens et at. (1986) del'rlrlstrated that abnormal oral-rrotor function was 
the characteristic mast CXI 111m in their suqects \Mth a feeding dependency 
and that depenclenof YJaS more 00111101 in residet ds 'At1o \\el"e edentulous 
and lacked dentures. In their study, feeding dependenc:f was also 
significantly assCJdated Mh mcdfiecl oonsisterlcy diets as 'Nell as other 
variables. Most of the variables in Seibens' study were nat evaluated in the 
runent study and as such no 0011 !pariscns can be made. 1-b.\ever, the 
aJnent study did delr a astrate a significant association betY.een the need for 
a texture mxlified diet and the need for either total or occasional assistance 
at meal time. Suqects on a texture modified diet require rmre assistance at 
meal time than those on a regular diet 
The level of assistance required at meal time YJaS not associated Nth 
vision or the ability to coname adequate nutrition. The perariage of 
suqects Ytflh poor vision (or blindness) and good vision who required 
assistance at meal time was essentially the same (790A» vs 7SOA.). 
Decreased vision 'Mlllld not be as rTIJCh of a problem at meal time in the 
nursing hone as it would in the free living elderty as food is prepared for 
nursing home residelats. Regardless of the level of assistance required at 
meal time, roughly the same nu 1 tiers of suqects in each group did not eat 
enough to meet their nubitional requira 1 a Its. Of suqects in Level 1, 2, and 
3, 34°A., 4()0,{, and 3QOA,, respectively, failed to consume adequate nutrition 
(Table 4.28). This irf1llies that suqects in Level 3, 'Nho \\ere totally 
dependent on nursing staff at meal time, \\ere able to CXX1SI.I11e the mast 
nutrition. 1-b.\ever, overall, extra assistance from nursing staff did not 
ina ease the subjects ability to coname adequate nutrition. 
Cori1Jiaints of chest pain or feeling a luf'11) in the throat vvhen swaiiCM1ng 
were not associated \\flh the presence of dysphagia. HoNever, if these 
problems \Yare noticed by subjects they may not have voiced the problem or 
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it may not have been reoorded. 0/erall, only SOA. of the dysphagic subjeds 
had chart natations indicating that they car 1 pained of swaiiC1Mng diffirulties. 
Carter-Young et al (1990) had sirrilar findings in that only 15% of their aa.rte 
care populations had doamentation of patient CD 1 paint Bloem, 'agaay et 
al. (1990) and Kuhlemeier (1994) reported that rmst elderly peq:lle do not 
0011 !plain of swalloA1ng difliaJities as they may aa:ept it as a part d aging. 
The current research supports these findings. Reports of not being hungry 
v.ere nue frequent in those v.fthout dysphagia.. This only reinfolaes the 
understanding that the appetite decreases as Y.e age (Abbasi et al., 1994). 
A sif11)1e explanation as to Ybf diffiaJity in S\Nallowing medications was not 
associated with dysphagia is that rmst dysphagic subjects received aushed 
medications and thelelbre swallc:PMng pills was not a cxncsn. 
The data en v.eight status was not reliable because oqective \\eights and 
heights 'NSre not recorded regularly. Most of the \VSights that were available 
'M!I'e estimated by the dinical dietitian. V\eight status as it is reported here 
is subjective data from the chart which the nurse reoorded yearly if the 
'NSight was lost, gained, fluctuated or stable. Wth this lirrited data, weight 
status was not associated Ytih the presence of dysphagia. In fact, 14°A» of 
those v.ih dysphagia actually gained \VSight. Other resean:hers (Tibbling 
and Gl IStafsson, 1991) reported a \VSight gain in one-third of dysphagic 
subjects. The v.eig,t gain may be secxrdary to CD1SlJ'T1'tion of energy-
dense focxts. 
Ninety-one pettalt of subjects did nat develop decubitus ulcers and the 
association of uiCB' fom ration \\4th dysphagia was not significant. A possible 
explanation for this is that skin integrity is routinely rronitored by nursing staff 
and therefore at the first signs of reddened areas, breal<clovwl, etc., 
measures are taken to relieve pressure or oounteract the potential problems 
that cause poor skin integrity. 
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The mean nll'riler of medialtions taken by subjects in the study YlaS 6.5. 
This was less than the nu 1 tJer reported by Keller (1994) in a sirrilar 
institution in Ontario. She deten 1 ined residents were on an average of 10 
medications. The use d antipsychotic or tricyclic- medications 
was nat assodsted \Wh the presence c:l dysphagia. The nutlbers of 
subjects presaibecl these das ses d medications was small and thelefore 
statistical assodatian is diflia.~lt to deten 1 ine. 
SeveritY of ~a 
For all of the SfNB1y dysphagic subjects meal time was greater than 15 
rrinutes. This group included subjects on enteral feeds and this rray explain 
YbJ nursing staff spent rn:re time feeding these subjects. Only bNenty-five 
percat of the n llderately dysphagic subjects vvere fed for more than 15 
rrinutes and SOOA. of the nildly dysphagic suqects \t\el'e fed for more than 15 
rrinutes. A reason Y8ty less time rray have been spent feeding subjects 
'Aflh moderate dysphagia, as OOI'1'1J8I1!(t to those Wth nild dysphagia, nay 
be that overall, nursing staff were unable to idel1tify subjects Mh dysphagia 
(sensitivity--39010). ~ \\ell, they \\ere rmre likely to idei 1tify those \\4th 
severe dysphagia as opposed to rrild or n aBate dysphagia. Therefore, 
they v.auld not have identified the need to take rrae time to feed subjects 
vA10 were n IOderately dysphagic. It may be possible that subjects' inability to 
cons&.m! adequate nutrition vvas secondary to short feeding periods. 1\Aany 
dysphagic patients require additional time during the feeding process 
especially if cxmct feeding guidelines are not i~ed. Short feeding 
times may also be due to staffing shortages and insuffient time allotted for 
feeding residents. Data on the time to feed was rrissing for 2SO!O of 
dysphagic subjects and three of those 'Aih severe dysphagia v.ere on 
enteral nutrition. Therefore, these results rrust be interpreted 'lAth caution. 
Although feeding times vvere recorded for those on enteral feeds, this is a 
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different sub-population and nursing tine require rents is different. 
Severity of dysphagia was not statistically associated vAth skin integrity 
although a trend was noted. OJer three-quarters (81%) of subjects ¥Jith rrild 
dysphagia had poor skin integrity, all d those v.flh severe dysphagia had 
poor skin intEGrity. but only t\\o-thirds (630AI) of subjects 'Aih rmderate 
dysphagia had poor skin integrity. One V«HJJd think that this v.ould coincide 
'Atil nurses ability to reoognize rmre suijects v.flh n IDdelate or severe 
dysphagia \\tlich would lead to longer feeding times and better nutritional 
intakes of protein, energy and vitanins essential to good skin integrity and 
thelefore less skin breakdcMn. 1-bAever, this~ not the case. Nurses 
v.ere unable to idet 1tify the rmderately dysphagic suqects any better than 
they were able to idei ttify the nildly dysphagic subjeds. They \\ere able to 
idet ttify the severe cases of dysphagia but these v.ere the subjects on tube 
feeds for the rmst part Those subjecls \\flh severe dysphagia Ytere usually 
sicker, debilitated, and bedridden and as such v.ere at ina eased risk for skin 
breakdaM"I due to pressure sores. Severity of dysphagia was not associated 
'Afth an inability to consume adequate nutrition (p=0.556). l-bl.ever, as one 
v.ould expect, the rrildly dysphagic subjects, who had the highest 
perO!I'1tage of poor skin integrity, was also the group \Wh the highest 
pe1 a~ttage of inadequate oral intake Onability to meet nutritional 
requiren a Its). The severely dysphagic subjects v.ere exduded from this 
analysis as the nu 1 bars v.ere too srrall. This cterra ISbates that poor skin 
integrity is related to nutritional intake. 
Severity of dysphagia was not associated Wth the necessity of a texture 
rmdified diet (p=0.20). There vvas no tMI'all difference in the nua 1 Ler of 
mldly or rmderately dysphagic subjeds YJho v.ere presaibed mnced, 
pureed or mechanical soft diets. The severity of dysphagia oould not be 
correlated Wth the frequencies of medical COl 1 lplications as the nuntes 
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vvere too small and as such, this was only reported for overall dysphagia. 
Current Managa • tent TechniQues 
Mlltidisciplinary management r:l dysphagia is essential to prevent 
CXI t iplications assodated 'Aflh dysphagia as other researchers have indicated 
(Pv1artens, 1990, C'ater-Young and Durant-Jones, 1990, Lcgemann, 1994, 
Thresher and Kehoe, 1992). It is obvious that Wth only eight pacent of 
dysphagic subjects being referred to a health professional (doctor, dietitian, 
speech-language pathologist) many dysphagic individuals are nat being 
property assessed or treated. Only three bedside swalloMng assessn a ItS 
v.ere ccrripleted in the study population. Although there were no swaiiCM1ng 
therapists on staff to routinely COI'I1llete these assessments, one could be 
consulted fran an aaJte care institution as required. In the future to 
dea ease costs to the institution, the dinical dietitian could be trained to 
becon e the svvallcw.1ng therapist The dinical dietitian is the rmst logical 
professional as she/he rrust be involved to ca 1 !plete a nutritional 
assessment, 'Nhich is also essential for all dysphagic individuals. 
Feeding instructions Y.ere rarely YJritten in the chart or can:fex. Nursing staff 
v.ere able to idelttify 34 of the 88 subjects v.1th dysphagia, yet only a mere 
12 subjects had feeding instructions placed in the chart This may allow for 
potential tristakes in diet orders, positioning of residei Its, feeding aids, 
instructionsfrt etiiOds Y.ere noted in the chart Ole in partioolar was 
rmnitoring the "gag refleX' prior to "syringe feeding" the resident. Absencs 
of a gag reflex does not mean that a patient is unable to swallow or protect 
the airway, and conversely, the preser1C2 of a gag reflex does not mean a 
patient is able to swallow (Unden and Siebens, 1983). kJ well, syringe 
feeding should only be used when it has been proven radiographically that 
the patient is not at risk for aspiration. The results suggest that all of the 
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health care professionals involved in the feeding of residel1ts should receive 
rmre intensive education in the assessment, treab 1Ent, and managet'TI!I1t of 
dysphagia. 
In oonclusion, dysphagia was significantly associated v.flh a numer of 
factors related to diet and nutrition. These included the folle7Mng: need for a 
fluid modified diet; need for a texture modified diet; poor hydration status; 
nursing reports of subjects being "not 'Nell nourishect'; nubitional supplement 
use, poor skin integrity; the need far aushed medications; chewing ability; 
feeding dependency; and level of assistarm required at meal time. 
Dysphagia was not significantly associated Vtih the foiiCMiing: age; sex; 
difficulty swaiiOIMng medications; inability to consume adequate nutrition; 
subject CXlll !plaints of feeling a 11.111l in the throat, chest pain with swallc:J\Ning 
and reports of not being hungry; needing encxx.ngement to eat; requiren ent 
of suctioning of saliva; presence of decubitus ulaers, ler.gtl1 of time required 
for feeding by nursing staff; weight loss or \¥Sight gain; and use of 
antipsychotic or TCA medications. 
Approximately one-half of the long-term cae population had dysphagia. 
This was only an estimate of the true prevalence as bedside S\Yallowing 
assessneuts and mocrlfiecl baritm swaiiONS vae nat 00111pleted. 
Ncnetleless, this prevalence is expeaed to inaease because the population 
is aging. It is essential to K& 1tify and treat dysphagic individuals as ear1y 
as possible so that 0011 rplications such as malnutrition can be prevented. 
Since the majority of dysphagic individuals in this study had nild dysphagia, 
early treab 1 at nay prevent the dysphagia frcm beoorring v.ase. To 
acxD 1 iplish these goals health care PI ofessionals \\Orking in the long-term 
setting need to be extremely knoNiedgeable about dysphagia and the 
seriousness of this problem 
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The prevalence of dysphagia \NaS estimated to be 45.5% for resideltts in a 
long-term cae facility. V\4th almost one-half of the entire population having 
dysphagia, this is a serious problem Prot 1 p and effedive ass essn a tis of 
all persons Wth dysphagia is V'I8ITal1ted and this should be in1Jiemented 
it 1 • • ediately. Epiderriologists agaee that the elderly population is the fasting 
gi'C\Mng sega 1 ent of the population and therefore, adninistrators in long-term 
care facilities should be aware that the nl.ll't1er of dysphagic individuals "-'II 
also ina ease. Unless a conca tbaled effort is taken to ida ttify and treat 
dysphagic residents, they will be at inaeased risk for malnutrition, 
dehydration, aspiration pneumonia, and psyd1osocial problems such as 
social isolation and entarassnEnt These problems in tum rray lead to a 
reduction in the quality of life, depression, ina eased medical problerrs, 
irnrune and respiratory cat palise, and ina eased rmrbidity and rmrtality. 
For residents Nth swaiiONing problems, it is very challenging to provide 
adequate nutrition to meet Canadian nutritional standards. Very often 
nursing staff are overworked, due to prolonged feeding times, or beCXllt e 
frustrated as residents nay not understand the ne:essity of a diet texture 
rrodification. As Graher (1990a) explains, residents may view feeding times, 
Ytl1ich should be a pleasurable experience, as an interruption in their daily 
routine. Maintaining adequate nutritional intakes and hydration status is 
essential for optimal quality of life far the residents. This is also irJl)CM1ant in 
order to ensure a good v.aking envirament for nursing and allied health 
staff as they 'Nill have to manage residents who are less sick. 
The idel ttification of dysphagic residents will only result if further training on 
dysphagia assessment and treab 1 ent is provided to all nursing staff by a 
health professional vuith expertise in swallowing disorders. /ls v.ell, a 
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reliable dysphagia saeen should be ir11*mented on a regular basis Wth all 
residents. Continuity in the saeening process is essential as medical, 
nutritional and swallovwing conditions may change CNer time. As indicated by 
many researchers, a fan t alized interdisaplinary team approach is essential 
to the successful management of dysphagia. 
~ irl1llications to the health care system rTLISt also be CD drolled. 
These include ina eased oosts d hospitalizations secondary to the 
cort ~ications of dysphagia such as malnutrition and aspiration pneumonia. 
In 1996, to treat one episode of aspiration pneumonia, per per-.:a1, it cost 
between 8 and 11 thousand dollars. 1-s vvell, the time associated v.1th 
feeding dependency, aushing medications, and providing daily nutritional 
supplen ertts vwill ina ease health care casts. Costs also ina ease Wth the 
treab 1 ent of poor skin integrity and wth food vJaStage. For f!NefY resident 
'Nho do not meet their nutritional require 1 Ients because they refuse meals or 
·only consurre partial rreals (420,(, of dysphagic subjects and 2SOAJ of non-
dysphagic subjects), food is wasted Ythich contributes to the overall oost of 
dient care. 
The results of this study should be used to help develop and establish a 
cor r rprehensive program for the managerrent of dysphagic individuals in 
Long-Term Care, Nursing and Senior Citizens Her rES in Newfoundland as 
well as for the free living elderly in the CXJIIIIIJnity setting. 
Consideration should be given to the follc:wwing reca r 11 Endations: 
• Protocol and policies for the assessment and management of dysphagic 
patients in Nursing Hones in Nev.foundland should be developed at the 
provincial government level and irl1llen ented all aa oss the province. These 
guidelines could be adapted for 0011 • 1 unity-based intervention programs. 
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•An information resource package and series of wcrkshops should be 
developed and PI esented to all long-tam care facilities aa css the prcvii'1C2. 
The workshop should be conducted by health care professionals with an 
expertise in dysphagia. This package should be designed for institutions for 
'Atlich appropriate profi: s sionals (e.g .. Cinical Dietitians andlor Swaii<Mftng 
Therapists) involved in the managa 1 ent rl dysphagia are not et11lloyed. 
Such a kit v.ould include prinaples c1 dysphagia management including a 
saeening tool (signs and syr11ltams), feeding techniques, texturelftuid 
modification guidelines, positioning techniques, mouth care, safety 
considei ations, etc. 
•A sa eening tool should be developed so that nursing staff or allied health 
professionals can idet 1til'y dysphagic individuals in cases where swaiiOIJing 
teams andlor swaiiC7Mng therapists are not el1llloyed. This is necessary so 
that earty diagnosis and management can be initiated which 'Nill aid in the 
prevention of potential problems such as malnutrition, aspiration pneurmnia 
and dehydration. 
•l\t1ethods to ensure an adequate nubition and hydration status for dysphagic 
and non-dysphagic individuals should be investigated. Plllsson et al. (1990) 
and Upner et al. (1990) provide excellent recomnendations to facilitate 
feeding programs YJhidl utilize volunteer assistants. It is aucial that 
volunteers involved \\1th feeding dysphagic dienls rea!ive OJI 1 prehensive 
training on the management of dysphagia. 
The ideal situation WJUid be to have interdisciplinary management of 
dysphagic patients in all of the long-term care facilities aa css Ne\Nfoundland. 
Although the prospect of el1llloying Dietitians, S\NaiiONing Therapists, and 
other team n a r lbers, in eNerY long-term care facility may be unrealistic due 
to budget restraints, measures still nut be taken to ensure this residential 
population is not overlooked in its medical care. Solutions to this problem 
indude investing the resources, time and money to have the professionals 
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aJrrently on staff to recBve expert and professional training, both theoretical 
and practical, in the diagnosis and management of dysphagia. The most 
suitable pafessional to be trained in dysphagia diagnosis and management 
is a registered Cinical Dietitian. This is because most long-term care 
facilities already ei11Jioy a dinical dietitian and these professionals have a 
strong background in physiology, food and nutrition, and feeding diffirulties 
that acxxli t 1pa11y aging. Cinical dietitians also have the expertise to ida 1tify 
and treat problems associated tMth rnalnubition, which often poses a threat 
to persons v.ih dysphagia. In any case, guidelines for the iclet dilication and 
managen ent of dysphagia should be adninistered by available resoui'O! 
persons, such as those aJnently er11Jioyed v.flhin a facility, at all times. 
l\t1anagement of dysphagia is possible, but not if the seriousness of this 
problem is overlooked. Early intervention and treab 1 ent of dysphagia is 
essential to optirrize dient care and CXITfort and reduce the health risks 
associated with unmanaged dysphagia. 
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Appendix 1: 
Flening Index cl Dysphagia 
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I. Pseudonumber 
2.. P!eucloname 
l. Aae 
4. Date of Ibis report 
S. Institution code paaicnt"s senic:e 
~erity ratinc 
l. Possible chronic problem 
II. Important problem 
Ill. Most critical. needs immediate auention 
207 
CCI-91 I I I I I 
cc 27-29 f 
cc 30-31 f I I J I I 
cc ll-42 '-' ..,1_..1__._...._ 
Problem codina 
t-Problcm pmcnt. new and documented 
2-Problcm present. new but aot documented 
l-Problem present. rccumnt and documented 
4-Problelft presnt. recumnt but not documented 
s-Problcm not present 
6--0tllet 
7-Unknown 
6. AsJ»iratioo pneumooia clemoustnted radiosrapbicaUy . • • . • . • • • • . • . • . . • . . . . • • • CC.-43 { } 
7. LarynaaJ penetntiOft ot bolus demonstrated radiolflpbically . • . . . . • • . . • . • . . . • . . . CC..W { } 
8. With tracheostama tube in. aspiration is demonstrated wbea food<Oiored bolus cmcraa rrom tube . . . CC.o4S ( } 
9. Patient appears to demonstrate psychoiQiical components that may be associaled widl dysphapa . . • . . . . CC..oi6 { } 
10. Dehydration (osmolality < lOO or > 1~ MOsm,ta or speci(~e .,.~ty < UJ02 or > t.OlO or positiw skin wrinkle 
test) • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . . • • • • • • • CC.-47 ( } 
11. Presence or I nasopstric: fcedinltube. pstrostoma. jejlanostotna. or feedin1 PbafY1IIOSIOII'la wilh DUlritioa. problem 
and/or aspiration as precursor • • • . . • • • • • ~. • . • • • • • . • • • • cc..q { } 
12. Weiatu loss 11 admission. Oratcr tban 10% loss or normal body weipt . . . . . CC..t9 { } 
13. Weipt loss as inpalieDL Circaaer diaD I lb (O.~S kl) loss per week . • . • • • • CC-SO ( } 
••- Stricture. stasis. reprptation. or reftux witll radiopaphic demonstration • • . . . . CC-SI { } 
IS. Stricture. swis. or renux with endoscopic demonstration . . • . . . . . CC-52 { } 
16. Swis or reflux witb ma~ demoasUalion . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . CC·S3 { } 
t7. Stricture. stasis. reprJitation or reftu requirina dilatatioa • . . . . . . . CC·SC { } 
18. Slricture. swis. retchin1. or nprpcalioo requiria& food texture chan~ . . CC-SS { } 
19. Patient complains ordilraculty swallowina . . . . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . CC·S6 ( } 
20. Paaient requires positionin1 suppon ror catinl . . • • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . CC·S7 { } 
21. Patient is edentulous. lacks opposina occlusion. or clocsn•t 'IIUf dentures when eatina . . . . . . • . cc-sa { } 
22. Patient has ill-fiuinl dentures (won·t scay in place). patient wotl"l wear because dentures are considcnd uncomf"rt-
able. there is ulceration or alveolar rid,e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • CC-59 { } 
2J. Patient is OCl I notlrep&lar food laturc . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . CC~ { J 
TaMe Z. Input for pan of the FID 
I. Pscudonumbcr 
2. Pseudonamc 
3. Aac 
•. Date or this report 
S. Institution coclc/patient•s scnice 
Sc~rily raaina 
I. Possible chronic problem 
II. lmponana problem 
Ill. Most critical. needs immediate aucncion 
cc t-9 131613141119161 5 171 
CC 1G-26IJ IOIH!N!S!O!NI IJ IAIMIEISI I I I I 
cc 21-29 I !7 I !I 
cc l0-J7 It I o I o l7ltl9lll61 
CC .. 2IHINISISill 
Problem codina 
I·Problcnl pracnt • .- and documented 
2-Ptoblcm pmcnL new but not documented 
1-Problcm pmenL NCUrrent and documented 
._Problem present. recurrent but not documented 
5-Problcm not present 
6-0iher 
7-UnkncN"ft 
6. Aspiration pneumonia dcmonsuated radiOiflphically . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. CC ... 3 {It 
1 Larynpl penctr:tliOft or bolus dcmonstralcd radio.,aphically . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . 
I. With tracheostoma tube in. aspiration is demonstrated when (ood<olorcd bolus emerps from tube 
cc .... {7} 
CC-45 {6} 
Source: Rerring and WetNer, 1987 
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J.f. Bosma et al.: Anatom)" of the Pharyn:t. 
.. --~ .. --
Oral palalt 
Pharynaul ,.,:e~~l~4j&f!!!!:::~ 
Uvula ---i--.1-,JI!:::. 
fipue 1 
Source: eosma et al.l 1986 
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Cor I I I D1 Problerrl; in the Oral Preparatory or O'af Phase of SWaiiONing 
ClriaiiS,.ItDII Din dar ~ 
Urg P' (Tqg e) FlllCijql T'JV.e Fllldjql 
Bolus is not rom ed lrq8red tongue tn:tian in May caae msn.cman in 
terms d l3'1ge d bolus peparatian, 
There is dftiaJty pasilicrir1J the ~ stlalgll\ and iritiatia1 d the swallo.v 
bolus or tongue stnJBing axrdnalian rli1'DIII11Eds and lingual tral sport rl 
action as \\ell as daeasect oral U.bc*Js. ~I nay 
sensation. CD11ritue to aspiation 
Tongue pushes food fcrward. ExaTPes indld!: 
lj astable lingual positian 
Residual food Cll palate. Meratians in the \DrVJe'S 
ability to rmve side-to-side. 
-.arWih 
rolalional rmvernenls. 
Ungual rcckirG rd ~ 
Pb anal d'lev.1lll ard 
rotary jaN ndcrl 
RediiCed tongue elewtian 
Red ICed l3'1ge cl rnatia1 
Decrease lingual propUsion If lingual prq:Usion is 
and/or dea~eased presstJe recti ICed, the bolus is 
to prq:a bolus not transported to 
oropharynx ancUor, 
balus rtt pasteriarty 
prqlelled into 
oropharynx cm 
thee~ svvalloMng 
respa ase iS delayed cr 
nat iritiated. ~. 
v.tile remiring in the 
oral cavity, the bolus 
can dip dcMrl the base 
d the tongue am poo1 
in the~ 
.... 
Tongue rocking and ~ng Flaa:id (trJpotaic) cr rigid Detay in the swallow 
(hypertcric) (tongue is rigid iritiatkn i~red 
v.t1en held in a bl.l1ched or ~aryngeal elevation. 
retraded pa&itian and often and pooling in the 
associated ¥.tth Partcinsons pharyrv!al areas. 
cisease) 
Random discxxrdinated tongue Apraxia Failll'e to trigger the 
rmvernents pharyngeal phase of 
swallo.-.nng 
''Pcc:keting .. or sqlirreling r:l fDcd 
into flaccid cr insensitive dleelcs 
rstu:xa area 
lnaality to n a age CMn 
seaetia IS, ctoalirYJ clri113 rta:*, 
i.,.rmert in the retrieval cl 
fcodllllid tern lienSils, food 
ard/cr liqlid spilling aut cl mUh. 
Reduced oral sensatia1 
Labial (lip) wealnss cr 
i~ ale lip deale 
seaxlda y to dea'ersed tcne 
or poor sensalia1 
Pocketed food 
becxlni!S cislodged 
after 1he mea1 n rray 
fall fNf!r base d tar1gl.e 
irfo Ulloleded alfWEI{ 
causing aspralim, 
pe1 i8tl ation or 
obslruction. 
Prqa lip seal is 
necess91Y to ater the 
PI e s sLJe in the oral 
cavity in order to rmve 
the bolus horizcntally 
across the tar1gl.e and 
irto the pharynx 
YhJreby pAty assists 
\Mih vertical fto.v in the 
ptaynx. 
(Eldlhclz, 1994, 
Robbins, 1994) 
lnoon !pf!tent palatoglossal PrerTab.n loss rl the 
sptincter (tcrvJe base does bolus and aspiration 
net anact velun) 
neti'Oicqcal aniticn Tns ir11*ES bolus 
preparatiCil, iritialim of 
the swaiiON, and bolus 
tra1sport 
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Cat I I D'1 Problems in the Pharyngeal Phase of SvvalloMng 
~»i*iii-nayi8...,..Wia Dlaidai ca-.-. 
MaL&d anm .... 
Nasal reflux Deaeasect Dscarr fat n vdl.nay 
~ redlclion in cral faad irCike 
ctosuen 
~
weaknass 
Bolus resici e in 1he pharynx an Redl ad payngeal Residl e cxUd be aspirated 
the pharyngeal walls andfar wall CD Ill dol ciJe after the~ phased 
pyrifmn sirues to incD11*fe svvalla.vis ~
arlact bet1MJel I 
m ICDSal Sllfaces in 
the pharynx May be 
seeD ldal y to 
m sa• wealcness, 
scaril1J or tlmr 
9'CJWih 
Poaing or aca.I'1'Uatial d food SaTe peeling in 1he valleaJae 
in the phar'yngeal nas: is ncn r al befbre the swallo.v, 
a vallecUae a RediiCed however, the c1ntia1 and 
rn:wement d the deWee rl pooling 1T11Y caJSe 
posterior base d the resici e ~ v.tich can be 
talgue; dripped iniD the layngeal.-ea 
after the S\V811ow and ttis c:an 
b. O'le side of Pyrifcrm sirus an:i b. lkilateral lead to aspiration if not dearecf 
VallecUae phar'yngeal wall Wth CCIJ!jiflJ ret1eces anJ/cr 
dysfin::tioo cr boat dearing 
weakness 
lrJl)aired a absert cxqj1 reflex ~ May lead to aspratian {silert 
Dysfi.n:tion cr ar overt) ar penetraticn, and 
Respirattry rray irue as e risk fer 
~ ~ pneun:ria Persa1 
nay be l.l18ble to efrec:tively 
May be ckJe to a clear aspirated or pe et1 ated 
desensitized cxqj1 matenas.. 
reflex secu lday to 
ctrcric layt'9!8l 
stinUalim Q.e. 
c:haic aspiration) 
(Eb:ttlalz. 1994) 
Pel etration of foodllll.id at IENel redll2d laryrgeal May lead to per eration or 
of larynx; food residue at efevatialfdoSIJ'e aspraticn if ncx cleared 
entrante to airway 
Reci ad pharyngeal sa ISIIicn or 
paralysis 
. 
~·W!W'.. ' 
(1983), 8Jcli1clz (1994} 
lrdcales pooling d 
the bolus residue en 
the vocal cards, 
foadsllllids have 
pa ebaled the 
larynx 
Precids the p:aibility cl &lent 
aspralia1 (Hcmel t 1988, 19!1>) 
am risk d aspratian (Unden, 
1983). lrdcales pharyngeal 
stage dysf\mia1 (Linden, 
1983) and redl ad arwr~~ 
daue. 
Itt !pedes elevatim d the larynx. 
opering dthe ~ 
esopl"laaeal apincter 
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Cltusijimlion of Prtmdial Aspiration 
Aspiralloa w~ ... ....., ......... 
- most common type in ccnuaJ ncuroloaical disease'·''·•' 
- due 10 loss or bolus concrol durin& onJ phase or to delayed pharynpll swallow 
- c:onscrv•ivc manaaeme111: daickcn the diet. neck flexion durin& clcalutilion. supraaloaic sWIIIow. 
cffortful swallow. lhcnnal stimulalioniS 
- surtical manaaement: horizontal cpialottoplasty. aonaue base naps. tarynpal suspension10.JO 
Aspi1"8llon duri. die .......,.... ..... 
- le"'f"·' common type of aspinaion1·'7 
- due to vocal palsy. paresis or inco-ordination 
- c:onserv•ivc manaaement: vocal ..tduction exercises 
- suraicalmanaaemcnc: auamena the paralyzed vocal cord12 
Aspiration after llle ......, .... phase 
- due to inhalation or uncleared residue at the larynpal inlet 
- conservative mana1cment: lhinnina the diet. altcmatinaliquids. Mendelsohn IUDOCUvrc'•.sz. head 
rocaaionsl 
- suraical manaacme111: translarynaeaJ rcscction of lhe cricoid lami•. cricopharynacal myotomy. 
larynJcal clevaaioa II 
Scuce: Mendelsohn, 1993 
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•Q.-alr:acttng Tlwapillt (Sl)- This role may be 8SSLITI8CI by a I"UUtJer dallied 
health praf'essic:JI'8 such as a - Pathologist (&LP), OQ:Iip8tianal 
Therapist (OT), M.ne or Clirical Dietitian. Rale statell&lls depend an the facility 
and lewel d trairilll for each clsc:ipline i~ The swallowing thefaPst is 
usualy a 8-l.P (Logenann, 1994). 
The sr is responsible far ax1ducting a mec1ca1 dart ravieuv, n a:lcalion review, 
dysphagia tistary d signs aid syrllJtcms, bedside evaluation, and dysphagia 
sa eering. If the palient is ., appropriate ca dille for a videoiii.ICI'OSCq:Jic ecam, 
the ST notifies the physicia'l who writes the meclc:al order far a Mcxlfied Barilll1 
SNallow Study. The Raciologist and ST COildntly concluct the ~ Barium 
swallow protacx1l and CXI1CUr as to the presence or absence d 
penetrationlaspration as well as arrt struclU'al defect The sr CCII'I'I1'II1ic 
recx1 1 ••• aclalians to the prinay care ruse and if appq:wiate if11)1ements an 
individualized therapy peg~ an to provide facilitative tnJ/rx COI'J1)ef1S8tay 
sbategies. Ca ISelling is essential ancl is provided to the patient a1d fanily 
regardng swallcMing cisorders ancl any reca 1naldations i""'ema lted. 
-Ciiical Didan - Tracitionally, the role d the r:Jetitian in the clagnoses and 
management r::l dysphagia has been reported in the literatu'e as being the 
assessmert d nutritional status, calorie CXU'lts, and initiation and rmnitorilll d 
alternate feecing routes. Today hcMeJer, I'IW1Y Canaclan detitians are also taking 
an actNe role as the swaiiONing therapist, including the 0011 ipletia1 cl bedside 
swaiiONing assessments, videofii.IOI'QSaJpies, and detail iring the etiology d 
dysphagia 
In f1W1Y situations, the dietitian is the first pofiSSional to recognize that a 
swalloMng problem exists, although ttis is rarely mentioned in the literab.l'e. This 
may occur in the CQI1lJietion d nutritional assessments far weight lass, poor 
appetite, anenia, dehyctation, etc., in ¥Jhich the etialogy may be seaxldaly to 
dysphagia ~ such. it is il'i1)Citant far the cletitian to inccrpclate a dysphagia 
saeen into all nubilional assessments and CD'1duct a bedside evaluation d the 
swallow where appropriate. Lcgemann (1994) mentions that the respiratory 
therapist and nurses are often the first to identify dysphagic patients. 
In a tracltianal role, the cletitian conducls assessments an all patients referred to 
the dysphagia team This is acccn iplished via meclcal dat review, rneclc:alia1 
review, nutritional and diet histories, and evalualian d nutritional status. In a team 
where the ST is net a cietitia'l, the bedside swallouuing evaluatian and modified 
barium swallow is usually attended with the ST. The dietitian concurs \Nith the ST 
regading appropriate texture and flLid modifications foiiONing the bedside 
evaluation ..a'ar victeollurcscxJpy. Oral, enteral ar parenteral nubition is presaibed 
and issues regarding the initiation, continuation ardla: disccntinuation c:l alemate 
feeding routes are addressed. FoiiONing assessment, a care plan is developed and 
i""'emented based on nutritional and dysphagic requirements. This care plan is 
communicated to physicians1 nursing staff and the dysphagia team. The dietitian 
routinely follaNS patients to monitor adequacy of oral intake, acceptance of diet, 
hydl ation and nutritional status a'1d swallowing prcgress. Appropriate education is 
pravided to the patient and fanily bath cUing hospitalizalion and fer home. 
Regular canml'liCatian between the ST 8'1d cletitian is essenlial, especially when 
the palia1t progresses fi'am a I'10I"Mll8l feeding route to an aral feeding route. 
During 1tis tra'lSftiOn, it is extremely inlpa1ant to gracUrly decrease the enteral 
feeds perKing adeql.a:y d oral inlake ..:I n..dritianal status (l.ogeiiBTI, 1994). 
This fra1siticr1 rTIJSt also be CCIIIIU'Iic:aed to the primary Cll'8 physicia'l to pre\l8l1t 
earty cisc::ol1irUIIk cl the alferal feeds . 
.ora, ...... ~ (OT) -The OT may fi.l1dion as the ST in some l1ospitals 
(logen ram, 1994). In a tracitianal rcle the OT pasilia IS Rf seals patienls for safe 
swalloMng ll1d reduction d mJSCie spasticity. Respansiblities nay indude 
facilitating self feeclng trough therapy to itt IPCNe upper ex1ret1 ity stlalglh a'1d 
cxxxdination, moclfying the eating envira ment a'1d pn:Msian ct adapUve feeclng 
aids. The OT also educates fanily/caregivers regadng feecing and positiaring 
interventions. 
•Phyai ....... (PT) - The PT may provide expertise in pasitioning the patient to 
prevent gasboe&Jlhageal rellux or to facilitate opimal positiaing cUing meals. The 
PT may also cxn:1uct and supervise a progran c:l gar aal ca dtioning or nusc1e 
strengtlaing, specifically cl the rn.ascUabl'e which ~ the head and neck. 
•Nine - M.ning persa ri1el mcrlitor the patient's meclcal status and are responsible 
for addtessing any swalk:tMng CCIIC8IT1S Ytith the ruse in charge, the physician, or 
ST. Very often, rusing stalf ae the first to notice signs and ~oms d 
dysphagia (Logemam, 1994) and therefore may saeen patient at risk far 
swallowing problems. The ruse is responsible for demcl aating wry feeding 
modifications. adninistering I10I"'-CC11I feeclngs, doa.rnenling oral and non-oral 
intake, and cleaning cl the patient's oral cavity in order to maintain gcod oral 
hygiene. In some hospitas, ruses may provide swatoMng therapy (Lcgernann, 
1994) a fi.l1dion as the ST. 
·AIIaldu Phyticlan - 111e physicia1 is respcnsible tor making 1eferrals to the 
D/Sflhagia Tean in cases where dysphagia is aiSpected and usually writes orders 
for a Mcxlified Barf1.111 SMirMoN Study. The physician is responsible for making 
decisions regan:lng the implemet lfation cl teCCIIIItel dalfons made by mel tlbers rl 
the dysphagia team the physician acts as the main cocrdnatcr d all care the 
patient receNes. 
•Nat.ldagilt- The neu'Clcgist is usually CCX1Sdted by the attenclng physician 
when netrdcgical prcblerns are Slmpeded. The net.IOiogist CXI"f1)letes a 
netrdcgical evaluation focusing on crariall'lef'WIS imervating swallow-related 
rn.sculature. He/she also c:lagnoses netrdogical cis eases wtich may present \IVith 
dysphagic sya1 poms such as stroke or Parkinson's Cis ease. 
-Gasla0i!i1111etdcUsl- The gastroenterologist may CCJI'Il)lete evaluation of the 
swallowing process to rule out esophageal involvement such as strictures, cancer, 
esphagitis, etc. Esophageal dysphagia is managed with various treab 1 aent 
modalities including dilation, anti-reflux therapy and surgery (Biiott, 1988). 
~- The psychologist may assess the patient to determine if 
psychofogical factors, such as anxiety, is contributing to the swaiiONing problem. 
Treab 1 ent is provided ¥lhere appropriate and written documentation of the 
assessment and patient's progress is provided to the physicians and dysphagia 
team rna tlbers. 
•Aa 1 iaby 11wapilt (RT) - The Rr provides infarrnatia1 related to respiratory 
cfisaders, tracheostarny UJes and their usellin:tian, diOice d tracheostomy ume, 
and use d tlb!s du'ing feeclngs. He/she may anUt \1rith the physician regardng 
removal d the tLme and may dew!lop strategies far feeclng patients who reqtire 
ventilator a lppOI'l The Rr may provide insight into 1he <XI asequences d aspiration. 
•Socia' VVGrl.-- The Social V\bker may provide CXlU1Selling to the patient ard/rx 
fanily to assist them in cqing with the swallowing dsan:fer and appropriate 
management She may help them make iel=ormed chaices as to rranagement 
decisions. He/she may also be invaNed VYith helping the patient secue financial 
resoi.I'CeS if long-term a 1tera1 rlllrilion is reqtired. 
-Garu*'Vsl- If the patiert is old ard/cr prognosis is poor, the gerontologist may 
help the patient fanily menlbers ni team decide an the most apprapriate 
management (eg. if safe aa1 feeclng is nat possible, does the patiert continue vvith 
oral feeds and risk aspiration or do they begin enteral nulriticn?) 
•Phannlc:ilt- The Pharmacist revieNs the patient's mecicatian profile and provides 
expertise on potential drug interactions and their efrect on swallouving ability or 
xerostonia If the patient is llllble to swallow mecications, alternatNe fcml.llations 
of drugs (e.g. tablet, capsUe, liqt.id) and methods d adrriristraticn (e.g. IV, NG 
tube, etc.) may be Slggested. lhe Pharmacist may also provide reeD I I I enclations 
for alternative drug therapy where a patient's a.JTent n aicatiCln (e.g .. duretics, 
anticlepressanls) has a negative in !paCt on swalk:wlring ability. 
--The dclaryngclogist evaluates the anatorrical structu"e d the 
head and neck as well ccnducts a neuraphysialagic assessment c:l the larynx and 
pharynx. The <*Jiaryngolcgist may also CXX11*te swallaNing assessments using 
various techniques and swgically intervene where appropriate {Koch, 1993). 
•Rallalagist - The raciologist CXJnCiucts the Moclfied BariLm 9Nallo.v with the ST 
and is usually responsible far patient's well-being cUing the procaire. If 
aspiration occurs duing the study, the raciclogist suctions and mecically manages 
the problem where appropriate. The raciclogist and ST ccna.r as to the presence 
or absence d peneCratianlaspiration as well as any structtnl defect observed. The 
radiologist nay provide Mitten doa.mentatian d the resUts d the fiBS. 
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Vadala Diet Telllns and Fluid ft4kdir:alba b D)splagia 
ecan 1p1es r:1 Foods Cl'l the ~I I IU1 Nm1es Used RaliOI ale for 
[)ysphaga Meru to Desaibe the TeclueiFie.id 
Texb.lelfllid Level Mocllicatia'l 
Pfft8d All feed is pned llultlrJI<Shce (1993): ~
to a atiOCih. ltn1)-fi'ee ~F\ned dysftJ1dicn, poor bolus 
CDlSistency Witt faods 1hat Bl~ It ill (:1993): anal, rediiCed cral 
easily farm a bolus.. Foods F\ned {'Asa&ty transit, delayed aNBia¥l 
teciU'es CR holt10ge118CUS. Levels vary) reflex, irrt:J&ired 
Plnes rray be ttid< rr lin 1lick Pane= 2IXDt- qJ6 rrasticalicn, rediiCed 
depa dng an the patierts Tlin Pt.t-= aoo-zm qJ6 pharyngeal peristasis, 
SllSdfic problem 1lick Fkid= 250-800 q,s in-pod lip and tangLe Pag(j993) Exarrpes: cxlllral, edenbJous cnl Stage Ole clet F\ned stnined meats, cavity 
pueed casseroles, 
vegetables, fi1its, SI'Rd1 Usually Mh ttis ciet, 
CXlOked cereas, pudclngs, the patiert also 
SITilOth yagut reql.ires liqtid cr 
aushed rneclcations 
(Martin. 1991) 
~Sdl lte&twJKehce (1993); vertical dlewing, nild-
~I food is either pueed, Brt1ken into t\W mxlelate ~nnents 
rrina!d or~- categcries: ~a in oral-pharyngeal 
Ex;lrpes: Pdvancaf F\ned a1d fln:tion; eder'lltJcus 
F\ned, ~(X ctlcpped Ojspt1iQa Mecta ical oral cavity 
meats Mil fTtNY, pned Soft 
fnits and vegetables cr ~It II. (l91J): 
soft, moist fi'Lits; nay cr MnoediOlopped 
ITBY ra include bread ~(1993) 
Stage TWl (incllded 
soft breads and rmist 
cakes) 
Madaticlll sat Food "Tlelher.IKshoe (:1993): nild cleficils in aal 
mJSt be Olhesive, bolus Mecharical Soft transit, dea.aas ed 
fcming, mist, and net fall ~et. (:1993): rrbJiy dlewi~. poor 
apcn in the mUh. ~Soft derlal status. rririnal 
Exalt pes: ~(:1993) to nild deficits in aal-
gra.nt, d1opped or well- Stage Three pharyngeal fln:tion 
CXlOked meats \\flh 'IfNI, Stage Feu (inclu:ted all 
ca i18d fiUts and faods in Stage Ttlee 
vegetables, includes salt plus faods Wth salids 
bleeds, ooltage dleese, and liqlids tcgethel 
dry cereal softelled in nilk [eg. vag. SOl4J] ard 
emlded «v breads, 
totVl meat cxm. rice, 
and apples) 
RerJiar Pardoe (1993) swallo.v ability returned 
Stage FIVe to noorel 
Net:laJc.Hdal8d Fl&lrls O:Gn (l9QO) rediiCSd lingual a:nrcl; 
includes ic2 aeam. whidl Mecil.ln ttick liqlids: rediiCSd tirwllf 
v.nen melted has a nect2r CXI asister LY, prdection;reci ICed oral 
vismsity sim-.. to nect2r to I raJo jUce, ttiCk awEielleSS 
aean ~. l:dtenrilk. 
ie2aeam 
Htll.'**"'-1 ... ~(399.1) rediiCed lingual a:nrcl; 
1lid< Rl.ids: alllicPds redl DJd tifWII/ 
I'd dassified as a ttin ptAedion;rect ad oral 
liqLicilnaLdes mlk. ant awaa ess 
jtice rtt drs s;fied as a 
ttin liqLid, sherbet. ice 
aeam 
o.Gara (l&aJ) 
1lid< Fllids: honey 
CD1SiSter1ty ftLids, 
gelatin, hat cereal, 
pudcii1J Nth rrilk added 
Tfin Bids includes jello 811dlll (jQQ3) 
whidl 'IAlen melted is a Tt1n Alids: water; 
ttin liqlid jliees tnmer than 
pine&ppe; olher ttin 
licJids except getatin 
desserls 
Q.Gara (jSSO) 
Tl'in Rtids:SA* jlice, 
water, pneapple, 
001 ge, rrilk. a:Jffee, 
brolh 
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Office of Research and Graduate Studies CMedicinel 
Faculty of Medicine. The Health Sciences Centre 
2S November 1994 
TO: Ms. Kim Butt-Chedore 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
Dr. Vema M. Skanes, Assistant Dean, 
Research and Graduate Studies (Medicine) 
Application to the Human Investi&ation Committee ftlt.93 
The Human Investigation Committee of the Faculty of Medicine has reviewed your proposal for 
the study entitled "The Prevalence or Dysphagia in a NursiJI& Rome Population". 
Full approval has been granted from point of view of ethics as defined in the terms of reference 
of this Faculty Committee. 
It will be your mgonsibiUtv to seek llf("5'D IRProval from the bospitalfs) wbmio the 
inve.\tication wiD be conducted. 
Notwithstanding the approval of the RIC, tbe primary responsibility for the ethical conduct of 
the investigation remains with you. 
Vema M. Skanes: Ph.D. 
Assistant Dean 
cc Dr .. K.M.W. Keough, Vice-President (Research) 
Dr.. Robin Moore-Orr, Supervisor 
St. }obn"s, NewfoundLand. Can~d.t AlB 3V6 • Tel.: t709l 737-tJ762 • Telex: 016-4101 
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The Prevalence of Dysphagia in a Long-Tenn Care Facility 
Primary Investigator: Kim Butt-Chedore 
Liability Disclaimer Sh!tmmt 
Yotr signaHe on dlis fono iDIIafls that you lllve IDietstuod fD yotr salisfdoo the 
infoJIDIItion npcLc fbe pdcipation of IIJyles-r..oai Coqllex in tis RSeEh 
~M~ject ..t ... fD lllve que:stiolalilts filled a by NIDiag Stair OD • IISideals who 
meet the iadmion eritelia for1be study. You also &glee *» the co....-. of dat _.. 
on all RSidenB wbo meet die iud1Bion aifeda for the study. In .., way does tlis waive 
your legal tigbB •r tete.e lie ilwestigalor fmm ber legal_. JRfessional 
respomililmes. 
I, the undersigned, agree to the 
participation of Hoyles-E.qr.nni Complex residents in the research study desmbed 
Any questions have been answered and I understand what is involved in the study. I 
realize that participation is voluntary and that there is no guarantee that I will benefit ftom 
my involvement. I acknowledge that a copy of this form bas been given to me. 
(Signature of Chair of Ethic Board ) (Date) 
(Witness Signature) (Date) 
To be sigml Ia' invcsfiri'Dr 
To the best of my ability I have fully explained to Mrs. Pamela Elliott, as a representative 
for the Ethics Board at Hoyles-F.scasoni Complex, the nature of this research study. I 
have invited questions and provided answers. I believe that Mrs. Elliott understands the 
implications and voluntary nature of the study. 
(Signature of Investigator) (Date) 
Phone Number: 747-4460 (home, after 5 pm) 
737-7(1)4 (work, between 9am and 4pm) 
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CHART REvlEW FORM ( for pericxt fTom August 01,1994 to February 28, 1995) snJDY MME't 
NR= cloclmH1Ialian in ctat slzltfJY, variable ra addi au ad 
~~s~: MCP#. __________________________ __ 
008: Sex: M o F o 
Pge: <25o 25-340 35-440 45-540 5&64 c ~740 75-84 o 85.94 a ~ 104 a ~ 104 a 
Qed, Death due to:--------Date of Pdrrission: (l'l.lriler d yearslrncnlhs): __ 
Primary Oa.J10Sis (If 0/Aspecify site rllesion): -------------------
Asc;rriated B'oblem Ust (cpdtiql& related to ejlher 
rralnubjtiqlljrp1pq • rUrjtiqt dftdaljqt <I' CWtllia) PIC l' • pi ttegy 
Mecficatjon Ust Max. #of mads taken at ore tirre ctring the study period: __ 
~etliilbl AllfpiJc:hdlrsYES CJ NO:J Type: 
Iron : YES o NO:J Type: TCM: YES c NCXJ Type: 
812 : YES D NCl:l A*ld&gii:EYES D N0:J Type: 
1\h.Jltivits: YES CJ NO:J Type: Qher: refer to list 
calciliTt YES o NO:J Type:. _____ _ 
Folic ,Add: YES Cl NO:J 
Other Warrins: Type: ___ _ 
Dysphaga Documented: YES a NO::J By 'lllom? DR o Rao Ntneo 01'tl P7tJ aher: ------
Degree of Dysp/laga: Mid o Mxaate Cl Severe CJ 
I. fERJNG STAniS 
A ftlef•al fn .... JB tft*t(t 
chokingo 
droolingo 
gurgly voice after drinkingleating:J 
coughingo 
absent swallOI£1 
reduca:J gag refleG:J 
pocketing of foodD 
food spillirg oot of rrDJth 0 
subjective patient ~aintt:J 
trouble drinkirg fll.idsD 
Difficulty S\vallotMng AtJ(E YES o NO:J NR o 
B. Qrir:al Data: 
Height an in Nat recorded CJ 
food residue in rroJto 
spittirg::J 
ecressiYe ard'cr tnck saliva o 
nasal/oral~ 0 
refusal to eatN.a1t open rroJto 
IIJtl) in ttroat feeli11J] 
chest pan v.t1en avallaMng o 
meal time > 25 rrin. cr meals la1ger than nornalo 
dysarttlia (slwred speed'I)CJ 
We. ('Afthin last year): kg lbs ~ CJ {Date: ---~-_, 
Present W. : kg lbs NR Cl 
\t"kight Lasso Gaino RuctuatingcJ StableCJ Ant.: W<Wrm 
Skin lntegrtty: 
Preset'109 of Dea.Dtus Ucers: YES o NO CJ NR o 
Skin Intact?: Yes (Firm'Good)O No (skin breakdcMn)D N. Risk for breakdcMnJ 
Faaors Affedi'l3 Fnrx11ntake· 
CHEWNG llffiaity?: YES CJ 00 Cl NR D N/A Q.e on tUJe feeds) fiJ 
NAUSEA: Yo No NR o VCMllNG: Yo ~ NR dl1 (reoord )98 only if nausealvorriti~3days at a time) 
Resident COf'Tl)taints of Not Hll1gry Yo NO NR o 
Vision: Adequate/Normal o Poor o Blindo Hearing: Pdequate/Normal o Poor o OeafO 
c. Dietary- pe.;erq; m lllf« Pt•¥i4i m 
Regularo Uquids ony D (Full flt.ids D Oear fh.ids D) 
NPO o llick or Ttin UqUds?: llick o Thn o Nectar Consistency o Not Spec:ifiedo 
Mechanical Soft o Thck Alids reca 1 • 1 a dad? YES o NCVNR o Date Reason: By? 
MncsjD Thden Fll.ids adered? YES 0 NOD ~ CJ Date Reason: ----
PureedD 
Therapeutic (spedfy): -------D. Alan..,.,..., ... ..,..,..,_.*no•• 
None o NutritiCX111 ~? YES c NO c 
TPN o PPN o ENTERAL C1 (specify: N3 o, G tiJle CJ , J tU:Je a, Oher: -----~ 
E r · , .. ,.,.s •a 
ASUTY TO EAT: lelel1 (No assisfalm) 0 Level 2 (Patiai.Assisfa ICe) CJ lJM!I 3 (Teal ~o 
Has to be suclal al cbfiV faa:t v m occasia'l c ti'eqLienfy CJ not mentia1ecl in ctat o 
Special utensils recprecl Yes o NO c ~ o 
Feetlng 
Independent o 
lndepelldent v.flh physical aids in place c 
Requires ~al (1 person to positior\ place, or prepare) but feeds self o 
Needs 1 person assistar m Wlh some asp!Cts CJ 
Needs total assista m d 1 person Qiql.ids R solids) CJ 
Fed Wth assistance (nat specified) Cl 
HYDRATION Status: .Pdequate CJ Inadequate D 
Has to be encxuaged to eat/ctir* o 
NOD 
Reports a EatingfAppetite: Poor o Faro GoocUNorrnllo Very GcxxD em~en~e NR o (well::good) 
Reports of llinkitVflLid Intake: Poor Cl Fairo GoocUNorrTBI o Very GcxxD ecceJiene NR o 
F. 
G. ~· CXIII···· ...... w•,s'Z¢11 ..... s spedsd aspiralian (1)0 s &peaed pramr;a (2)0 
A5piratioo Pneun:Jria (3)c Respiratory cistress(4)Cl 
Upper Respiratay Tract Infection (5)0 GE Reflux (6)0 
Dehydration (7)o Maii'Uritia1(8)CJ 
lnadeq. Qallntake d food rx ftuids(9)CJ lnaeasecf T~ >3 days (10)0 
Cougestion {11)0 Oher(12). ______ _ 
0a1 Feecing cisaJntins:l Yes c No a NRc 
If yes, spedfy reasa11'1111Jer (eg. 6 =reflux): __ _ 
II. INTER\IENDON 
Indicate YA1om was consUted fer swalloM'lJ prcblems: ROt o OTtJ IX Cl <lherCJ -------
'Nne reoot I I I e1 Kjed ttis CX11S1Jt?: fUse CJ ROt CJ 0TCJ 0" D Qherc CJher details: 
Bedside swaJICM1ng assessment CXI11Jietecf?: YES CJ NO a ResUts: Mk:O MJdel ateo SeYere o NoDisf:lhagiao 
1\A:xfrfied Barilm swallo.v oorrpated?: YES D NO D ResUts: Mlde ModetatelJ Severe CJ No DJsphagia D 
Fanily teaching: YES c NQJ 9J Yhm. _____ _ 
Feeding instructioos posted ex placed in chart YES CJ NOJ ~ Yllont. ___ _ 
Ill. OTHER INFQ 
ftS ANALYSED BY RESEARCHER: 
DYSPHAGIA PRESENT o DYSPHAGIA ABSENT o Mldo ModerateD Severe o 
AA:adx 11: 
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Dysphagia, or swalloNing problems, in the elderly population can ha\18 detrimental 
effects on the CNaall health status. Djsphagia can cause decreased nutritional 
status, possibly lead to aspiration pneuiTDI'lia, can negatNely effect psychological 
health and lead to ina eased rmrbidty and natality. There is also increased cnst 
to the health care system due to ina eased hospitalizations, excessNe food 
wastage, and nursing time re:essary for either assislance \'1111 meals or perfon1 ing 
total feeds. 
It is of great i~ that patients with eating problems be identified. This is 
necessary so that, in the future, 0011 pehensNe programs may be developed to aid 
in the maintenance of optimal health status by prormting adequate nutrition and by 
prormting greater i-for residents during meal times. 
Please take a few ninutes to fill out the fcllolling questionnaire on the assigned 
resident(s). All questionnaires remain in the strictest of ccnfidentiality. 
Nale: Ttis qiEatiai...n al1cUd be CCIIP*d by N&nirV SlaffVII10 haw Wlft8d 
vWth h raaidanl: far no lal8 than Cl18 nu•• 
Residenfs name: ---------
Resident's MCP nurrber: _ _,_j/r....--.-./--'-1 __ 
Study nurriler. ___ (to be filled in by investigator) 
The bottom portion of this page \viii be rermved by the investigator and stored in a 
secure place. 
Eatir8 PnHeac Q Cnaia 
Stutf run.: ___ (to be filled in by investigator) 
How long haw you cared for this patient? (please indicate in nurriler of nmths) _ 
1. Does this resident self-feed (i.e. feed him or herself)? 
yes CJ no o cxx:asionally o unsure o 
2. Does this resident eat in the dining rcom? 
yes CJ no o occasionally o unsure o 
3. Does this resident require aaaislanaa at meal time? 
yes o no o occasionally o unsure o 
If NO, go m a 1allian • &. 
4. If this resident does require assistance, please check ( ) the tam of assistance 
mast fiaql8nlly required: 
a. Positioning o 
b. Tray set up D 
c. Special utensils needed o 
d. Needs oonstant supervision but does not need to be fed o 
e. Needs oo:asional supervision but does not need to fed o 
f. M.lst be fed [J 
g. Olher (please be specific) 
5. If this resident nut be fed, approximately hall rruch time is spent feeding this 
resident per meal (exdude time for positioning, tray set up, etc.)? Please check ( ) 
the one that best applies. 
a. 0-15 rrinutes Cl 
b. 16-25 rrinutes [J 
c. 26-35 ninutes o 
d. 3645 rrinutes o 
e. rmre than 45 rrinutes o 
6. Does this resident delr oostrate any of the following? Please check ( ) only 
those that are applicable. 
a. not alert enough to eat 0 
b. reftlses food during meal times (e.g. will not 
open rmuth, turns head, etc.) o 
C. does not altei I~ to self feed but aa:ap& fcod 0 
7. Does this patient delr awdrate any d the folloMng when eating? Please 
check ( ) al of those that are applicable. 
a. choking CJ i. food residue in the rmuth o 
b. drooling [J j. spitting 0 
c. gurgly voice o k. excessNe or thick saliva o 
d. ooughing CJ I. nasal or oral reguigitation o 
e. absent swallow o m refusal to eat o 
f. reduced gag reflex o n. feeling of a IUftl) in throat o 
g. pocketing of food in cheei(S o o. chest pain when swalloMng o 
h. food spills out of mJUth o p. don't knovv (can't obseNe) o 
8. Does the resident have any present diet rmdifications? Please check ( ) only 
one. 
a. no diet rmdifications o 
b. NPO (nothing by rmuth) o 
c. mechanical soft [J 
d.n1nced 0 
apu~ o 
f. full fluids only Cl 
f. dear fluids only o 
9. Does this resident require ticlcatat fluids? 
yes o no o occasionally o unsure a 
If yes, please indicate the reason YJhy this resident requires thickened fluids (Be 
~~=--------------------------------------------If you do not know YJhy this resident requires thickened fluids, check here: o 
10. Does this resident receive nutritional supplements such as Ensure, Boost, 
Nutren, etc.? 
yesO noo 
11. Has this resident required alternate nutritional support in tilt past six mDii ••? 
NOTE: ttis allanata rUrilicnd ·~nut ba ralalad m h n~lidarls inablity m 
eat fbada aaly and NOT ralalad m sugary. Please check ( ) the applicable 
feeding support 
0 
0 
[J 
0 
0 
12. In your opinion, has this patient lost \\eight in the past six IIDitfls? 
yes o no o unsure o If YES, Indicate tp.y rDJCh weight 
was lost ~Sibs 0 6-10 lbs D 11-15 lbs D 16-20 lbs D > 20 lbs D 
13. Did this resident have a tistay d dehydration, within the past 6 rna 1llas? 
yes o noD 
14. Do any d the following exist? Please check ( ) only those that are applicabfe. 
a chronic upper respiratay tract infections a 
b. slurred or labcued speech o 
c. past history d aspiration pnell1'10nia o 
15. In your opinim, does this resident have a swallouving problem? 
yeso noa 
16. If YES, would you classify this swallowing problem as: 
a.ni~ o 
~~ 0 
or c. severe o 
17. Have you received any training specifically on DJsphagia? 
yeso noo 
If yes, please specify how this training was obtained: 
a inservices at Hcytes-Escasoni o 
b. course work (uriversity, rusing school, etc.) o 
c. work ecperience 0 d. other: ____________ _ 
Additional Conments or observations: 
Thank you very nu:h tbr yoLI' tim and etbt The I8SIAs cl tis sludy ~ be made 
available tD rusing staff as soan as PJ s 3 e. 
Appencfoc 12: 
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Mal "**Vi 
lnstitutiql SdzT<miSt qert &'sctim 
A pil« study was canducted in Febnay, 1994 in an instib.itian sinilar to the institutia'1 
in the main study. Consent to ccnduct the study and have access to the residenfs 
charts was obtained fran the Director d tbsing. There were 1416 residents (15 
males, 131 females) in the institution, however my 28 patients (1SO/O) met the 
inclusion aiteria far the study (refer to inclusion aiteria for rn:in study). Twenty d 
these were ra~ldam'y selected as SIJ)jeds, via names being chrM'I fi'om a hat 
Cuesticmaires were filled out by rusing staff who fed the patients. These were either 
registered ruses (RNs) or registered rusing assistanls (RNAs). The main goals rl 
the pilot study was to petest the questionnaire for ra:dabiUty and ccntent; the 
operational definition d dysphagia far acancy; and the dart aucit fcnn far content 
and usefulness. fUsing staff were invited to provide mn 11 ads on the layout and 
~lily d the questiomaire. 
OuestiqJnajre and Qat Audjt Design· Refer to ~n Study 
Qgeratiqlal [)efinjtjqJs 
The operational definition d clysphaga for the pilot study is outlined beloN: 
Dysphagia was considered to exist if the resident met one rl three aiteria: 
I. The resident had at any one problem in the oral « pharyngeal stage d 
swallowing that affected the ability to feed or be fed orally (e.g. reported signs 
a choking, drooling, inability to ODrll)lete an atten lpted swallo.v) 
ii. There was a history of aspiration pneurmnia with a dagnosis d a 
neutrTIJSCUiar disease 
or iii. Djsphagia was documented in the dlart by the physician, cietitian, nurse, or 
oca lflllional therapist 
Dysphagia was dassified as being rrild, naterate or severe based an the fclle7Mng 
associated ODrll)lications or c:cnditicns. 
Mid Dyspha{jB'. 
The subject 
• had at least one problem in the oral or pharyngeal stage d swaiiONing that 
affected the ability to feed or be fed orally 
• presented with or without \Wight toss 
• was on pureed, mechanical soft, or some other texture/fluid modification 
Moderate Dyspha(ia: 
The subject 
• had at least one problem in the oral or pharyngeal stage of swaiiONing that 
atreded the ability to feed or be fed orally 
• presented with cr withcxt weight loss 
• was en pweed, mechanical salt. ar some olher texb.nllllid mocification 
• had a I"'EUCCrRJSa.W cis ease .wJk:l det'rp'alion 
Sevete /Jysphafja: 
The sc.mject 
• had at least one problem in the oral or ~ stage d swalloMng that 
atredld the ability to feed « be fed orally 
• presented with or without ·;aght tess 
• was an pu'88d, mechanical soft, « scme dher telctu'eiiiLid mocification 
• had a I"'EUCCrRJSa.W cis ease an:Jirx clel1ychlon 
• required ta1a1 alteral nutrition (TEN) or taal paenteral nubition (TPN) tnJ/rx 
suctioning d food or ftLids seca~ldary to clysphiQa 
In arrtiguaus ca,es, a- paiiiOiagist was CXJnSUted to review each 
individual sc.mject file. 
ReaUis d Plat SUtt 
There were a total cl20 subjects (19 Fernalesl1 l'Aale) wilh a mean age rl92 years. 
The age cistribution, as outlined in Table 7.1, indcates that SOOA. cl subjects were 
bmx'Jeen the ages cl75 and 94 with apprOXimately ane-ttin:l d the subjeds 95 years 
of age rx older. Sbd.y percent c:l subjeds had possible dysphagia and there were 4()010 
of subjects \tUilhout arPf identifiable signs d dysphagia Table 7.1 outlines the 
distribution c:l those \\flh dysphagia in each age 9f'OI.4J. tasing staff irdcated that 
only 10010 (n=2) d subjects had a swallowing prablem. and that 65% (n=13) r:lsti1jects 
did rd have a swallowing problem (this was net recarded fer fNe patients). 
Table 7.1: flGe Group Distribution a1d Fl'f!C1U81C'/ d D/SPhagia (PilcX Study) 
AgaGroup Frequencyd Percalfage d Fraquenc.y d Pen:elllage d 
[In yea) &tJja:Sin. Stqects in Aoe QtJja:SMh Stqects with 
Group (N=20) Group DJsphagia Dysphagia 
(n=12) 
65-74 1 5% 1 8.3% 
75-84 4 2QDA. 2 16.7010 
85-94 8 4()010 4 33.3% 
95-104 4 20010 3 25.0010 
> 104 3 15% 2 16."?010 
Using the operational definitions as incicated, three-quarters c:l the subjeds (n=9) with 
dysphagia were dassified as having mild dysphagia Ytrith the remaining subjects having 
moderate (n=2) or sewere ~ (n=1). Three-quarters dthese subjects were also 
on oral nutritional -· with 42'1{, d those with dysphagia having lost 
weight a those \fUithcut dysphagia, my 25°,{, lost weigl t (refer to table 7.2). Length 
d time reqlired far feedng saqects with dysphagia was nat recarded for twl>thirds d 
the a.qeds. For three .qed~ it toak between 0 and 15 nil"'..tes and far one a.qect 
it took betw'e en 16 and 25 ninJtes. Table 7.3 outlines the I'IID!Ssary assislal tee at 
meal time for those a.qeas with dysphagia 01ly one SLtJject reqUred ta1a1 assistana! 
wilh feecing. V\lh respect to ciet, my 5 a.qeds were crt a texb.le rnaclfied det as 
inclcated in table 7.4. 
Table 7.2:. V\A!igtt SlatLB: DJsphagic vs. - Subjects 
DJsphagic Non-DJaphagic 
Subjects (n=12) Subjects (n=8) 
{paRaltaga) {paRattage) 
Those with 5(42%) 2(25%) 
raported --loss 
Those \IIIith no 3 (25%) 6(75%) 
weight loss 
Those in which 2{16.7%) 0 
the Nurse was 
unsure I weQ1t 
was lost or gained 
V\Wght stalUs Not 2 (16.7%) 0 
Recortled 
Table 7.3: Form d Feeding Assistauce Reqtired for &qects 'Nitti Cysphagia 
Fonn d Feecing Hsistaa Frequency 
ReqLired (n=12) 
Requires tray set up 3 
Reqlires or;;r.asianal 1 
supervfsiCJn but does not 
need to be feed 
Reqlires paailioling and 1 
feecing 
ReqUres pasiliolli 111 and 2 
tray setup 
Reql.ires politiol ling. tray 1 
set up a1d special utensils 
Requires enteral feeds 1 
NotRemrded 3 
Table 7.4: Diet Texb.e Modifications far Subjects with Mid, Moderate or Severe 
Ojsphagia 
Food Texllle Mid Model ate Sewre Ruid Mid Model ate Severe 
(n=9) (n=2) {n=1) CaasistaiCY {n=9) (n=2) (ns1) 
No texiLie 2 1 RsgWar fluids 2 1 
nDifialtion 
Madalic:al 1 O:casional 1 1 
Soil ttic*ellld fluids 
r.tnc:ed 1 1hic:kened 3 
fluids all the 
tine 
Pureed 3 1 .... LnU'8 if 1 
saqa:ton 
1hicka at fluids 
Not Remrded 2 1 Net Rea:lfded 2 1 
(Uject (Uject 
tube tube 
feed) feed) 
After COI11lleticn d the pilot study the folloMng challgE!S were made far the main study: 
a question regardng arnrx.n d weight loss and a place to incicate the date d 
CCX1l)letian cl the questionnaire was added to the rusing questionnaire; it was decided 
to review the chart for the six rnaltf1 period preceding CCI'fllletion r:l the questionnaire; 
and questions were added to the chart audit form which included use d 
vitaninlrrineral suppementation, use cl antichclinergic, antipsychotic, and tricyclic 
antidepressant medcations, reports cl visual problems, a'1d reports cl medical 
problems semndary to possible dysphagia. 
It was decided that despite the fact that many data were nat r8CXll'ded in the charts, the 
main study was still feasible since the pilot study does irdcate there are significant 
problems with swaiiO'IJing in long term care residents. 
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~~atzl£s • !Escasani <t!nmplex 
NURSING CARE FLOWSHEET 
Resident's name: ___________________ _ MontWYear. __________________________ _ 
File Number:---------------------
l 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 ll l2 13 14 15 
AM care as per care Dian 
~ HS care as oer care Dian ~ Bath (8) shower (S) bedbalh <BBl i 
c Shamooo CS) Hairdresser <H> ; :: 
- Nail care I 
Shave 
:; z Bladder function N z 
> 
c voided (V). not voided (0) D : i:: 
<: incontinent c I) 
~ ~ Bowel Function ~ 
< :;j nonnal CN). diarrhea (0) D I c U.l 
5 No bm COl. consliDated CC) ; 
Meals 8 : ~ ~ ;::) full (F). panial (P} D I z 
2 fluids CFLl. refused CR) s i I t :c Ambulation as per care D I :::;: 
< < olan N ! 
Sleep Cif not nonnal) l 
:J noisy CN) tl:l 
restless CR). wanderin2 CW) i 
Hearim~ Aid ; 
z I 
w Eve~:!! asses 
tl:l 
Dentures 
Dialysis I I 
Catheter Care 
I 
Tracheostomy care 
Ostomvcare 
en tube feeding 0 
w 
w 
z 
...J 
< 
0 
w 
c. 
en 
Dressin2 I 
Skin Care 
Skin Intact N 
Y -yes N -no D 
AR- At Risk 
>- Bed rails ~ Restraints N ~ 
< Mitts (M). pelvic CP) D (/'! 
Bodv holder( B) I I : 
l 16 i 17 i It( 19 :!0 :!J J ..,., I ,~ :;~ I :5 L ::!6 '!7 :s I :!9 I JO : 31 -- __ , I 
I AM care as per care plan i I ' I i 1 ! ... HS care as per care plan I I j I i l 
I ~ Barh (81 shower CS) bcdbalh eBB I I l 
: \;; Shampoo ( S l Hairdresser CH) 1 >-
- Nail care ! 
~ Shave 
·- Bladder function N ·~ z ..... 
voided (V). not voided (0) D I > ~ 
~ ~ incontinent (() ! 
·-·~ z Bowel Function 
·= ~ ·~ normal eN>. diarrhea CD) D : 
:::: 
~ No bm !Ot. constioared <C) I 
~ ...... Meals B I ~ I !;:= ~ full CF). panial CP) D I != z 
:> fluids cFLl. refused (R) s i 
·-
.... Ambulation as per care D 't '. ~ 
:< < plan N : t 
I 
Sleep <if not nonnal) ! l ,. i l ~ noisy (N) 
I Vl ! 
I restless CR>. wandering_(_W) 
I 
HearinJ.!Aid : 
z Eyeglasses ! t.:J 
Vl t Dentures I 
Dialysis 
Catheter Care : 
Tracheostomy care i 
I 
Ostomy care J 
cr. tube feeding ' Q I 
t.1l 
:.:.: 
z I : 
, 
< i c:; 
1 t:J 
c.. 
Cl) I 
Dressing ! 
j 
I 
Skin Care 
Skin Intact N 
Y- yes N- no D I 
AR- At Risk. 
>- Bedrails !-
t.1l Restraints N ~ 
< Mitts (M). pelvic (P) D Cl) 
Body holde!(B l t 
INIT I SIGNATURE INIT I SIGNATURE INITJ SIGNATURE INIT I SIGNATURE 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
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Ad:~al As Ills 
Table k. Frequencies d Signs and ~oms of SNaiiCMing lfT1llirment in 
Subjeds Wth and \\flhout DtsPhagia (N=193) 
SIIJI ... « S)iiii*ill d CMrlll D)ap .. ~· ~Vabt a·a~•-a h,..,. .. .,. ~ .... Pl ...... (Na113) (1111105) (...aB) 
D'aafing 18 0 18 <0.CXX)1 
Padeting Food in 01eeks 14 0 14 ~.CXX)1 
Food Spilling tan~ 22 1 21 <O.a:xl1 
TraUlle Dinking RLids 7 0 7 0.0036 
Food Rssici e in M:Uh after 20 0 20 <O.a:xl1 
SNalkMing 
Spitti~ 10 0 10 o.am 
Extess Saliva 9 0 9 O.CXXJT 
01oki~ 42 1 41 <().(XX)1 
GurJyVoiC2 11 0 11 O.CDE 
Cou!jirg 36 1 35 <O.CXX>1 
~SNaiiON 7 0 7 0.003 
Reci ICSd Gag Reflex 15 0 15 <O.CXX>1 
NasaiiQal Reguitaticn 5 0 5 0.0185 
Sucticring rl Saliva/Food 4 1 3 o.24n 
ReqLired clrif9'after Meals 
&qectiYe Patiert Cclr118rt 7 0 7 0.0035 
c:l ciffia.fty SV'IalloMng 
DflicUty SNaiiOIAng Meds 6 2 4 0.262 
Refusal to cat 24 3 21 <0.CXX)1 
~ in Th"oat Feeling 2 0 2 0.20S6 
Olest Pcin \\f1en &.va~ng 1 0 1 0.45Sl 
Meal Tlrre >25 rrin. or 9 0 9 OJXXl7 
meals take longer tf'a1 
ncrnal 
Ojsarthia (SIUTed Speedl) 15 1 14 o.cxm 
&qed not t-Ulgry 4 3 1 0.3797 
Eating has to be 37 18 19 0.4343 
Ercouraged 
Table B : Frequencies of 0/SPhagia Acccrding to Various Past Medical 
Hstory or Diagnosis 
IJispllll «Past Ma 118 0Niiiigll ~agil Peanlllgl 
ltllary Al8art PI18Mit afSI .... 
.. 
~ ... 
P3)dialrie tl& 8 
,oQheimers Dsease 30 33 52% 
Qg;wic Bnin Syl Dale* 1 4 8)% 
DerneniaiSenlity 14 14 50% 
DepessiCI1 17 9 35% 
Qher Psydialric Illness 5 8 62% 
Nil mcgc Dsar.dfi 
Cerel:rovascUir Aa:idel Its 18 16 4?0,{, 
Parkinson's Dnase* 2 2 50% 
Mjasteria G-eMs 0 9 1000,{, 
Caeb-a Palsey 6 4 4()0,{, 
Head ll'jlfY 6 4 4()0,{, 
Epilepsy 6 2 25% 
Wtiple Sdercsis* 2 1 33% 
abe[ 
Fradlnd Hp 15 8 35% 
Pneumria 5 4 44% 
Aspiration A1etlmrla* 2 0 ()0,(, 
Seizu'es 11 7 Pk 
Dabetes 20 12 380,{, 
Hatal Hemia,GERD, Gastritis 7 5 42',{, 
Table C: Associated Problem Ust (conditions affecting malnutrition, 
dehydration, or dysphagia) 
Mid 1\biaate 
~ Dyspha9a 
at. 3 2 2 
Pl1enia 6 2 1 
Fractu"ed Hp 1 0 0 
Maii'Urition 2 1 1 
Dea lb llis lJcers 2 0 0 
Jlkahol Abuse 2 0 0 
CalaradsiGiaamt 1 1 1 
Dysb:ria 0 1 0 
~ 
Oiileoat a • itis o 0 1 
A1a.rraia 1 1 0 
Potential far Pnamria 0 0 1 
01clesystec:tcm 1 0 0 
Glt..KXJSe lntclela IOBIDabetes 1 0 0 
Hypertensia1 1 0 0 
0 1 
11 3 -sm 0 Lhinary Tract lrlectiC11 15 
'*'R'k9'2' 0/A 2 1 2 
Seizu'es, Epilepsy 6 7 2 
~s 0 1 1 
Globally 1"1)aired 4 4 0 
~l~uy 1 0 0 
fltMijcal 
~a 1 1 0 
Psydjatrjc 
Mental RetardatiCI1 0 0 0 
Dementia a 0 1 
Sc:tizaphrer1a 3 0 0 
~CI1 7 1 2 
Hatal Herria 5 2 1 
llverti~ar Dsease 1 1 0 
Clnl'ic Darrhea 9 2 2 
Emesis 4 2 3 
CalstipaticnOm'ic Laxative Use 19 30 18 
Dy, Sore, or Uloe1ated MUh 8 1 3 
Peptic lla!r 0 1 0 
Sore Th'oat 5 2 0 
Barrett's Esophagus 0 0 1 
Ojsphagia 0 1 0 
Severe 
D/SPha9a 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Table D: Past Mecfcal Hst and Pre . I 
--'IX Eil[g rl~· II 
Past Medcal Hstary No Mid Mxfetate Seae 
~ DlsPha ~a ~a 
~a 
aher 5T 0 0 0 
Anenia 18 8 4 2 
FracbndHp 14 4 4 0 
Frac:llns 9 3 3 0 
MalrUritian 1 1 0 0 
~ 1 0 1 0 
OeaDtis lJcas 5 3 2 0 
~CXJhol~ 8 2 1 0 
cataac:lsiGiaDJrl'B 12 6 5 0 
DJsarhfa 0 1 0 0 
AnoreJcia 0 1 0 0 
CJlesity 2 3 0 0 
Fadal Paralysis 0 0 1 0 
Palypharynx 0 1 0 0 
Systerrjc~Me<ical 
Q5leoa II II itis 20 5 6 0 
Osteoporosis 6 4 3 0 
Pna.mria 5 1 3 0 
Aspiration A1a.m:ria 2 0 1 0 II 
Ololecystitis 11 0 3 0 
Glucx:JSe lntcleraneeiDabe 16 8 2 0 
Hypertensioo 18 11 8 1 
-sm 0 6 5 2 Uinary Tract lnfectioo 13 1 6 0 
Carar 6 5 4 0 
~~ NQnaN,BBaa-F,IHD,M 38 8 11 1 
Olroric Resf:iratory lnfectionslllstress 1 1 2 1 
Periperal vascu• asease 3 0 0 0 
Gout 2 1 0 1 
Olroric CJlstrudiYa LJI1g llsease 6 4 4 1 
~mlqical 
0/A 6 4 2 1 
Seizu'es. Epilepsy 17 4 4 1 
TLA:s 5 2 4 0 
Globally l~red 1 0 0 0 
Head lriLIY 1 1 0 0 
Frenal Labe or Qgaric Brain Sync11011e 0 0 2 0 
Oegel a alive Qretnl Problem 0 1 0 0 
Neu'al9a 1 0 0 0 
Parkinsons Dsease 0 0 1 0 
Myasthenia Gravis 0 9 0 0 
Hlrlti~Van's Disease 1 0 0 0 
f'Mical 
Paraplegia 4 0 1 0 
P&ydjabjc 
lVenlal Retadatia't 
Del ilel1ia,Serility 
Scnzqhaia 
Oepession 
Alzheinas Dsease 
ALDlcrric cr Dabetic Nell'cpathy 
Jacd) Qeulzfeld llsease 
Hatal Herria,GERD,Gastritis 
llYertiaJar Dsease 
lshenic Bowel Dsease 
Emesis 
ConstipatiaVHermnides 
Dy, Sore, or Ucaated 1\b.dh 
Peptic,fsophgeai,Gastric,[b)da a Uar 
Sore Th"oat 
Gastlectcnv,Gaslric &.gay 
Bowel CI:Jstruction, Clstcr1V, Resecticrl 
4 
5 
5 
14 
1 
2 
0 
7 
6 
0 
1 
5 
2 
6 
1 
2 
2 
0 
0 
3 
4 
7 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
1 
0 
0 
2 
4 
1 1 
2 0 
2 0 
1 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
4 0 
1 0 
0 0 
1 0 
2 0 
0 0 
4 3 
0 0 
1 1 
1 0 
2 2 
Table E: Distribution by Diet Texture Modifications and Level of Severity 
DJsphatja Regular Mectt Mnced FUeed Ful NFOor Nat Total 
Severity Soft ALids B1eral Recaded 
feeds 
Mid 5 3 21 18 1 0 1 49 
t.baale 8 5 10 8 2 0 1 34 
SeYere 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 5 
DJsphatja 60 2 23 1 0 1 18 105 
Pbsert 
Total 73 11 54 28 3 4 20 193 
dll uare= 201.73: aFLl. .\1!:111 y::c:( ~······ ••• .. .._...._.... .. sq '~ 
Table F: Frequency d Subjects in each Pelcentile of Inadequate Oral Intake 
Perael dage rl days FrequerlLV 
thouj1out slldy period (Pens ltage) d 
Wth inadeql ate aal sUJjeds in each 
intake(the residel t ratepy 
rrissed ~2 rt1l!8s per 
day or ate my 2-3 partial 
meals per day) 
5-9.9% 9(4.7%) 
10-14.9% 30 (15.SOA,) 
1S.19.goA, 49(25.4%) 
20-24.goA, 33 (17.1%) 
2&29.goA, 16 (8.30!0) 
30-34.go,{a 17 (8.8%) 
3&39.9DA, 8(4.1%) 
4().44_goA, 6 (3.1%) 
45-49.9DA. 0 
50-54.9D!O 4 (2.1°10) 
55-59_go,o 3 (1.Ef!O) 
6(}64_go,o 3 (1.Ef!O) 
65-69.9'10 3 (1.EfA,) 
70-7 4.9D!O 2 (1.00.4) 
75-79.gol0 0 
8().84_go,{, 1 (0.5%) 
85-89.9'10 0 
90-94.go,(, 1 (0.5%} 
gs.gg_go,(, 1 (0.5°10) 
not applicable 2 (1.0010) 
Not reca'de.1 5 (2.S0!0) 
TOTAL 193 
Table G: Relationship 'Aflh J\dequate Oral Intake and Presence of Djsphagia 
Pel eel llage d days • ~a TOTAlS 
inadequate cnl irtake 
Pbsert Presert 
S.14.9% 19 20 39 
15-19.9% 32 17 49 
20-24.9% 21 12 33 
25-29.9% 8 8 16 
30-34.9% 10 7 17 
35-44.SOA. 5 9 14 
~45% 6 12 18 
TOTALS 101 85 186 
II 11'-'1 I I g~no~~ I \1I8S 1'10( n:r :;, -~ a oo ora ln:aKe was ncx appucaae a 2 
Slj)jeds 
cti IIJ88 = 9.44; ,.= 6; p valllt = 0.1504 
Table H: VitarTiniMneral Presciptions 
\41a'rin and Mneral Use in Residenial PapUalion 
'vftarrin cr Mneral Frequendes a1d Spedfic Type c:l \AtaninsMnerals 
Presdbed Paa!ntage d 
SJljects taki~ 
\AtaninsiMneras 
Iron~ 101193 = 5.2% 3f10 ferrous ~LIDIIIe 1/10 rnJtNita'rin 
3f10 ferrous sUphale 3(10 nat spedfied 
8,2 2G'193 = 10.4% 
Wti 'vftarrins 12/193 = 6.2»A. 1/12 mJiivitsrrin .., Iran 1/12Cenrun 
1/12 nUtivilarin.., Zinc 3f12 nat recaded 
6/12 Maltevol12 
Calcii.ITI 41193 =2.1% 2/4 calc:iun carbolate 
2/4 Qs.Cal-0 
Folic kid 41193 =2.1% 
Olher Wanins 1/193 =0.5% ~c 
Table 1: Antipsydlotic Medication use 
~psychatic Mecicalicns Frequency 
(# SLtjeds taking) 
Lt»caPne 11 
Haldol 9 
~ne 6 
Perpha azine 6 
Pirmzide (crap) 1 
Ttiaidaljne 2 
Lt»caPne & Haldol 1 
Trifla.qaazine 1 
MetiiDbineprazine 1 
R~lll1xcl 1 
Mea ICCrinepazine & Papha mine 1 
Pericyazine & ~crpa1 BZine 1 
Lt»caPne & QDpanazine 2 
No Ndipsyaic Mecicalion Used 1~ 
not recorded 4 
TOTAL 193 
Table J: Tricyclic Anlidepressart (TCA) Use 
Tricyclic Pftidepassart Frequency Percentage 
rutriptyline 1 O.SOAt 
Triniprarrine 5 2.SOAt 
Mitriplylene 8 4.1% 
Desiprarrine 2 1.QD,{, 
Cariprarrine 1 0.5% 
noT~ used 172 89.1% 
not recorded 4 2.10,{, 
Total 193 
Table K: Use of Other Medications 
Clher Meclcation Types Frequency Pera!ntage 
-
36 18.7 
lpabapill11 BraTide 3 1.6 
Gravel 4 2.1 
Olptapil 1 0.5 
Ativa1 & Gravel (pm) 2 1 
Ativa1 & AtrOWI'1t 1 0.5 
No other meds 143 74.1 
Not reCXJrded 4 2.1 
TOTAL 193 100% 
Table L: Relationship between Other** Drug Use 
and Presence of ~ia 
No use rX Qher UsedQher TOTAL* 
meds** meds 
C>Jsphagia 83 20 103 
,6bsent 
C>Jsphagia 59 27 86 
Pl1esent 
TOTAL 142 47 189 
Table M: Nutritional Supplement Use as per fWrsing Questionnaire and 
Chart RevieYI 
O""'r.iaan Q lliillia ~use Tclaf 
NO rUritional liAS ruritia1al nat i«X11 decl* in 
SI~IBD sipplel ueniS CUstiornire 
Clat Al:.iaw 110 9 2 121 
NO ruritia1al 
Sl4lPia llellls 
Clat Rluilft.Tw' 33 20 0 53 
HAS ruritia1al 
Sl4lPia I lei liS 
~use 16 3 0 19 
not doa.menled* 
in Qat 
Total 159 32 2 193 
flO[ usea 1n 
" s 
cdwn's ... ' 0.345; Wl(lc)-G.0077; z=3..93; 010.1719 




